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July 17, 1973

Northern States Power Company
414 Nicollet Mall
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401

Attention: Mr. Pete A. Johnson
Senior Civil Engineer

Gentlemen:

Eight copies of our "Repor~ of Review of Design
Criteria and Project Specifications, Proposed Coal and Ash
Storage Area, Sherburne County Generating Plant - Unit i,
Sherburne County, Minnesota for Northern States Power Company"
are herewith submitted.

The scope of our services were planned in
collaboration with Messrs. Jerry Zylkowski, Roger Hertzberg,
Pete Johnson, and Richard McGinnis of Northern States Power
Company and were outlined in our proposal dated February 22,
1973. This work was authorized by your purchase order
No. C-86459.

Preliminary copies of the project specifications,
construction drawings, supporting analyses, boring logs, and
laboratory test data were submitted for review by Black &
Veatch, Consulting Engineers. Following our review of the
preliminary project plans and documents, a joint meeting
attended by representatives of Northern States Power Companys
Black & Veatch, and Dames & Moore was held in Minneapolis
on May i, 1973. During the meeting, agreement was reached
regarding certain modifications of the project documents ¯
and the need for additional laboratory tests to substantiate
assumptions used in the supporting analyses.



~orthern States Power Company
July 17, 1973
Page - 2

Subsequent to the May 1 meeting, additional laboratory
tests were performed and Black & Veatch prepared final versions
of the Project documents. We have completed our review of
these documents and are in agreement with the final version.~
However, we have noted that the revised gradation requirements
and lift thickness for filter blankets and proof-rolling of the~
clay blankets prior to filling had not been incorporated in
the project specifications at the time of our review. All
modifications noted in Memorandum 519 by Black & Veatch, dated
June 18, 1973 should be incorporated in the specifications before
issuing the project documents in final form.

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any
questions pertaining to the contents of this report. It has
been a pleasure to be of service to you on this project.

Yours very truly,

DAMES & MOORE

William G. Paratore
Partner

WGP:RWC:sb



REPORT

REVIEW OF DESIGN CRITERIA AND PROJECT SPECIFICATIONS

pROPOSED COAL ~D ASH STORAGE AREA

SHERBURNE COUNTY GENERATING PLANT - UNIT 1

SH~RBURNE COUNTY, MINNESOTA

FOR

NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY

INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of our review of

design criteria and project specifications performed for the

proposed coal and ash storage area for the Sherburne County

Generating Plant - Unit 1 in Sherburne County, Minnesota°

The purposes of our engineering studies were as follows:

io To review the design and supporting analysis,

including stability, settlement, and seepage, for

the Proposed Coal and Ash Storage Area submitted’

by Black & Veatch, Consulting Engineers°

2. To review the project specifications and construction

drawings for the proposed construction.

To provide an evaluation of the design, supporting

analysis, project specifications, and construction

drawings for the proposed construction.



DESIGN CRITERIA

SOIL PARAMETERS

The relevant soil parameters for design of the earth

retaining structures fo~ the coal and ash storage facilities

include:

1 - In-Situ Natural Soils and On-Site Cohesionless

Embankment Fill .Material

Density

¯ Angle of Internal Friction

Permeability

2 - Impervious Core and Impervious Blanket

Density

Shear Strength

Permeability

3 - Filter Blankets

¯ Density

Gradation

Angle of Interna! Friction

Permeability

Soil parameters used in the analyses are based on

the results of field and laboratory tests performed on the

in-situ natural soils and borrow materials by Dames & Moore

and by Soil Exploration Company, Inc. as documented in the

report of "Supporting Analysis II-M" by Black & Veatch dated



June 27, 1973. The borrow materials selected for construction

of the dikes, impervious core and blankets, filter blankets,

and slope protection are suitable for the proposed construction.

The soil parameters used for the analyses are, in each case,

reasonable and consistent with conservative practice.

SETTLEMENT

The natural granular soils underlying the embankments

are relatively incompressible and free-draining. Settlements

may be expected to be relatively minor and will occur simultan-

eously with the application of the loads. A maximum settlement

of approximately two inches under the dikes was computed. The

compression parameters used in the calculations and the magnitude

of settlement have been verified by independent calculations

performed by Dames & Moore°

SEEPAGE

The coefficients of permeability of the embankment

and foundation soils used in the seepage analyses appear to be

conservative but reasonable in view of possible unforeseen

variations in the natural soiis and compacted fill. The

seepage calculations have been verified by Dames & Moore. The

computed seepage losses are well within tolerable limits. Filter

blankets have been provided to control seepage paths and to

carry seepage water to collection ditches. The gradation char-

acteristics, permeability, and thickness requirements of the

filter blankets have been checked and found to be adequate.



SLOPE STABILITY

Stability analyses of the slopes have been performed

for all conditions which could be reasonably anticipated during

the service life Of the structures. ~he soil parameters and

loading conditions used in these analyses have been conserva-

tively chosen. Selected critical cases, including full

reservoir with earthquake loading, have be~n verified by Dames

& Moore. Those cases which were not specifically verified are

less critical and the computed factors of safety appear to be

reasonable and consistent.

The factors of safety for the slopes used in the

design are adequate to ensure the safety of the structures°

Moreover, the computed factors of safety probably represent

lower bound values in view of the conservative assumptions of

soil parameters and loading conditions used in the analyses°

CONSTRUCTION

COMPACTION CRITERIA

Granular Soils. It is specified that granular soils

will be compacted to at least 95 percent of the maximum dry

density as determined by the ASTM 1557 Method of Compaction.

This compaction requirement is considered satisfactory for

the proposed construction and is consistent with the density,

permeability, and shear strength parameters used in the supporting

analyses.



Impervious Soils. The clay core and impervious

earth blankets will be compacted to at least 93 percent of

the maximum dry density as determined by the ASTM 1557 Method

of Compaction at a moisture content between optimum and three

percent wet of optimum. This degree of compaction should ~be

obtainable under field conditions and is consistent with the

permeabil ~y and shear shrength parameters used in the analyses

of seepa~ losses and slope stability°

PROOF-ROLLiNG

Proof-rolling of the exposed natural soils to a dry

density of at least 95 percent of the maximum prior to construc-

tion of the dikes and impervious earth blankets is required°

This compaction criterion is sufficient to restore the exposed

natural soils to a condition equal or superior to the in-situ

condition and should be readily obtainable in the field°

Proof-rolling of the clay blankets within the ash

ponds immediately prior to filling is also required to knead

~he surface and close any shrinkage cracks that may develop.

This requirement is essential for the ~prevention of excessive

seepage losses and piping.

PLACEmeNT OF FILTER BLANKETS

The required thickness of filter blankets is 18 inches.

This thickness is adequate to carry the anticipated seepage

quantities, if it~is properly constructed. Placement of the



filter blankets should be closely supervised to ensure that

particle size segregation and contamination of the filter

material by the adjacent embankment fill material is prevented

and that proper compaction is achieved. The filter material

should be placed in lifts no greater than 12 inches in

thickness~

--o0o--

If you have any questions concerning the information

contained in this report, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Respectfully SubmittedF

DAMES & MOORE

William G. Paratore
Partner

Richard W. Christiansen
Project Engineer

WGP:RWC:sb

Eight Copies Submitted
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CHEMICAL & PHYSICAL TESTS ® INSPECTIONS ~ RESEARCH

HOME OFFICE:
662 CROMWELL AVENUE
ST. PAUL, MINN, 55114

CHARLES W* RRITZIUS. P.E.
Presidei~t

JOHN F, GISLASON.

June 27, 1974

Northern States Power Company
414 Nicollet Mall
Minneapolis, MN 55401

Attn: Mr J V Sullivan

Gentlemen

Subj: Additional strength tests for dike core
and impervious earth blanket clay -
Sherburne County Generating Plant -
Unit NOo l - Becker. Minnesota
Laboratory No. 9-5483

This report concerns the recent laboratory testing we conducted to check the
strength properties of the borrow clays for use in the dike cores and impervious
blanket at this project° The purpose of this report is to present the test
results° This work was conducted in accordance with your verbal authorization
on May 29, 1974, and your Purchase Order Number C88754~ We are sending you
three copies of our reporto Additional copies are being sent as noted below°

If you have any questions or desire further information, please contact USo

Very truly yours

Michael O’Donnell
Civil Engineer



Northern States Power Company
June 26, 1974
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Very truly yours

Donovan K Stormoe~ P E

I hereby certify that this p±an,
specifioation~ or report was
by me or under my direct su~,~.’
and that I am a duly Regls~t,,"~
fess~onal E~Ineer unde~ the z~,,~s
the State of Nlnne~ota.

104~3

MOiDKfifl

Copies to:

I) Northern States Power Co
Quality Assurance
Attn: Mr John Meier

2) Northern States Power (Becker)
Attn: Mr Curt Sillman

I) Northern States Power Co
Attn: Mr Pete Johnson

I) Black & Veatch
Attn: Mr John Vines



REPORT ON ADDITIONAL STRENGTH TESTS OF IMPERVIOUS CLAY SOIL
COAL AND ASH STOPPAGE AREAS

NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY
SHERBURNE COUNTY GENERATING PLANT

UNIT NOo l
NEAR BECKER, MINNESOTA

#9-5483

INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of the laboratory triaxial testing and classifica-

tion tests we have p6rformed for the referenced project. The purpose of this

additional testing was to check the strength properties of the impervious clay fill

when compacted to relative densities less than 93 percent of maximum and at moisture

contents greater than 3 ~ercent abqve optimum moisture content°

We are performing full-tlme~ on-site inspection and testing during the earth work

operations at the project. The results of that work have been/and are being fore-

warded to you in periodic reports°

Prior to construction, several site investigations and laboratory testing were

conducted by Soil Exploration Company° The results of that work were included in

reports to Black & Veatch between a period from January 1971 to June 1973.

FIELD EXPLORATION AND SAMPLING

A sample of the impervious borrow clay material was obtained from the coal and ash

storage fill areas on May 29, 1974o Several bag samples of the material were taken

from the core area’of the south dam near Station 9+00 and were brought to the

laboratory for testing° The sample was identified as Sample No. 3 and visually

TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATOI~Y INC,



Page 2 - Northern States Power Co
Sherburne Co Generating Plant
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appeared to be a brown clayey sand - sandy clay type soil with a trace of gravel.

LABORATORY TESTING PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

Laboratory tests performed on the soil samples included hydrometer analysis~ atterberg

limits and triaxial tests° Maximum density and optimum moistur~ content tests (in

accordance with ASTM:DI557-70) have been previously performed on this material. The

results of those tests were included in our reports 9-4822 and 9-5314 toyou earlier.

Copies of those moisture-density curves for both the original test and a later check-

point test are included in this ~eport.

The hydrometer and atteberg limit tests were conducted to aid.in classifin9 the

soilo The hydrometer test for particle-size distribution was performed in accorQance

with the procedure described by ASTM:D422-63 (reapproved 1972)o The atterberg limits

(liquid limit, plastic limit and plasticity index) were determined in accordance

with ASTM:D423-66 (reapproved 1972) and ASTM:D424-66 (reapproved 1971)o The test

results indicate the soil is a clayey sand with about 48 percent of the material

finer than the #200 sieve° The liquid limit and plastic limit are 29 percent and

15 percent, respectively, resulting in a plasticity index of 14o The hydrometer

test results are shown on the attached grain-size distribution curve°

The triaxial tests were performed to determine the cohesion and internal friction

angle (# - angle) of samples of the soil remolded at various relative densities and

moisture contents. The tests were conducted on 2 in. diameter by 4 in. long specimens

under unconsolidated-undrained (quick) conditions. By this procedure, the molded

specimens were placed in the triaxial chamber and then saturated for two days under

CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC,
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a 3 psi head of water. After this saturation period, the lines were closed, the

confining pressure was applied and the sample was normally stressed at a strain rate

of 0.06 in. per minute. The normal stress was~applied until 20 percent strain

(0.8 in.) had occurred.

A total of 8 series of triaxial tests were performed. Each series consisted of

testing 3 different remolded specimens, with each specimen in a series compacted at

as close to the same relative density and moisture content as possible. In a given

series, the specimens were subjected to confining pressures of I/2 tsf (tons per sq

ft), 1 I/2 tsf and 3 tsf during application of ~he normal load. The series of tests

included samples molded at 88 percent, 90 percent and 93 percent of maximum density.

At each of these 3 relative densities, 2 series of tests were conducted with the

molded moisture content at 13 percent (about 3 percent over optimum) for one series and

16 percent (about 6 percent over optimum) for the second series. As discussed with

you, a total of 3 series were performed at a relative density of 90 percent and a

mo]’sture content of 16 percent. The additional series at these conditions were run

to prov}de a check to assure that the test results were representative, since some

varl’at~on can be expected due to several variables including the uniformity of com-

paction and moisture content in the laboratory specimen. The stress-strain and Mohr-

circle plots for the triaxial tests are shown on the attached data sheets.

DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS

The test results indicate the undrained 6 - angle of the material does not change

appreciably for the various conditions. However, the apparent cohesion is influenced

by both relative density and moisture content. A plo.t of cohesion versus density and

relative compaction is attached.

~TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC,
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The tests all indicate a relatively small 6 - angle, ranging from about 2 degrees to

6 degrees. Within the normal limitations of the tests, it appears that the undrained

# - angle is not appreciably affected by the differing relative densities and molded

moisture contents.

The cohesion of the clay-sand soil is definitely influenced by the relative density,

and to a lesser degree, by the molded moisture content. As shown, an increase in

relative density shows a marked increase in cohesion - from about 800-II00 psf at

88 percent relative density to 1900-2000 psf at 93 percent relative density. The

cohesion is also slightly higher at the higher molded moisture content of 16 percent

than at the lower value of 13 percent~

CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of these test results, it is our judgement that the impervious clayey

material will have an undrained cohesion of at least I000 psf if compacted to a

minimum relative density of 90 percent of ASTM D:1557 and at a moisture content in

the range of 0 percent to 6 percent above optimum moisture content.
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R~PORT 0~ ADDITIONAL SOIL ~S~

~RNE COUNTY GENERATING PLANT
RmP°RTm~Northern States P~wer Com~n~ ~<.~

~BORATORY No, 9-5696

INTR ~CTIOb[-- -

This report presents the results of ~ddition~l i~bor~tory testinz we h~ve performed

/eatch
~tes Power Company

{tes Powe~ Co~-Jobsit(

samples of the impervious fill material for the coal and ash storage areas at the refer-

enced project. The purpose of this additional testing was to further evaluate the

consolidation, shrinkage and permeability charactistics of this fill if placed at a

moisture content above those currently al~owed, by the project specifications. The put-

pose of this report is to present our findings and conclusions. This work was done in

accordance with your verbal authorization on August 7, 1974.

LABORATORY TEST PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

The laboratory testing consisted of consolidation, shrinkage and permeability tests.

One consolidation test was performed on a sample of the clayey sand molded to a dry

density of 113.5 ibs/cuffto at a moisture content of 18o2%. These values are 90% of

maximum density and 7% above optimum moistur~ content, as determined by ASTM:DI557

(modified proctor)° The test results are shown on the attached void ratio vs pressure

and deformation vs time plots.

A linear shrinkage test was performed to aid in qualitatively evaluating the shrinkage

properties of the soilo The test consisted of molding a rectangular sample about 4"

ong and i" by i" in cross section with the moisture content at about the liquid limit.

The liquid limit was estimated at 28%, based on previous testing which indicated a

range of liquid limits from 25% to 32% for this material, The sample was oven 8tied.
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REPORT OF:

ENGINEERS AND CHEMISTS

662 Cromwell Avenue - St. Paul, Minn. 55114

ADDITIONAL SOIL TESTS

DATE: October i0~ 1974

LABORATORY No. 9-5696 PAGE: 2

The test indicated a linear shrinkage of about 6°8%.

A falling head permeability test was performed on a remolded sample of the material

compacted to 90% relative density and 7% over optimum moisture content. The resultant

k-value was 3°93 x 10-9 cm/sec. The results are shown on the attached data sheet.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The consolidation test results indicate the compacted clay will be relatively incom~

pressible below a load intensity of 4000 psi, with the compressibility potential

increasing above that load. Below 4000 psi, consolidation will be due mainly to

recompression of the material. Beyond 4000 psf~ consolidation will be due to virgin

compression of the material° We estimate total settlemen{ could be on the order of

i0" to 12"o 50% of the consolidation should occur in about 3 months and 90% in;about

one year after the material is placed° Since construction of the dikes has progressed

over staged periods of time, and about 35’ of fill has been placed to date, the post-

construction settlement of the clay core would probably be less than 6", posslbly on

the order of 2" to 4"° Almost all settlement should occur within 1½ years after all

the load has been placed°

On the basis of the shrinkage test, we estimate the compacted fill would shrink very

little due to a lowering of the moisture content. The linear shrinkage of the non-

compacted sample was about 6°8%, which is very small.



ENGINEERS AND CPIENilSTS

662 Cromwell Avenue- St. Paul, Minn. 55114,
ADDITIONAL SOIL TESTS

645-3601

mATm October 10, 1974

LABORATORY No. 9-5696 PAGE:

The permeability test results indicate the permeability of the fill material should

be sufficiently low to limit seepage losses to the project requirements°

Very truly yours,

.-------- ......
I~0novan K, Stormo~-~e~ P~E,

DKS : ar i
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SHERBURNE COUNTY "ENkRATING PLANT
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HOME OFFICE:
662 CROMWELL AVENUE
ST. PAUL, MINN. 55114

BRANCH OFFICES:
BISMARCK,
FARGO,
GRAND FORKS, N,D.

ROCHESTER, MINN,
SIOUX FALLS, S,D.
WATERLOO, IOWA

CHARLES W, 5RITZIU$, P.E.
President

JOHN F. GISLASON. P,E.
Executive Vice-President

January 15, 1975

Northern States Power Co
42,4 Nicollet Mall
Minneapolis, MN 55401

Attn: Mr Pete Johnson
Dear Mr Johnson

Subj: Inspection and Testing
Coal and Ash Storage Areas
Sherburne County Generating Plant
Becker, Minnesota - Laboratory #9-5899

This is a summary of progress reports presenting our inspection findings
and test results for the referenced project. We are sending you three
copies. Additional copies are being sent as noted below. This work
is being done in accordance with your purchase order #C88754, dated
August 23, 1973.

Additional reports will be submitted as the project progresses. If
you have any questions or desire further information, please contact us.
Very truly~ yours/,

Michael O’ Donnel 1
Civil Engineer

~oonovan K Stormoe, P.E.

MO/DKS/rs
Copies to
I) Northern States Power Co - QA

Attn: Mr David V Collins
2) Northern States Power Co - Becker

Attn: Mr Curt Sillman
I) Black & Veatch

Attn: Mr John Vines
2) J A Danens & Son Inc
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INSPECTION AND TESTING DURING EARTHWORK OPERATIONS
COAL AND ASH STORAGE AREAS

NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY
SHERBURNE COUNTY GENERATING PLANT

UNIT NO, 1
NEAR BECKER, MINNESOTA

Specification 5377-D-4C

DIN 96A341

Purchase Order No. C88754

Laboratory No. 9-5899

By

Twin City Testing and Engineering Laboratory Inc
662 Cromwell Avenue

St Paul, Minnesota 55114

TWlNCITY TESTING ANG ENGINEERING LABORATORY~INC,
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NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY
SHERBURNE COUNTY GENERATING PLANT

UNIT NO. 1
NEAR BECKER, MINNESOTA

INTRODUCTION

This report concerns the full-time inspection and testing we performed during the

earthwork operations at the above referenced project. The purpose of this report

is to briefly summarize the contents of previous progress reports and the different

tests which were performed. During the period of August 16, 1973, through

December 6, 1974, twenty individual progress reports were forwarded to you

describing the testing, inspection and recommendations made during each report

period. In addition, two separate reports were prepared to further describe

the properties of the soil used to construct the dams. Six data sheets and three

graphs are attached with this report, and should supplement the progress reports

and be considered as an index to all the reports.

SUMMARY

The first data sheet (Report Summary) lists the tests which were performed during

each report period. The tests were categorized into five types of tests: density

tests, proctors, gradations, field tests, and laboratory tests. The density

tests, which were the mos~ numerous type of test performed, are listed numerically

through test #2284. The field tests are also listed numerically through test

#233. The field tests include moisture content tests, -#200 gradations and

Atterberg limits which were performed periodically to better define the conditions

of the soil cement and impervious soils.

T~#IN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC,



SUMMARY

Page 2 - rthern States Power Co
Sherburne Co Generating Plant
Becker, Minnesota - #9-5899

The remaining tests are identified acce}"ding to tF, e type of ,~ter]altested. The

first numbers or letters of the identification refers to the corresponding proctor

sample number. The following letters pertain to the type of test performed. The

key to the letters is as follows:

A - Asphalt Test
C - Compression Test

CE - Concrete Test
CP - Check Proctor
CS - Consolidation Test
G - Gradation
P -’Permeability Test
T - Triaxial Test

The last number relates the number of similar tests performed on the same type

of material. In other words, this number is merely a counter if more than one

test was performed.

The density test summary shows the number of initially passing and initially

failing density tests in each progress report. The summary shows approximatelY

10% of the density tests initially taken failed to meet the project specifications°

With the exception of the remaining twelve failing tests described in report #20,

all failing test areas were either retested with satisfactory results or approved.

by youo If more information on any one density test or group of density tests is

needed, refer to the individual test data sheets or summary sheets which are

attached with the progres reports.

The proctor summary sheets lists the different types of materials encountered at

the site. As specified, the field density tests were evaluated accordingto the

moisture-density relationship of soil as designated by ASTM:DI557-70, Method A or

Co A total of twenty-eight modified proctors (5 point curves) were performed and

the corresponding maximum density and optimum moisture content are listed. The

materials were~isually and manually classified in accordance with the Unified

TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC,
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SUMMARY

Soil C~assificationSystem, and a gradation was performed on each soil type to

verify the classifiq~tion. In order to assure the continuance of a specific soil

type, check proctors (3 point curves) were performed periodically, and the total

number of check proctors for each soil type is shown.

The field test summary sheet contains the total number and corresponding averages

of the moisture content tests taken in the soil cement, moisture content tests

taken in the impervious materials, the -.#200 gradation performed for the impervious

materials, and the Atterberg limits performed for the questionable material°

The compression test sunTnary sheet lists the compressive strengths in chronological

order for the soil cement and Gunite concrete. By examining the results of the

soil cement tests (especially proctor #8), one notices the values are very erratic.

As discussed in report #12, the lower compressive strengths are due to the confine-

ment of the water in the soil cement which causes the soil cement to cure at a

much slower rite. The soil cement and Gunite had an average 7 day compressive

strength of 640 psi and 4470 psi, respectively. The soil cement compressive

strength increased to an average value of 1070 after 14 days, and the Gunite strength

increased to an average of 7190 psi after 28 days. These tests were performed

only to verify the quality and adequacy of the material used in constructing the

coal retaining bermo

The permeability summary sheet includes more data pertaining to the test than the

previously mentioned summary sheets° It identifies the types of tests performed

and type of material tested, In addition, the consistency of the soils before the

test and the general source of the material is also listed. The resultant K-values

(coefficient of permeability) of the impervious material used to construct the

TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LAEORATORY~ iNC.
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SUMMARY

dams ,- ,~o.~ ¯¯ a~;,. from 10-7 centimeters per second to 10-9 centlmeters per second. These

values are aff_ected b~y~~~s, including soil structure andtexture,

compaction and molstur~e~c~p~ft~en_t_. At your request, K-values were plotted on a

graph of permeability versus moisture content. The graph shows the permeability

gradually decreasing as the moisture content is increased. The graph also

approaches a K-value of 10-9 centimeters per second near a moisture content of

8% over._o]ptimum moisture content. At this point, we would expect the permeability

to begin to increase as the~sture content in~r~ea ~.~ther experimental data,

such as the attached Portland Cement Association and the Cedargren graphs, suggests

that the K-value will indeed increase as the moisture content increased beyond

a certain point of wetness.

REMARKS

If you have any questions concerning this report or if we can be of further

assistance to you, please contact us.

TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC,
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DENSITY TEST SUMMARY

Report Initially Initially
Number

Pass~___ Failin~

1 107 34

2 13 3

3 25 4

4 32 3

5 27 1

6 17 3

7 30 3

8 27 5

9 55 6

I0 42 5

II 30 5

12 546 31

13 159 3

14 146 II

15 ll3 9

16 165 II

17 163 9

18 174 II

19 128 II

20 67 14

Retests

26-passed; 8-failed

l-passed

5-passed;

3-passed;

l-passed

3-passed;

3-passed;

4-passed

6-passed;

6~passed;

8 approved by NSP

l-failed

2-failed

l-failed

2-failed

l-failed

5 approved by NSP; 5-failed

31-passed; 2-failed

2-passed; l-failed

lO-passed; 3-failed

lO-passed; 2-failed

12-passed; l-failed

9-passed; l-failed

9-passed; l-failed

ll-passed; 2-failed

7-passed; 2-failed



TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC.
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FIELD TEST SUMMARY

Number of moisture content tests of soil cement = 35

Average value = 10oi%

Number of moisture content tests of clay = 147

Average value = ~,!7.1%

Number of -#2(]Ogradation of clay = 49

Average value = 40%

Number of Atterberg limits = 7

TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC*
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COMPRESSION TESTS SUMMARY
Sample Type (Days Cured) Strength In Psi

Soil Cement (Proctor No. ~

M(7) 450

M(7) 445

M(7) 766

M(7) 764

C(14) 970

C(14) 920

C(14) 950

C(14) 710

M(28) 1195

M(7) 490

’Cu(14) 2700

Cu(14) 2160

Cu(14) 1210

Cu(14) 1980

C(14) 1870

C(14) 1700

Cu(14) 288

C(14) 1160

C(14) 1120

Cu(14) 380

M(14) 214

M(14) 242

C(14) 1430

C(]4) 1380

Cu(64)

Cu(64) 1060

Soil Cement (Proctor Noo 14)

C(14) 345

((14) 225

CLI4) 360

C(14) 505

C(7) 52O

C(7) 520

C(7) 950

C(7) 875

C(14) 830

C(14) 620

C(14) 78O

Total number of tests in Gunite = 18

Total Number of tests in soil cement = 37

Average 7 day strength of soil cement = 640 psi

Average 14 day strength of soil cement - 1070 psi

Average 7 day strength of Gunite - 4470 psi

Average 28 day strength of Gunite - 7190 psi

TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC,

Gunite
Cyl(7) 1700

Cy](7) 1490

TOP.(28) 4960

T~Po(28) 5270

T.P~(28) 6540

ToPo(28) 6630

ToPo(28) 5700

ToPo(28) 5840

ToPo(28) 7000

T.P.(28) 9200
Cy](7) 48]0
Cyl(7) 4700

Cyi(28) 7070

Cyl(28) 8880

T.P.(7) 7550

ToPo(7) 6570

TOP.(28) 8870

T°P.(28) 10290

M - Molded

C - Cored

Cu - Cube

Cyl - Cylinder

ToP. - Test Panel
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TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC,
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645-~601

ENGINEERS AND CHEMISTS

662 Cromwell Avenue - St. Paul, Minn. 551 ]4

REPORT OF:

NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY
SHERBURNE COUNTY GENERATING PLANT
UNIT NO 1 - BECKER M~NNESOTA
Northe’rn States’ Power Co
414 Nicollet Mall
Minneapolis, MN 55401
A . -- ’v~

PERMEABILITY TESTS OF SOIL
DATE: August 29, 1974

FURNISHED BY:

COPIES TO,"

LABORATORY No. 9-5625

SAMPLE NUMBER: 28-P-5

.~ATETESTED,:

UNI__~FI.~ED SOIL ,CLASSIFICATION:

August 16, 1974

Clayey sand, fine
grained, brown (SC)

LOCATION: 50’N of center dike~
Sta 14+00 ’

ELEVATION: 945’

MOISTURE-DENSITY ,RELATION OF.SOI~ L:
iethod -

Maximum Dry Density (pcf) -
Optimum Moisture Content-

ASTM:D!557-70
]26o2

11o2

PERMEABILITY TEST:
Type of Test-
Type of Specimen -
Dry Density (psf) -

Moisture Content -
Sample Diameter (in.)
Sample Height (ino) -
Confining Pressure (psi)

Water Head (ino) -
Water Temperature (°C)

Coefficient of Permeability
(cm/sec @ 20oc)

Falling head
Recompacted sample
113o5 (90% compaction)
18o2 (7°0% over optimum)
2~85
2~95

6O

3°93 x lO-~

Twin City ,T,)~’st~g ,~nd Engineering Lc~6ratory, Inc.
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PROJ~ECT:

JOB NO,: 9~5625

0.5 5.0 10 20 50

500    %000 2,000

100 200 500 %000 2.000 5,000 10,000

SHERBURNE COUNTY GENERATING PLANT

ISAMPLE NO.: 28-Cs- 1 j ~oc~tion_._~~levat mort:

CONSOLIDATION TEST-Tli~E CURVES
945’
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September 9, 1975

Northern States Power
414 Nicollet Mail
Minneapolis, NN 5540

Attn: Mr Pete Johnson

Gentlemen

Subj: Additional Laboratory Tests - Clay
Lining Soil - Sherburne County Generating

Purchase Order #CI030 - TCT #9-6410

OFFICERS:
CHARLES W. BRITZIUS. P.E

President
JOHN F. G SLASQN P E

, Executive Vice-President
NORMAN E. HENNING P.E.
Vice-President Engineering

ALBERT C, HOLLER F.A.I,C.
Vice-President Chemistry

CLINTON R. EUE
Secreta% -Treasurer

Attached please find the results of the additional proctor,
gradation and triaxial tests performed on a sample of the
clay lining soil used in the ponds at this project. The
purpose of these tests was to further evaluate the effect
on the soil strength when compacting the soil at a moisture
content well over optimum moisture content This work was
done in accordance with verbal authorization from you°

We have previously conducted full-tlme inspection and testing
services during the earthwork operations at this project. We
refer you to our prevzous reports for the results of the
inspection and testing°

BRANCH OFFICES:
BISMARCK N.D.

FARGO. N.D
GRANDFORKS N.D.

MINOr. N.D
EAU CLAIRE. WlS
LA CROSSE. WlS
MANKATQ. MINN

ROCHESTER. MINN
SIOUX FALLS. S.D,
WATERLOO IOWA

~hese additional tests were conducted on a sample of brown,
clayey sand soil collected by us a~ the site on August
1975o The soil is similar to the materia! used for previous
proctor sample #3. The gradation, or hydrometer, test
specimen is designated sample #3-G-~ (the third gradation
for material similar to that used for proctor #3)~ The
proctor speclmen ~s designated 3-CP-5~ the fifth check on
p~octor #So The triaxial test specimen zs designated
#3-T-.7, the seventh t~iaxial tes~ performed on material
similar to sample #3o The triaxia] test specimens were
compacted to 90% of relative density at a compe.ction
moisture content of 16o4% or about 8% above optimum
moisture content The samples were then saturated and
the triaxial tests were run under unconsolidated,



Northern States Power Co
September 9,
P~ge Two ~           ~ ""’"’

undrained conditions The results of the tests are shown on the attached
curves and data sheet

~ As shown by the test results, the sample contained about 45% material
finer than the #200 sieve, and the cohesion is about 0°4,- 0,45 tsf ~i,
(800 - 900 sf)                  .

If you have any questions, or desire further information, please contact

:,Very truly yours

Donovan K Stormoe, Po Eo

DKS:kr

Copies: 1 - Northern States Power Company - Quality Assurance
2 - Northern States Power Company - Sherburne County Generating Plant
I - Black and Veatch



PROJECT:

IVIOISTURE - DENSITY CURVE
SHERBURNE COUNTY GENERATING PLANT
BECKER, MINNESOTA - DoI,N. 96A341 DATE:

REPORTED TO: Northern States Power Co. COPIES TO:

SAMPLE NO. 3-CP-S

LABORATORY NO, 9-6410

METHOD OF TEST: AS~: D 1557-70, Method A

TYPE OF MATERIAL: Clayey Sand, brown

MAXIMUM DENSITY: !31.4 OPTIMUM





TRIAXIAL TEST DATA lob No.    9-6410Date September 9, 1975

SHERBURNE COUNTY GENERATING PLANT - BECKER, ~4INNESOTA - D.I.N. 96A541Project ,,
Boriag No. Sample No.    3-T-7     Depth (ft)          ~Type of S~ample Recompacted
Soil Type Clayey Sand, brown (SC) __~- ,,Tvoe of Test U-U .~aturatea

Remarks:
Specimens, 2" in diame--~-~ ana 4 16ng, were compacted to 90~o relative density

at a compaction moisture.content of 16.4%. Specimens were then saturated for

2 days and were then strained _.to 20% at a rate of 0.080 in/min.

SPECIMEN NO.

0oS

10     15     20
Axial Strain (%)

25 3O

Diameter (inches)

Height (inches)

Moisture Content (%)

Dry Density (PCF)

Saturation (%)

Void Ratio

Moisture Content (%)
~ Dry Density (PCF)

~tsaturati°n (%)a
.

Back Pressure (TSF)
Minor Principal Stress

Max" um Deviator Stress

Ultimate Deviator Stress
TSF ~, - %~

LL PI

1
2°0

16,4
118.3

2
2.0
4.U

16o4

118.3

ioSO
0~81

0~81

3
2°0

16o4

118o3

3o00
0.86
0°85

0°5

I°0 2°0

Normal Stress (TSF)



July 22, 1575

Northern States Power Co
414 Nicollet Mall
Minneapolls, MN : 55401

Attn: Mr J V Sullivan

Dear Mr Sullivan

OFFICERS:
CHARLES W. BRITZIUS. P.E

President
JOHN F. GISLASON. P.E
Executive Vice-President

NORMAN E. HENNtNG P.E
, ’Vice-Presideni Engineering
ALBERT C. HOLLER F.A,I.C

Vice-President Chemistry
CLINTON R. EUE

Secretary-Treasurer

Northern States Power Co
Sherburne County Generating Plant
E6881 and E7998 - P 0 #CI030
Becket, Minnesota
Laboratory ~9-6252

This letter concerns the inspection and testing we are continuing
to perform for the earthwork operations in the coal and ash storage
areas at the above referenced project. This work is being performed
under your purchase order =CI030o

BRANCH OFFICES:
BISMARCK N.D.

~’ARGO N.D.
GRANDFORKS N.D.

MINOT N,D.
EAU CLAIRE WIS.
LA CROSSE WlS.
MANKATO MINN.

ROCHESTER MINN.
SIOUX FALLS S.D
WATERLOO IOWA

Last year, the construction of the ash storage ponds continued into
late falio The freezing weather at that time posed a constant
problem for the fill placement operations. Several areas of fill
either froze during fill placement or shortly thereafter° Con-
sequently, these areas did not receive amele compactiom before
freezing, and any compaction efforts after frost intrusion were
ineffective°

Density tests were performed in these areas in order to maintain
an accurate record of the location and a copy of these tests was
sent to all parties involved° Similarly, these tests and test
locations were discussed in our report #20, dated January 2~ 1975o
This letter, therefore, concerns the recompaction of the failing
test areas, and the supplementary field density tests (designated
as retests) taken this sun.ere

Between the dates of Ju!y 9 and July 14.. 1975o the contractor
recompacted the fill placed as ~he designated eleven failing test
areas° The densification attained by the compaction operations
was determined by performing thirteen density tests, and the
results of these tests are attached° The results indicate the fill
mater~a~ in a~l eleven areas was satisfactorily recom~acted~ and



PHONE 612/645-3601

P~OJECT:

REPORTED TO:

ENGINEERS AND CHEMISTS

662 Crom~ ~v~ep-~.~ M,nnesota 55114

N~?~FTII °~?ATES POWER COMPANY
SHERBURNE COUNTY GENE~TING PLANT
E6881 AND E7108 DATE:
BECKER, MINNESOTA (DiN96A341)    COPIES TO: I)
Northern States Power Company
414 Nicollet Mall I)
Minneapolis, MN 55401
Attn: Mr. J. V. Sullivan

October 15, 1973
Northern States Power - QA
Attn: Mr. John Meier
Northern States Power - Sherburne
County Gea~ating Plant
Attn: Mr. Curt Sillman

LABORATORY No. 9-4822 2) J. A. Danens & Son, Inc.

SUMMARY

This is the first in a series of periodic progress reports concerning the inspection and
testing we are performing at the referenced project. Our inspection and testing indicates
the earthwork is being performed in accordance with the project plans and specifications in
all areas except the moisture content of the general embankment sand fill and the Class I
clayey liner or core material. The sand moisture con~ent is generally about 5% below the
minimum specified, and the clay material is several p~rCent above specified maximum
moisture content. Additional laboratory testing is in progress to evaluate the clayey
soils at lower relative densities and higher moisture co~tents.

INTRODUCTION

This report pertains to the inspection and testing we have performed during earthwork
operations in the coal and ash storage areas at the referenced project. This report ~:
covers the period from August 16 through October 7, 1973. The purpose of this report
is to summarize activities at the site, and to present the results of field and laboratory
tests we performed during that period. This work is being done in accordance with verbal
authorization from you.

FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

Reserve Coal Stora.g~_Area

Prior to the placement of the impervious earth blanket, the subgrade was compacted and
tested. In all cases, the results of the field density tests indicated the specified
compaction was attained by the initial compactive efforts.

The fillingand compaction operations were concentrated primarily in the northern half
of the site. Basically two types of soil were placed in the reserve coal storage area.
A silty sand ’(SM) ] was placed in the central portion of the site, while a clayey sand
(SC) was plac~d in ditches and in the remaining northern half of the storage area. The
silty sand was found in the east dam between stations 28+00 and station 30+28 at elevation
943’. Atterberg limits, permeability tests and particle size gradations (ASTM:D421,
ASTM:D423, ASTM:D424, ASTM:DII40 and ASTM:D2487-69) were performed to determine the
;ceptabilit~ ~f the materials. The results of these tests are attached.

Coal Yard Area Railroad (Track #I)

The subgrade for railroad track #I was compacted and tested. Two gradations (4-G-I and
4-G-2) were performed on site materials to determine suitability for use as subballast.



ENGINEERS AND CHEMISTS

662 Cromwell Avenue - St. Paul, Minn. 55114

SOIL INSPECTION

DATE: October 15, 1973

LABORATORY No. 9-4822 PAGE: 2

FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS
(cont.)

Coal Yard Area Railroad (Track #I)
cT t J
The test results were presented to you and the material was approved. Both the subgrade
and subballast m~terial met the specified compaction with the initial compactive efforts.

Water Cooling Tower #2

Granular fill was used to raise the area to elevation 969’ Six field density tests were
taken during this construction, and the results of these tests verified the fill was sat-
isfactorily compacted ....

Coa~l Retainin~ Berms

The fill, which consisted mainly of sand, was placed and compacted in thin lifts using
;tapers. Since additional compaction was required near the edge of the slope, a "turtle

vype" hand operated compactor was utilfzed while placing the soil cement.

In order to aid the contractor in calibrating his soil cement equipment, gradation,
modified proctor and loose density tests were performed on the sand to be used in the
soil cement.

The efficienty of the soil cement compaction operation was checked by field density tests,
moisture tests, compressive strength tests, and triaxial tests. The compaction of an
individual lift of soil cement was primarily verified by the field density tests. However,
since the soil type and the compaction effort were normally constant factors in the soil
cement operations, a good check of the compaction was the moisture content of the mix. As
discussed with Black and Veatch, the unconfined compressive strength tests and the uncon-
solidated , undrained (U-U) triaxial tests were performed to determine the actual strength
Of the in-place soil cement. The test results are attached.

As of October 5, 1973, the north berm was completed to elevation 979’; the center berm
was completed to elevation 972’; and the south ~ermwas completed to elevation 972’,

Bottom Ash Pond Dikes

Prior to the placement of the clay core and the impervious earth blanket, the subgrade
was densified and tested. Type I material was then obtained from the borrow pit and
~omp~ted until thespecified compaction was obtained. In an area between west dam station
24+00 and north dam station 3+00, the clay exceeded the maximum moisture requirements,
~nd the specified compaction was not attained. Although additional compactive effort was

~plied, supplementary field tests on the recompacted area proved the soil to be below
the specified density. Undisturbed samples of the soil in this area were returned to
the laboratory for further.testing and consideration.



O
ENGINEERS AND CHEMISTS

~

~ 662 Cromwell Avenue - St. Paul, Minn. 55114

~ REPORT oF: S01L INSPECTION

DATE: October 15, 1973

LABORATORY No. 9-4822 PAGE: 3

CONFERENCES

On October 3, 1973, J. A. Danens & Son, Inc., Twin City Testing and Northern States Power
Company held a conference concerning the wet clay found in the borrow area. At the con-
clusion of this meeting agreement was reached upon two construction alternatives. These
alternatives included either lowering the compaction requirements for the wet clay, or
using a red silty sand found in the borrow pit as a substitute material. Permeability
tests and triaxial tests will be run on both the silty sand and the wet clay to determine
the feasibility of the alternatives.

REMARKS

As specified, the field in-place density tests were evaluated according to the.
moisture-density relation of soil as designated by ASTM:DI557-70. One hundred and forty-nine
field density tests were taken in accordance with ASTM:DI556-64 during this period. A
~bulation of the in-place density tests and summary of the test results to date is
ubmitted. Also, a map showing the grid system used in the reserve coal storage area is

included.

TWIN CITY TESTING AND
ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC.

Michael O’Donnell
Civil Engineer

MO:DKS:rs

Donovan K, Stormoe, P.E.



645-3601

CHEMICAL & PHYSICAL TESTS ¯ ~NSPECTIONS ¯ RESEARCH

HOME OFFICE:
662 CROMWELL AVENUE
ST. PAUL. MINN. 55114

BRANCH OFFICES;
BISMARCK, N.D.
FARGO. N.D.
GRAND FORKS, N.O.

LA CROSSE, WIS.
ROCHESTER. MINN.
SIOUX FALLS.
WATERLOO, IOWA

Northern States Power Company
414 Nicollet Mall
Minneapolis, MN 55401

October 24, 1973

Attention: Mr. J. V. Sullivan RE: InsR#~ion and Testing
Coal and Ash Storage Areas
Sherburne County Generating Plant
Near Becker, Minnesota
Laboratory #9-4919

Gentlemen:                   ¯

This is ~~ress report presenting our inspection findings
and test f~e~s~r the referenced project. We are sending you three
copies. Additional copies are being sent as noted below. This work
is being done in accordance with your Purchase Order No. C 88754,
dated Aguust 23, 1973.

Additional reports will be submitted as the project progresses. If
you have any questions or desire further information, please contact
US.

Very truly yours,

TWIN CITY TESTING AND
ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC.!~

Michael O’Donnell
Civil Engineer

MO:DKS:rs
Copies to:
l) Northern States Power - Quali

Attn: Mr. John Meier
2) Northern States Power (Becker)

Attn: Mr. Curt Sillman
l) Black and Veatch

Attn: Mr. John Vines
2) J. A. Danens & Son, Inc.

Donovan K. Stormoe, P.E.

ty Assurance



NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY
SHERBURNE COUNTY GENERATING PLANT

UNIT NO. 1
NEAR BECKER, MINNESOTA

DIN 96A341
Purchase Order No. C88754

Laboratory No. 9-4919

INTRODUCTION

This report concerns the full-time inspection and testing we are continuing to

perform during the earthwork operations in the coal and ash storage areas at

the above referenced project. The purpose of this report is to present our

inspection findings and testing results from the period of October 8 through

October 14, 1973. This work is being conducted in accordance with your purchase

order #C 88754 dated August 23~ 1973.

The results of our work during the period from t~e beginning of this construction

(August 16) through October 7 were included in our report #9-4822 to you dated

October 15, 1973o

FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

Reserve Coal Storaq_e Area

Operations performed in this area consisted of filling and compacting subgrade

material. Two compaction tests, #I~ and #164, were made in the southwest portion

of the site in the compacted sand fill subgrade. The test results are attached

and indicate the mat~r~al was satisfactorily compacted.

Coal Retaini_~!~_~_Berms

~ork in this area consisted of placing granular embankment fill and soil cement

in the center berm. The fill and soil cement were placed to approximate ~levat~on

~TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, tNC, -- --,,~



Page 2 - Northern States Power company
Sherburne County Generating
Plant -’Becker, Minnesota
#9-4919

Coal Retaining Berms

FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS
(cont.)

975’ A total of 2,745 cubic yards of soil cement was placed.

Five compaction tests were made in this area. The tests are #151, #157, #159,

#160 and #165 and the results are attached. The test results indicated the

specified compaction and moisture content wereattained~

In addition to the above field tests, lab tests were performed on representative

samples of the cement and asphalt being used iqithe soil cement process, as

well as core samples of the soil cement. The tests on the cement included determin-

ing the air content, fineness and compressive strength in accordance with ASTM:CI50.

These tests indicated the cementmeets the specifications for fineness and com-

pressivestrength, but contains a slightly higher air content (15%) than allowed

fop Type I cement (maximum 12%). Another sample of the cement was brought into

the laboratory during this time period and additional tests are in progress. A

viscosity test was performed on the asphalt sample to check compliance with

AASHO:M81 specification for RC-250 cutLback asphalt. The test results indicated

the viscosity is within the range allowed by AASHO:M81 specifications. The test

on the soil cement cores, taken from fie~d-p!aced material, consisted of uncon-

fined compressive tests. These tests were made 14 days after the material was

placed in the field. The test results revealed compressive strengths of 950 psi

(68.5 Tsf) and 710 psi (51.0 Tsf). The lab results discussed above as well as

other pertinent test information are shown on the attached data sheet.

Bottom Ash Pond Dikes

The amount of clay hauled to the dikes was limited by the heavy rains experienced

during the work period. On October 8, a red silty sand was being placed on the

west dam near station 22+00. However, a saturated silt was inte~rbedded with the



Page 3 -~rthern States Power Company
Sherburne County Generating
Plant - Becker, Minnesot
#9-4919

FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS
(cont.)

Bottom Ash Pond Dikes

silty sand causing the moisture content to be above optimum. As the results of

an in-place density test (#150) indicated a low relative density, the contractor

decided to return to hauling brown clayey sand. The moisture content of this

clayey sand varied from 2% to 4% above optimum in theborrow area. Generally,

u to 2% moist    " removed d " the lacement and compaction operations. Two

field density tests (#154 and #155) indicated the specified compaction and moisture

content was obtained.

Two gradation tests were performed on the Type I filter rock to determine the

acceptability of the material. The test results indicated the filter rock was

not within the specifications. However, on October I0, J. A. Danens and Son,

Inc., received permission from ~ou to place this material with the provision

that additional gradation tests will be performed.

Six field density tests (#152, #153, #156, #158,#161 and #162) were taken in

the granular embankment fill for the north and west dams. Since in most cases

the results of the field density tests indicated the specified compaction was

a#tained, approval for the placement of subsequent lifts was granted. However,

the one remaining failing test area (indicated by test #162) will receive addi-

tional compaction and will be retested at that time.

CONFERENCES

On October I0, Ig73, J. A. Danens & Son, Inc., Twin City Testing and Northern

States Power held a conference concerning the wet clay found in the borrow

area. On the agreement of all parties, a test program was initiated on the clay

soils of average moisture content and clays of extremely high moisture content.

Upon completion of the permeability, consolidation and triaxial testing, minimum

~TWlN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY~ INC,                                              ~



Page 4 -"RSrthern States Power Company
Sherburne County Generating
Plant - Becker, Minnesota
#9~4919

~ONPERENCES
(cont.)

compaction and moisture content requirements, will be assigned to the fill material

placed for the dikes.

REMARKS

Our inspection and testing indicates the earthwork is being performed in accord-

ance with the project plans and specifications in all areas except the moisture

content of the general embankement sand fill. Additional laboratory testing is

in progress to evaluate the clay soils at a lower relative density and a higher

moisture content. Further superivsion is bein;g~"~erformed and additional reports

will be forwarded as the work progresses.



Report No. 3 on

INSPECTION AND TESTING DURING EARTHWORK OPERATIONS
COAL AND ASH STORAGE AREAS

NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY
SHERBURNE COUNTY GENERATING PLANT

UNIT NO. l
NEAR BECKER, MINNESOTA

Specification 5377-D-4C

DIN 96A341

Purchase Order No. C88754

Laboratory No. 9-4919

By

Twin City Testing and Engineering Laboratory, Inc.
662 Cromwell Avenue

St. Paul, Minnesota 55114

.... TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC*



645-3601

CHEMICAL & PHYSICAL TESTS o INSPECTIONS ®    RESEARCH

October 31, 1973

Northern States Power Company
414 Nicollet Mall
Minneapolis, MN. 55401

Attention: Mr. J.V. Sullivan     RE: Inspection and Testing
Coal.~hd Ash Storage Areas
Sherburne County Generating Plant
Near Becker, Minnesota
Laboratory #9-4919

Gentlemem:

This is our third progress report presenting our inspection findings
and test results for the referenced project. We are sending you three
copies. Additional copies are being sent as noted below. This work
is being done in accordance with your Purchase Order No. C88754,
dated August 23, 1973.

Additional reports will be submitted as the project progresses. If
you have any questions or desire further information, please contact
US,

Very truly yours,

TWIN CITY TESTING AND
ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC.

MO:DKS:rs
Copies to:
1) Northern States Power

Quality Assurance
Attn: Mr. John Meier

2) Northern States Power (Becker)
Attn: Mr. Cumt Sillman

I) Black & Veatch
Attn; Mr. John Vines

2) J.A. Danens & Sons, Inc.

Civil Engineer

’9onovan K.
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NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY
SHERBURNE COUNTY GENERATING PLANT

UNIT NO. l
NEAR BECKER, MINNESOTA

#9-4919

INTRODUCTION

This report concerns the full-time inspection and testing we are continuously

performing for the earthwork operations in the coal and a~h storage areas at the

above referenced project. The purpose of this report is to present our inspection

findings and testing results from the period of October 15 through October 21, 1973.

This work is being conducted in accordance with your Purchase Order #C88754 dated

August 23, 1973.

FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

Coal Retainin~g Berms

The work in this area consisted of placing soil cement in the center and north

berms. The so#l cement was placed to approximately elevation 975.5’ on the center

berm and 981’ on the north berm. A total of 4400 cubic yards of so~l cement was

placed during this report period bringing the total placed to date to 28~646 cubic

yards.

Four compaction tests were made in the soil cement. The tests are #171, #182,

#184 and #190, and the results are attached. The test results indicate the

specified compaction was attained. However, the moisture content was low on test

#171, and this condition probably developed during the stockpiling of the mixed

soil cement. Adequate moisture is required for proper compaction and for

hydration of the cement. Generally, it would be better to have a slight excess

CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC.
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FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

Coal Retainin_~ Berms

of moisture rather than a deficiency when compaction begins. Both Northwest

Bituminous and your l,lr. John Wilkenso~ were notified of this situation, and

unconfined compression tests will be made on this material to evaluate if adequate

strength has been achieved for usage in the berm structure°

Bottom Ash Pond Dikes

On October 16, compaction requirements for Type..I impervious fill were changed

from 93% to 88% by Black and Veatch. Also, Mr. Harold Norgaarden and Mr. John

Wilkenson in your field office indicated that no moisture requirements were

established. However, field moisture c6ntents of zero to 6% over optimum should

be used as a guide line to avoid delaying the compaction operations. As of

October 19, a clayey sand was placed in the west dam to station 17+00. The

specified compaction was achieved by using a sheepsfoot roller and a vibratory

sheepsfoot roller. Eleven field density tests (#169, #1ZO, #176, #177, #180,

#181, #183, #186, #187, #191 and #192) were performed on the clay core and

impervious earth blanket. As indicated on the attached test results, the

relative compaction meets project specifications.

Tests are in progress on samples of Type I f~Iter material to determine gradation,

specific gravity, organic content, clay content, percent lightweight particles,

abrasion resistance and freeze-thaw characteristics. These test results will be

included in our next progress report.

Fourteen field density tests (#166, #167, #168, #!72, #173, #174, #175, #178,

#179, #185, #188, #189, #193 and #194) were taken in the granular embankment fill

for the north and west dam. In all cases, the results of the field density tests
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FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS
(cont.)

indicate the specified compaction was achieved. Where the test results indicated

the specified density had not been attained on the initial effort, additional

compactive effort was given to the area, Supplementary field tests were then

performed in the recompacted area to verify the soils were satisfactorily

compacted.

REMARKS

Our inspection and testing indicates the earthwork is being performed in accord-

ance with the project Plans and specifications in all areas except the moisture

content of the general embankment sand fill, Additional laboratory testing is in

progress to evaluate the clay soils at a lower relative density and at a higher

moisture content. Further supervision is being performed and additional reports

will be forwarded as the work progresses,

]’WIN C~TY TESTING AND ENG~NEERING LABORATORY, INC,
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Gentlemen:

This is our fourth progress report presenting our inspection findings
and test results for the referenced project° We are sending you three
copies° Additional copies are being sent as noted below° This work
is being done in accordance with your Purchase Order Noo C88754,
dated August 23, 1973o

Additional reports will be submitted as the project progresses. If
you have any questions or desire further information, please contact USo

Very truly yours,

TWIN CITY TESTING AND
ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INCo

~icnael 0 ~onnell
Civil Engineer
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Copies to:
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INTRODUCTION

This report concerns the full-time inspection and testing we are continuing to per-

from for the earthwork operations in the coal and.~ash storage areas at the above

referenced project° The purpose of this report is to present our inspection

findings and testing results from the period of October 22 to October 28, 1973.

This work is being conducted in a~cordance with your purchase order #C88754 dated

August 23, 1973.

FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

Coal .~e.~a.ini.~g. Bins

The work in this area consisted of compacting granular embankment fill on the south

berm and placing soil cement on the south and center berms. The soil cement was

placed to approximate elevation 971.5’ on the south bermo A total of 5,252 cubic

yards of soil cement was placed during this report period bringing the total placed

to date to 34,598 cubic yards. Except for the final grading of the slopes, the

center berm was completed. The contractor decided to place a layer of Gunite along

the slopes of the center berm in order to limit the tolerance to within I/2".

The thickness of the Gunite layer will vary from 2" to 6".

Four compaction tests were made in this area. The tests are #202, #215, #223 and

#229 and the results are attached. The test results indicate the specified
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In addition to the above field tests, laboratory tests were performed on a repre-

separative sample of the cement being used in the soil cement process, as well as

core and molded samples of the soil cement° The tests on the cement indicated

that it meets the specifications for fineness and compressive strength, but

contains a slightly higher air content (15%) than allowed for Type 1 cement

(maximum 12%). Northwest Bituminous was going to contact their supplier and have

this problem comrectedo The tests on the soil cement cores, taken from field-placed

material, consisted of unconfined compression tests° Two of these tests were made

from a lift of soil cement with a low moisture content, as described in our previous

re~ort (No. 3). Both of the samples had a unit stress of 520 psi. The other

six core samples had compressive strengths varying from 225 psi to 950 psi. In

order to determine the ultimate strength of the soil cement mixture, compressive

tests were performed on molded samples after 7 days and 28 days° The test results

revealed compressive stmength of 764 psi and I195 psi° By extrapolating this early

test data, the estimated ultimate strength would be adequate. The laboratory

results discussed above as well as other pertinent test information are shown on

the attached data sheets.

FI~ Ash Pond Dikes

As of October 26, 1973, a clayey sand was placed in the west dam to Station 11+50.

Eleven field density tests (#199, #200, #208, #209, #213, #214~ #218, #219, #224 and

#225) were performed on the core and impervious earth blanket. In all cases the

results of the field density tests indicated specified compaction was achieved.

o]st of ~% to 6% over optimum (#199, #213 and

#219); yet the specified c ion was ~ttained bv the initial compactive efforts.

Since the boring reoort (#18579) showed very little clay wetter than what they are

~TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC,
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using now, it appears that most of the clay soils in the borrow area will be usable.

Additional laboratory tests were performed on samples of the clay soils with a

higher moisture content to determine permeability, strength and consolidation

properties for this material° The falling head permeability tests for a recompacted

sample and an undisturbed sample taken from the clay core indicate k-values (co.

efficients of permeability) of lO-9 centimeters per second and 10-8 centimeters per

second, respectively°

The strength and consolidation properties of th#.°~;~lay core material were determined

by triaxial ann consolidation tests, respectively° These tests were performed on

samples 13, 17 and 18, which were clayey sand (SC) or sandy clay (CL) material,

The reason for the additional testing was to evaluate these properties if the clay

material is compacted to 85~.~88% of maximum density rather than the specified

minimum 93%. Also, the tests include compacting some test specimens at moisture ...... ~
/

contents 10% over optimum or 7% above the maximum allowed by the project specifications

The triaxial tests, performed under unconsolidated, undrained conditions, indicate the

soil has a small angle of internal friction and apparent cohesion values ranging

from about I/4 tsf to I/2 ts~ for a saturated condition to about l tsf for an

unsaturated condition° The Mohr-circle and stress-strain relationships for the

tests are attached° As shown, there are some variations, or apparent discrepancies

in the Mohr-circle.plots, especially for samp!e 18-T-2o These discrepancies are

v~ry likely due to slight variation in the molded condition of the samples.

~ tThe consolidation ces. results indicate the clay fill is relatively incompressible

under moderate loadings when in an unsaturated condition, When saturated, however,

the clay apparently softens and begins to consolidate appreciably under lighter load

TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC.
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conditions. The test results are shown on the attached curves of percent settle-

ment versus log of pressure and also settlement versus time° Samples 13-¢S-I and

18-CS-I were saturated before the test loading was applied° Samples 18-CS-2 and

18-CS-3 were tested at the molded moisture contents (below saturation)°

Additional tests were performed on the Type 1 filter material. These tests include

specific gravity (AASHOT84 and T85), organic content (AASHOT21), clay content

(AASHOTII2), percent lightweight particles (AASHOTII3), abrasive resistance

(AASHOT96), and freeze-thaw (AASHOTI03 Procedure B). The filter rock generally

is in conformance with the project specifications° TWO gradation tests indicate

the material gradation was marginal; one test showing passing results and the other

showing the material failing on the 3/4", I/2" and #3 screens° Additional gradation

tests will be performed as the work progresses.

Fourteen field density tests #196, #197, #198,#206, #207, #210, #211, #212, #216,

#217, #226, #227, #228 and #230) were taken in the granular embankment fill for the

west dam° As indicated on the attached test results, the relative compaction meets

project specifications. However, when the moisture content was below 8% of the

optimum moisture, additional compactive effort was neeeded in order to obtain the

specified compaction° Since the granular fill was below optimum moisture in the

natural state, the contractor has been applying water to the sand prior to its

placement°

The subgrade was also very dry and after wetting the subgrade: the area was proof

rolled by a vibratory roller to test for uniformity. The compaction of the subgrade

was verified by seven test results (#195, #201, #202, #204, #205, #221 and #222),

and approval for the placement of the clay core was given.

~TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC,
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REMARKS

Our inspection and testing indicated the earthwork is being performed Sm:accordance

with the project plans and specifications° Additional laboratory testing is in

progress to evaluate the silty sand found in the borrow area for a possible impervious

liner material. Further supervision is being performed and additional reports will

be forwarded as the work progresses°

TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC.
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Gentlemen:

Inspection and Testing
Coal and Ash Storage Areas
Sherburne County Generating Plant
Near Becker, Minnesota
Laboratory #9-5992

This is our fifth progress report presenting our inspection findings
and test results for the referenced project. We are sending you three
copies. Additional copies are being sent as noted below. This work
is being done in accordance with your Purchase Order No. C88754,
dated August 23, 1973.

Additional reports will be Submitted as th@ projec% progresses. If
you have any questions or desire further information, please contact us.

Very truly yours,

TWIN CITY TESTING AND
ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC.

Michael ’O"Donnell
Civil Engineer
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Copies to:
I) Northern States Power

Donovan K. Stormoe, P.E.

Quality Assurance
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Attn: Mr. John Vines

2) J. A. Danens & Son, Inc.
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#9-5022

INTRODUCTION

This report concerns the full-time inspection and testing we are continuously per-

forming for the earthwork operations in the coal and ash storage areas at the

above referenced project. The purpose of this [~port is to Present our inspection

findings and testing results from the period of October 29 through November 4, 1973.

This work is being conducted in accordance with your purchase order #C88754 dated

August 23, 1973.

FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

Coal Retaininq. Berm

The work in this area consisted of placing soil cement on the north and south

berm and spraying a Gunite cover on the north slope of the cente~ berm. It was

agreed upon to discontinue the soil cement operations on the south berm until

next spring. A total of 2,594 cubic yards of soil cement were placed during

this report period bringing the total quantity placed this year to 37,192 cubic

yards.

One compaction test was randomly taken in the soil cement and one test was taken

in the embankment fill for the south berm. The attached test results reveal the

specified compaction was attained.

Four inch test cylinders were made from the Gunite operations. After six days

of laboratory curing, the seven day compressive strengths were 1490 and 1700 psi.
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FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS
(cont.)

Typical seven day strengths for Gunite would be in the range of 2000 to 5000 psi,

however, the values recorded well exceeded the suggested soil cement strength.

Quality control of the Gunite will continue and test specimens will be obtained

either by coring or with test panels.

Fly, Ash Pond Dikes

As of November 4, the impervious earth blanket for the west dam was completed to

Station 9+00. Eleven of the twelve field density tests taken in the clay core

and impervious earth blanket (#232, #235, #236, #243, #244, #247, #248, #250,

#251, #255 and #257) indicated the specified compaction was attained. The failing

test area (indicated by test #235) received additional compaction and was retested

to verify the soils were satisfactorily compacted.

A sample of the filter rock was taken near west dam Station 20+00. A gradation

test is presently being conducted and the results will be included in our next

progress report.

A visual inspection was performed of a random truck load of limestone rip-rap.

It appeared that 10% of the stones exceeded the 200 pound weight limitation and

were greater than 15" in length. Since the material did not fulfill project

specifications for rip-rap, no further tests will be performed on this material.

To date, e~alternate site has been selected for the procurement of rip-rap. Reports

of material tests will be forthcoming.

Nine field density tests (#231, #237, #239, #240~ #241, #245, #246, #249 and #256)

were taken in the granular embankment fill, and two, field density tests, #242 and

#258, were taken in the subgrade for the west dam. As indicated on the attached

test results, the relative compaction meets project specifications.

TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY~ INC,
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FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESDLTS
(cont.’)

Coal Yard Area Railroad Track #1

Three gradation tests were performed on the subballast material placed during

August, 1973. The test results indicated the material still does not meet project

specifications. The contractor proposed to replace this material with a granular

soil found near west dam Station 7+00. Additional gradation tests (20-G-I and

20-G-2) were conducted on samples from the area and the soil was approved~for use

as subballast. The unfinished portion of the railroad track was then filled with

the approved subballast material placed in approximately 6" loose thickness lifts.

The densification attained by the compaction operations was determined by per-

forming field in-place density tests. Both the subgrade and subballast material

met the specified compaction with ~he initial compactive effort. The unsuitable

areas will be reworked at a later data.

REMARKS

Our inspection and testing indicates the earthwork is being performed in accordance

~ith the project plans and specifications in all areas. Additional laboratory

testinq is in progress to evaluate the silty sand found in the borrow area

for a possible impervious liner material. Further supervision is being performed

and additional reports will be forwarded as soon as the work progresses.
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NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY
SHERBURNE COUNTY GENEPJ~TING PLANT

UNIT NO. 1
NEAR BECKER, MINNESOTA

#9-5022

INTRODUCTION

This report concerns the full-time inspection and testing we are continuing to

perform for the earthwork operations in the coal and ash storage areas at the

above referenced project. The purpose of this report is to present our inspection

findings and test results from the period of November 5 to November II, 1973.

This work is being conducted in accordance with your Purchase Order No. C88754,

dated August 23, 1973.

FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

The cold weather during this report period limited the earthwork operations.

Only on November 7, were the ambient temperatures suitable to place a Gunite

cover on the north slope of the center berm. The quality of the soil cement

placed during the previous report period was evaluated by means of unconfined

compression tests. The test results revealed compressive strengths of 620 psi,

780 psi and 830 psi.

On November II, a clayey sand fill had been placed on the west dam to Station 5+50.

Nine field density tests (#262, #263, #265, #266, #269, #275, #276, #277 and

#278) were taken in the clay core and impervious earth blanket. One area (indi-

cated by test #275) presented problems in obtaining the specified density. The

placement and compaction opema~ions in this area were conducted during freezing

weather on November 8. As the soil temperature dropped below 30°F, the compactive

effort necessary to achieve specified density increased. As the temperature

~TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC.
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FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS
(cont.)

reached 25°F, the soils were beginning to freeze during the time of testing. In

most cases the material was compacted to the proper density before freezing.

However, some frozen material was encountered and a detailed visual examination

of the frozen material generally revealed an ice coating up to 1/32" thick on

the underside of the stones in the fill. At a few locations, segregated ice in

the form of thin isolated horizontal lenses up to 1/16" thick were noted. For

the most part, the ice appeared to be within the natural voids in the soil.

Each morning before adding a new lift of fil~ any frozen cohesive material in the

dam was removed. All frozen granular embankment ~iII was broken into small pieces

and recompacted.

Eleven field density tests (#259, #260, #261, #264, #270, #271, #272, #273, #274,

#279 and #280) were taken in the granular embankment fill and two density tests

(#267 and #268) were taken in the subgrade soils for the west dam. In all cases,

the results of the field density tests indicated the specified compaction was

achieved. Where the test results indicated specified density had not been

attained on the initial compactive efforts, additional compaction was performed.

Compaction retests were then performed on a recompacted area to verify that the

soils were satisfactorily compact.

In the addition to the above field tests, a gradation test was performed on a

representative sample of the rip-rap bedding used on the north dam. The test

indicated the aggregate meets the project specifications.

REMARKS

Our inspection and testing indicates the earthwork is being performed in accord-

ance with the project ~lans and specifications In all areas. Additional laboratory

~TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC,
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REMARKS

testing is in progress to evaluate the permeability of the silty sand found

in the borrow area for usage as~an impervious lining. Further supervision is

being performed and additional reports will be forwarded as the work progresses°

TWiN CITY TESTING.,~ND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC,
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UNIT NOo 1
NEAR BECKER, MINNESOTA

#9-5022

INTRODUCTION

This report concerns the ~ull-time inspection we are continuing to perform of

the earthwork operations in the coal and ash storage areas at the above referenced

project. The purpose of this report is to present our inspection findings and

test results for the period of November 12 to November 18, 1973. This work is

being conducted in accordance with your Purchase Order No. C88754, dated

August 23, 1973.

FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESLILTS

Coal Retaining Berms

Thework in this area c~nsisted of pl~cing a Gunite concrete cover on a section

of the north slope of the center berm and on a section of the south slope of

the north berm. The cover was placed on the center berm eastward to approx-

imately Grid 2027660 East and for approximately 50’ along the north berm in the

area of Grid 2027600 East. Test panels, which will be cured in the field for

28 days, will be used for unconfined compression strength tests to determine

the strength and quality of the Gunite material.

River Intake Road

A granular subgrade fill was placed on the River Intake Road and compacted with

a vibration roller. Two in-place field density tests were taken to determine the

degree of’ compaction achieved° As indicated on the attached test results, the

relative compaction meets project specifications.

TWiN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY~ INC.
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FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

The work performed by the g~ading contractor in this area consisted of placing

impervious dike core and blanket material, rip-rap bedding, filter material, and

granular embankment fill. Tests were performed to determine if the work was per-

formed in compliance with project specifications. Tests Were also conducted to

further evaluate the strength and permeability characteristics of the red till found

in the borrow area, The till is a reddish-brown silty s’and capped with a very

dense, red silty sand. Since layers of silt were interbedded with the silty sand.~

the test sample of this material was comprised of three separate samples, taken

from three different locations. Strength of the silty sand was determined by tri-

axial testing under unConsolidated-undrained conditions. The test results show

a angle of internal friction 6~ 6~ ~0 ~ ; ~e results

indicate the soil has adequate strength properties. Three permeability tests were

performed on the sample to check compliance with the design parameters. Two of

the samples were molded at optimum moisture content and the other sample was

molded at 3% over optimum moisture content.

~the reddlsh~brown silty sand was I0~ centimeters per second. This material

should not be used in the impervious earth blanket. ’

is now requiring a more stringent seepage loss criteria for the ponds than was

required for the present design. Keeping this in mind, the feasibility of using

the~aterial as an impervious earth blanket for the ponds is quite doubtful. The

material tested was very similar to the silty sand used on October 8, 1973. Since

the sSlty sand contained a large quantity of silt, the high moisture content made

this material unusable. The dense, red silty sand could possibly be used, but

TWIN CITY TESTING ANO ENGINEERING LABORATORY, iNC,
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FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS
(cont.’)

difficulties in obtain’ing the specified density could be expected.

On November 18, clayey, sand fill for the clay core and imBervious earth blanket

material have l~een placed on the west dam Station 2+50. Fourteen field density

tests (#285, #286, #287, #290, #291, #292, #295, #297, #298, #299, #305, #306,

#310, and #311) were taken in this~fill. The test results, which are attached,

indicate the rel.ative compaction meets project specification.

Granular embankment fill was being placed on the,west dam. Three density tests

(#281, #290 and #308) were taken ~n compacted subgrade and fifteen tests (#282,

#283, #284, ~288, #289, #293, #294, #300, #30~,-#303, #304, #309, #3.12, #313, and

#314) were taken in the granular’6mbankment fill. In most cases, the r~suits of

~he field density tests indicated }he s6ecified compaction was obtained by the

initial compactive efforts. Where the test fesults reVealed t~e specified density

had not been attained, additional compactive efforts were applied, supplementary

field tests were then performed on the recompacted areas to veri.fy the soils were

satisfactorily,compacted.

Bottom Ash Pond Dikes .

Rip-rap bed~in~was being placed on the south slope of the north dam. Five gradation

tests were performed on samples of this material. As previously indicated, the

material gradation is marginalwith the material at the lower limit.of the #6

sieve req~ire~#nt. As the rip-rap would be susceptible to segregation, one grada-

tion test on a small quantity sample should not be considered representative of

the suitability of the material. Random variations and occasi.onal failures to

comply with the gradation requirements could be expected. An average of three

Samples indicated the material gradation was within the. range allowed by the

TWIN CITY TESTING AND EN~,~NEERtNG LABORATORY, INC.-
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FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS
(cont’.)

specifications. Once the rip-rap bedding was dumped on the edge of the prepared

slope, the material was spread to the full specified thickness. Caution was taken

by the contractor, but because the material is easily segregated, a few small

clusters of Stones can be noticed along the slopes.

REMARKS

Our inspection and testing indicate the earthwork is being performed in accordance

with the project plans and specifications in all areas. Additional laboratory

testing is in progress to evaluate the granite rip-rap to be used on the north dam.

Further supervision is being performed and additional reports will be forwarded

as the work progresses.
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#9-5022

INTRODUCTION

This report concerns the full-time inspection and testing we are continuing to

perform during the earthwork operations in the #~al and ash storage areas at the

above referenced project. The purpose of this report is to present our inspection

findings and test results from the period of November 19 to December 2, 1973.

FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

Coa__~l~Berms

A Gunite concrete cover was placed on the center half of the south side of the

north coal retaining berm on November 19,21 and 30. Due to freezing weather during

this report period, the amount of Gunite concrete placed was very limited.

Fly Ash Pond Dike

Construction of the impervious earth blanket was also limited during this report

period. As of December 2, the impervious earth blanket was completed to the west

dam station I+50, Four density tests were performed on the clay core and the

impervious earth blanket. One of these test areas (indicated by test #332) had

a high moisture content resulting in low compaction results, and this area will

be retested next spring when work in this area resumes°

Excavation of the hol’ding pond area was still in progress, and the sand and silty

sand removed from this area were being used on the west and south dams. A few

TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC.
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FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

boulders were uncovered and used in the southern edge of the south dam° A total

of 21 density tests (#315, #316, #319, #321, #322, #323, #324, #325, #326, #327,

#328, #329, #330, #331, #334, #336, #337, #338, #339, #340 and #341) were taken

in the granular embankment fill for the west and south dams. Test #323 indicated

low compaction results. After recompaction of the test area, retests indicated

the specified density was attained.

Bottom Ash Pond Dike

Several truck loads of Class A rip-rap were placed on the south slope of the north

dam and Class B rip-rap was placed for the bottom ash discharge structure. A

gradation test was performed on the Class A rip-rap to determine the acceptability

of this material~ The test results indicated the rip-rap contains an excess of

large blocks (greater than 15") and an insufficient amount of intermediate boulders

(50 to 80 pounds)° A conference was held between J. L. Shiely Company, J, A.

Danens & Son, Inc., Barton Construction Company and your field representatives

to discuss problems in fulfilling project specifications, Subsequently, it was

agreed to discontinue hauling rip-rap until next spring.

Coal Yard Area Railroad (Track #1)

The subballast material placed during August was removed and replaced with an

approved material. Since the gradation of the on-site material was not within

the project specifications, Class 5 gravel base was blended at a ratio of 1:3

with on-site material° As indicated by the two gradation tests (23-G-I ~nd 23-G-2),

the blended material was suitable for use as subballast. Five field density tests

(#342, #343, #344, #345 and #346) verify the compaction of the subballast meets

project soecifications and ~esults are attacheao
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River Intake Road

FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

Prior to the placement of the aggregate base, the subgrade was compacted and

tested. However, during the placement of the Class 5 base, the top 4" of the sub-

grade became frozen. The specifications require that embankments shall not be

constructed on frozen ground. It should be noted that a few state highway depart-

ments permit placement of base courses on frozen subgrade, when the subgrade

consisted of adequately compacted unfrozen material beforetime of freezing.

Since this road is necessary for the construction of the river intake, you have

allowed the road work to continue during freezing weather. Along with field

density tests taken during placement, several compaction density tests will be

taken in the spring to assure adequate density after thawing.

REMARKS

Our inspections and testing indicate the earthwork is being performed in accordance

with the project specifications° Additional laboratory testing is in progress

to evaluate the granite rip-rapo Further supervision is being performed and addi-

tional reports will be forwarded as soon as the work progresses°

--TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY~ INC.
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Attention: Mro JoY. Sullivan RE: Inspection and Testing
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Gentlemen:

This is our ninth progress report presenting our inspection findings
and test results for the referenced project° We are sending you
three copies. Additional copies are being sent as noted below. This
work is being done in accordance with your Purchase Order No.
C88754, dated August 23, 1973.

Additional reports will be submitted as the project progresses.
If you have any questions or desire further information, please
contact uso

Very truly yours,

MO:DKS:rs
Copies to:
I) Northern States Power

Quality Assurance
Attn: Mr. John Meier

2) Northern States Power (Becker)
Attn: Mr. Curt Sillman

I) Black & Veatch
Attn: Mr. John Vines

2) Jo A. Danens & Sons, Inco

TWIN CITY TESTING AND
ENGIN#$RI#G L~BORATOR~, INC.

Michael O’Donnell
Civil Engineer

Donovan K. Stormoe,
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UNIT NOo 1
NEAR BECKER, MINNESOTA

#9-5107

INTRODUCTION

This report concerns the inspection and testing we are continuing to perform for

the earthwork operations in the coal and ash storage areas at the above referenced

project. This report covers the period from December 2 through December 14, 1973.

The purpose of this report is to summarize activities at the site and to present

the results of field and laboratory tests performed during that period.

FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

Reserve Coal Stora~Area

Compaction operations resumed on the reserve coal storage area, and three density

tests were taken randomly to verify the compactive efforts° After the test

results revealed the specified density was attained in the impervious earth

blanket, six inches of embankment fill cover was placed primarily in the northern

portion of the reserve coal storage area° The unfrozen fill was placed, compacted

and tested for adequate density before freezing had occurred° Twenty-nine density

tests (347, 348, 349, 367, 368, 369, 370, 371, 372, 373, 374, 375, 376, 377, 378,

379, 380, 381, 383, 385, 387, 389, 391, 393, 394, 395, 398, 401 and 406) were taken

in the granular fill and the test results are attached° In most cases, the results

of the density tests indicated the specified compaction was obtained by initial

compactive efforts. H~wever, in one area (indicated by test #374) the fill froze

before the specified compaction was achieved. The contractor has been informed

TWiN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY,
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of this area, and he will recompact this area next spring when the construction

resumes. The compaction will then be retestedo

Railroad Access Road

Four inches of gravel base were placed on the railroad access road for track #I.

Two density tests (#352 and #353) taken in the compacted subgrade had satisfactory

results. Since the subgrade was frozen north of Station 155+00, density tests

were not taken in this area° Several additional density tests will be taken

on the subgrade next spring after the ground thaws° The specifications do not

allow fill soils to be placed on frozen material° However, the contractor received

special permission from your field representatives to complete the access road

with the provision that specified density will be attained in the spring° The

Class 5 gravel base was tested to determine the compaction achieved (tests #361,

#396 and #403)° The test results, which are attached, indicated the relative

compaction meets project specifications.

River Intake Road

During this report period, Class 5 gravel base was placed and compacted on the

river intake road. The densification obtained by the compaction operations was

determined by performing two in-place density tests. The results of these tests

(#357 and #358) verified the material was satisfactorily compacted+

Coal Retaini___n+~ Berm

No work was performed on the coal retaining berm during this report period°

Laboratory tests were performed on representative samples of the fine aggregate

used in the Guniteprocess, as well as on test panels of the Gunite concrete. The

tests conducted on the fine aggregate included determining gradation, deleterious

material, soundness, specific gravity and absorption in accordance with ASTM:C33o

--TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC,
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These tests indicated the aggregate meets the specifications for fine aggregate.

Two test panels were brought into the laboratory after being cured in the field

for 28 days. Unconfined compressive strength tests were performed on cubical

sections cut from the test panels and the test results revealed compressive

strengths varying from 4960 psi to 6540 psi° The amount of time required for

concrete to obtain the desired strength varies with the temperature at which the

concrete is cured° The hydration of the cement could cease at any time because

of freezing temperatures and would resume when the temperatures are favorable.

In order to obtain a reasonable ultimate strength.~~alue, several cubical specimens

of the test panel were cured for an additional 14 days in our laboratory. The

strength of the Gunite concrete increased to an average value of 6940 psi. The

laboratory tests discussed above as well as other pertinent test information are

shown on the attached data sheet.

Ash Pond Dikes

The filling and compaction operations were concentrated primarily near the dis-

charge structures. Type I clay material was placed near the fly ash discharge

structure. This material was compacted to the specified density (as verified by

tests #397 and #403), but it began to freeze during the installation of the

membrane° Artificial heat was applied to this area prior to the placement of

additional lifts and several hand auger borings were made to a depth of 3’. Since

none of these borings encountered frozen materials, approval for the placement

of subsequent lifts was granted. Class B rip-rap was approved and placed for

both the fly and bottom ash discharge structures.

Twenty-three field density tests (350, 351, 354, 355, 356, 359, 360, 362, 363, 364,

365, 366, 382, 384, 385, 388, 390, 392, 400, 402, 407, 408 and 409) were taken

TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC.
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in the granular embankment fill for the south and west dams. Three of these tests

had low compaction results° Upon recompaction of tests areas, retests indicated

specified compaction was obtained in the fill.

REMARKS

Our inspection and testing indicates the earthwork i~ being performed in accord-

ance with the project plans and specifications in all areas. Laboratory testing

is in progress to evaluate the permeability of the fly ash sludge from the Black

Dog Northern States Power Plant° Also a search is in progress to~locate additional

clay deposits in the vicinity of the present clay borrow area°

TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC.
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Attn: Mr J V Sullivan

Dear Mr Sullivan

Subj: Inspection & Testing
Coal and Ash Storage Areas
Sherburne County Generating Plant
Near Becker, Minnesota - Laboratory #9-5314

This is our tenth progress report presenting our inspection findings
and test results for the referenced project. We aresending you three
copies. Additional copies are being sent as noted below. This work
is being done in accordance with your Purchase Order NOo C88754, dated
August 23, 1973.

Additional reports will be submitted as the project progresses. If
you have any questions or desire further information, please contact

Very, )~r~ly/yourg)

Michael O’Donnell
Civil Engineer

Donovan K Stormoe, PoE.
MO/DKS/rs
Copies to
I) Northern States Power - Quality Assurance

Attn: Mr John Meier
2) Northern States Power (Becket)

Attn: Mr Curt Sillman
I) Black & Veatch - Attn: Mr John Vines
2) J A Danens & Son Inc
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UNIT NO. 1
NEAR BECKER, MINNESOTA

#9-5314

I NTRODUCTI ON

This report concerns the full-time inspection and testing we are continuing to

perform for the earthwork operations in the coal and ash storage area at the.

above referenced project. The purpose of this r~port is to present our ir~spec-

tion findings and test results from the period~o# May I through May 12, 1974.

This work is being conducted in accordance with your purchase order #C887540

dated August 23, 1974.

FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

Coal Retainin9 Berms

On April 18, Northwest Bituminous Company resumed the Gunite facing operations

on the north side of the stacker-reclaimer bermo During the time period between

April 18 and May 12~ Gunite was placed on the north side of the stacker-reclaimer

berm and the top half of the south side of the north bermo Work is presently

taking place along the south side of the north bermo Quality control of the

Gunite will continue and test specimens will be obtained either as cylinders

or panels°

Fly Ash Pond Dikes

On May I, J A Danens and Son Inc began earthwork operations on the west fly ash

pond dike by removing the top 12" of clay along the core near station I+50o

Since this material was wet, it was allowed to dry by placing a thin cover of

this material over the subgrade sand, This material was then compacted and

TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY~ INC.
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FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS
(cOnto)

became part of the impervious earth blanket within the south dam embankment°

Prior to placing the additional lift on the clay core~ the test area from last

year (indicated by test #429) was retested to assure the soil was compacted to

adequate density.

Most of the clay fill placed during this period was hauled from the southwest

corner of the borrow pit. This material met the project’s original moisture

specifications with a moisture content between zero to 3% over optimum° A

gradation test was also performed on the clay material to aid in determining

sand and clay contents° The results of the gradations revealed the impervious

material contains 58% sand and gravel compared to 52% recorded for the impervious

material used last year° Samples of the impervious fill placed on the clay core

were returned to the laboratory for permeability testing and consideration°

After proofrolling the subgrade for the south dam, four density tests were

performed (#411, #412, #439 and #448)° As indicated on the attached test

results, the relative compaction meets project specifications°

In an area between west dam station 5+50 and south dam station lO+O0, a total

of 23 density tests (#410, #413, #416, #417, #422, #423, #424, #425, #426~ #427,

#428, #429~ #432, #434, #435, #436, #443, #446, #447, #449, #451, #452 and #454)

were taken of the clay fill. In all but one case, the results of the field

density tests indicated the compaction was attained during the initial com-

pactive efforts. In fact, the average relative compaction of the passing tests

was 93% of the maximum density. The failing test area (indicated by tests #425):

received additional compaction and was retested to verify the soils were satis-

factorily compacted.

TWiN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY~ INC,
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(cont.)

Twenty-one tests (#4!4, #415, #418, #419, #420, #421, #430, #43!~ #433, #437,

#438, #440, #441, #442, #444, #445, #450, #453, #455, #456, and #457) were taken

in the granular embankment fill placed on the fly ash pond dikes to south dam

station II+00. The embankment fill was a mixture of brown, fine-grained sand

(SP) and reddish-brown silty sand (SM). F~ve of the density tests failed, and

all of the fa~ling tests were in the silty sand material° The silty sand possesses~

a h~gh maximum density and is more sensitive to variations ~n moisture content.

Thus, additional compactive effort was necessary to obtain the specified density.

Bottom Ash Pond Dikes                        ~, ,

A crusher has been used this year for producing Class A rip-rap material.

Several gradations of this material have been conducted and previously reported

to J L Shiely Company. The last two gradations are included in th~s progress

report. The gradation results for both samples were quite sim~laro The samples

contained a lower percentage of 50-80 pound rock than last year; yet, the test

results indicated the rip-rap still does not meet project specifications by

exceeding the allowable 50-80 pound weight variation° However, the materia~

was approved by the project representative for you and Black and Veatch as

outlined in FEM-66. On May 89 J L Shiely Company began placing Hp-rap in the

north dam near station 4+00° Gradation tests and v~s~al inspections of the

rip-rap material will be performed on a continuing bas~s in order to assure

uniformity.

REMARKS

Our inspection and testing indicates the earthwork is being performed ~n accord-

ance with the project plans and specifications in all areas: Forty-eight field

density tests were t~ken in accordance with ASTM:DI556-64 during this period.

TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY,
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REMARKS

A tabulation of the in-place density tests and a summary of the test results

are submitted. Further supervision is being performed and additional reports

will be forwarded as the work progresses.

~TWtN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LAEORATORY, INC,
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This is our llth progress report presenting our inspection findings
and test results for the referenced project. We are sending you
three copies. Additional copies are being sent as noted below. This
work is being done in accordance with your Purchase Order No. C88754,
dated August 23, 1973.
Additional reports will be submitted as the project progresses. If
you have any questions or desire further information, please contact us.
Very/t~’uly# your~s/)    ~/

Civil Engineer

~-Donovan K Stormoe, PoE.
MO/DKS/rs
Copies to
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Attn: Mr John Vines
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UNIT NO. 1
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INTRODUCTION

This report concerns the full-time inspection and testing we are continuing to

perform for the earthwork operations in the coal and ash storage areas at the

above referenced project. The purpose of this report is to present our inspection

findings and test results from t’he peri~od of May 13 to May 26, 1974o This work

is being conducted in accordance with your purchase order #C88754 dated August 23,

1973.

FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

Coal Retaining Berm

Work in this area consisted of placing a Gunite cover on the north berm and

protecting the exposed finished surfaces of the stacker-reclaimer berm and north

berm with a bituminous curing material. Gunite is presently being placed on the

north side of the north berm. According to Northwest Bituminous Company, the

Gunite used on the coal retaining berms contains approximately 800 pounds of

Portland Cement per cubic yard of Gun~teo Tests are in progress to evaluate

the compressive strength of this material, and the results of these tests will

be included in our next progress report. Also, a sample of asphalt, which is

being used for curing, was brought into the laboratory for viscosity testing.
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FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS
(cont.)

Fly Ash Pond Dikes

The amount of clay material placed on the fly ash pond dikes was limited pri-

marily by sustained rainy and cloudy weather during the work period. The other

factor affecting the quantity of clay placed was the reinstatement of the     ~

original compactive specifications. On May 14, Black and Veatch changed the

compaction requirements for the Type I impervious fill material from 88% to 93%

of maximum density. The requirements further stated that during compaction of

the clay core and impervious earth blanket, the moisture content should be within

a range of zero to 3% over optimum moisture content;

As of May 24, 1974, the impervious earth blanket was completed in the south dam

to station 9+00. Nine field density tests (#476, #477, #479, #480, #483, #485,

#488, #489 and #490) were performed on the core and impervious earth blanket

material. All of these tests show results below the specified compaction of 93%°

An average of these tests indicates a relative density of 91% with an average

moisture content of 6% over optimum° Both your field representative and J A Danens

and son Inc were notified of these test results, and a meeting was held to discuss

possible corrective action° Two suggestions were made at the conclusion of the

meeting. First, additional testing will be performed to determine the strength.

and permeability of the impervious liner material at various densities and moisture

contents. Secondly, the contractor will make an increased effort to dry and

compact the material so the specified density can be achieved.

The early part of this year, two representative clay samples were taken from the

core area for permeability testing by the Constant Head Method. The results of

the two rec~mpacted samples indicated k values (coefficients of peYmeability)

of 10-9 centimeters per second and 10,8 centimeters per second° These k values

CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC,
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FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS
(cont.)

are similar to those determined by similar tests performed last year and indi-

cate k values lower than original design values°

Two field density tests (#467 and #486) were taken in the subgrade, and 23 field

density tests (#460, #461, #462, #463, #464, #465, #466, #472, #473, #474, #475

#478, #481, #482, #484, #487, #491, #492, #493, #494, #495, #496 and #497) were

taken in the granular embankment fill for the west dam and south dam. Most of

the granular material tested contained over 50% gravel (GM & GP). As indicated

on the attached test results, the relative compaction meets or exceeds the project

compaction specifications. Although, the material specified for placement as

embankment fill material is limited to sandy soils (SM, SP and SW), these gravelly

soils were approved by your field representative for Dlacement in the ’intermediate

and outer portions of the embankment.

Except in an area between the bottom ash discharge structure and the fly ash

discharge structure, Class A rip-rap material was placed to west dam station 6+00°

Railroad Access Road

North of station 155+.00, four density tests (#468 through #471) were taken in the

subgrade to check compaction° This area was graded late last year, however, no

compaction tests were taken at that time since the subgrade was frozen° The

test results, which are attached, indicate the relative compaction now meets the

project specifications.

REMARKS

Thirty-nine field density tests were taken in accordance with ASTM:DI556-64

(Sand-Cone Method) during this period. A tabulation of the in-place density

tests and a summary of the test results are attached° Additional laboratory
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REMARKS

testing is in progress to evaluate the strength and permeability of the impervious

liner material. Further supervision is being performed and additional reports

will be forwarded as the work progresses.

TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY~ INC.,
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NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY
SHERBURNE COUNTY GENERATING PLANT

UNIT NO. 1
NEAR BECKER, MINNESOTA

#9-5625

INTRODUCTION

This report concerns the full-time inspection and testing of the earthwork

operations in the coal and ash storage areas that we are continuing to perform

at the above referenced project. The purpose of this report is to present our

inspection findings and testing results for the period of May 27 through July 31,

1974. This work is being conducted in accordance with your purchase order

number C88754, dated August 23, 1973,

FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

Coal Retaining Berms

The work in this area consisted of spraying a Gunite concrete cover on the north

berm and placing soil cement on the south berm. As of June 14, the Gunite facing

operations were completed on the north and center berms. Tests were performed

to check the strength properties of the Gunite material after 7 days and 28 days.

The results of eight compressive strength tests indicate an average compressive

strength of 5900 psi after 7 days and 8800 psi after 28 days. A total of 9,635

cubic yards of soil cement was placed during this report period, and the south

berm was completed to elevation 987’

Twenty-four compaction tests were taken in the soil cement, and the attached

test results show the relative compaction ranges from 100% to 105%. A vibratory

TWiN CITY TESTING AND ENGiNEERiNG LABORATORY~ INC,
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FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS
(cont.’)

roller was initially used to attain the specified density. However, to avoid

weakening the initial chemical bond of the cement from the previous lift, the

compaction operations were restricted to static rollers. This type of equipment

has proven to be capable of producing densities that exceed the specified

compaction. In-place soil cement samples were cored and returned to the

laboratory for compressive strength tests. When over I’ of soil cement was

placed in one day, the rate of curing would vary. Test results indicate the top

6" of soil cement has 14 day strengths of 1980 psi and 1210 psi compared to 288

psi for the lower 6". Visual 6bservations madeidgring the sampling procedure indi-

cated the lower 6" of soil cement was still moist. This moisture is more than

likely responsible for the lower compression test results. We anticipate that

higher compression values will b~ realized with the dissipation of the moisture.

When only one 6" lift was placed in a day, the compressive strengths were

approximately 2400 psi for cube samples and approximately 1800 psi for cylinder

cores. The cube samples were cut from cores with improper length-to-diameter

ratios for testing. Testing is in progress to evaluate the cohesion of the

slower curing soil cement, and the results of these tests will be included in

our next progress report.

The quality of the soil cement was verified by performing laboratory tests on

representative samples of asphalt and on cement used in the soil cement process.

A viscosity test was conducted on the cut-back asphalt used for curing the soil

cement. The asphalt was classified as RC-250, which is approved for curing soil

cement as outlined in the project specifications. A physical determination

indicated the cement meets ASTM:CI50 specification allowed for Type I Cement.

The laboratory results discussed above are shown on the attached data sheets.

TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY~ INC,
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FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS
(cbnt.)

Fourteen in-situ density tests were taken in the embankment fill for the south

berm. The test results indicate the specified compaction.was attained.

Coal Storagg. Area

The filling and compaction operations were conducted primarily in the area west

of the coal retaining bermo After the subgrade was proofrolled and tested, a

wet clayey sand (SC) layer was placed over the area. The clayey sand was then

compacted, tested and covered with 6" of sand. Four out of seven field density

tests taken after the initial compaction operations indicated relative compaction

below 90% with an average moisture content of 19%. After additional compaction

and drying, supplementary field density tests were performed with satisfactory

results. During this report period, a total of 14 density tests were taken in

the subgrade and sand cover, and II density tests were taken in the clayey sand

impervious blanket.

Cooling Tower #I

Granular fill was used to raise the area north of Cooling Tower #I to a 6:1 slope

away from the structure. Seven field density tests were taken during the con-

struction, and the results of these tests verified the fill was satisfactorily

compacted.

Coal Yard Area Railroad Track #I

Samples of the ballast material used to support the railroad tracks were brought

into the laboratory for physical testing. The tests on the ballast material

included mechanical analysis, soundness tests, abrasion tests, specific gravity

and absorption. These tests indicate the ballast material meets project specifica-

tions and AREA Specifications as shown for prepared stone ballast. The test

results have previously been reported and are also attached with this report°
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FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS
(’cont.)

FIy Ash Pond Dam

Prior to the placement of the impervious earth blanket, the subgrade for the dam

was proofrolled, and ~I field, density tests were taken. In all cases, the results

of the field density tests indicated the specified compaction was attained by the

initial compactive effort.

On July 31, we received a copy of the letter by your consultants, Black & Veatch,

describing the compaction and moisture requirements of both the cohesive and

granular fill materials. The letter modified the~. minimum density of the imper-

vious cohesive material from 93% to 90% and increased the allowable moisture

content at the time of compaction to a range of zero to 6% above optimum. The

density requirements of the granular fill will remain unchanged, while the minimum

moisture content was established at 3%.

As of July 31, the impervious earth blanket for the east dam and the center dike

was completed to station I0+00 and station 9+00, respectively. One hundred

thirty-nine of the 160 field density tests taken in the clay core and impervious

earth blanket indicate a relative compaction of 90% or higher. The remaining

test areas received additional compaction and were retested to verify the soils

were satisfactorily compacted. As indicated on the attached test results, the

passing tests had moisture contents that varied from I% to 9% above optimum

moisture with an average of 5.7% over optimum. A tabulation of the density

tests, which shows passing density with moisture contents greater than the

specified 6% over optimum, is submitted. The average moisture content of the

65 tests was 6.83% over optimum. As discussed with you, additional testing is

in progress to evaluate the compressibility and permeability of the cohesive

material at high moisture contents. A supplemental report will be prepared

TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY,
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FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS
(cont.)

discussing the material and test results in greater detail.

Three hundred eleven density tests were taken in the granular embankment fill.

As indicated on the attached test results, five of these tests failed to meet the

relative compaction required in the project specifications. The failing tests

areas were recompacted and retested to verify the soils were satisfactoriTy

compacted. Thirteen of the three hundred eleven tests taken in the embankment

fill have moisture contents below the 3% minimum described in the letter from

Black & Veatch, dated July 30, 1974.

In order to determine the permeability of the cohesive material used to construct

the impervious earth blanket and clay dike cores, four, 2" diameter thin-wall

tube samples were taken from the impervious earth blanket and returned to the

laboratory for falling head permeability tests. The test results show relatively

uniform k (coefficient of permeability) values ranging between 2 x 10-8 centi-

meters per second to 1 x 10-7 centimeters per second.

Riprap and riprap bedding were placed on the south and west dam to elevation

975’, and filter rock is presently being installed on the center dike and east

dam. Four gradation tests were conducted on the riprap bedding material and Type

I filter rock. The first test indicated the rock did not comply with the gradation

specification since the percentage passing the #3 and #6 sieves is less than

specified. Three additional gradations were performed and showed that the mate-

rial sampled did then meet the project specifications.

TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, iNC.
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NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY
SHERBURNE COUNTY GENERATING PLANT

UNIT NO. 1
NEAR BECKER, MINNESOTA

#9-5625

INTRODUCTION

This report concerns our continuing full-time inspection and testing of the earth-

work operations in the coal and ash storage areas at the above referenced project.

The purpose of this report is to present our inspection findings and testing

results from the period of August 1 through August 16, 1974. This work is being

conducted in accordance with your purchase order number C88754, dated August 23, 1973.

FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

Coal Retainin~ Berms

The work in this area consisted of placing soil cement on the south berm to

approximate elevation 997’. Six compaction tests were made in the soil cement.

The tests are numbers 1096, 1121, 1179, 1180, 1184, and 1215, and the results

are attached. Test #1179, which was taken near the outside edge of the south

berm, indicated the specified compaction was not attained during the initial

compaction operations. By recompacting this area and by intensifying the

compactive effort near the edge of the berm, adequate density was attained.

Also during this time period, granular fill was being placed in the center of

the south berm. One test (#1122) was taken in the sand fill, and the test had

passing results. Northwest Bituminous, J A Danens & Son Inc and Northern States

Power Co agreed to replace the remaining portion of the embankment fill, between

TWIN CiTY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY~ INC,
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FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

elevation 995’ to elevation I000’, with soil cement.

orthern States Power Co
Sherburne Co Generating Plant
Near Becket, Minnesota
#9-5625

Clay Bor.row. pit

We were asked by your field representative, Mr John Wilkenson, to place three

additional borings in the newly purchased borrow pit (Carl Johnson’s property)

in order to better define the quantity of the available cohesive soils. The

borings were placed in a winter wheat field at the following grid coordinates:

Borin9 Number Grid Coordinates
1 204090~E 881300N
2 2040900E 882000N

3 2040900E 882700N

The borings indicated a general profile consisting of a thin veneer of topsoil and

and weathered soil overlying clayey material, which is in turn underlain by

dense silty sand. The topsoil, which was a dark brown silty sand, was found in

most borings to a depth of 6" to 2’. The cohesive material encountered below the

topsoil consisted mainly of sandy clay and clayey sand. The thickness of this

soil stratum tapered from 8.5’ in the southeast corner of the borrow pit to 14’

in the northeast corner.

Fly Ash Pond Dams

On August 13, a meeting was held to discuss the moisture requirements presently

being used on the Type I impervious fill. Since difficulties are expected this

fall in drying the clayey soils to proper moisture content, a warning zone of

6% to 6.5% over optimum moisture content was established to enable the contractor

to work at the upper limit of the specifications. However, only occasional

density tests having’a 6% to 6.5% over optimum moisture content will be accepted.

TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC.
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FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS
(cont.)

As of August 16, the impervious earth blanket was completed in the east dam to

station 14+50 and in the center dike to station 14+00. Moisture contents were

performed frequently to check and control the quality of the clay soils being

used during the construction. The test results are reported directly to the

contractor to aid him in the aeration operations and in effectively utilizing

the available cohesive materials in the borrow pit. Thirty-three field density

tests were performed on the clay core and impervious earth blanket. As indicated

on the attached test results, only one area (indicated by test #1086 and #1088)

had either high moisture content or low density. The clayey material in the

area was removed, replaced with a dry material, and recompacted to specified

density.

One hundred and fifteen field density tests were taken in the granular embankment

fill, and five density tests were performed in subgrade for the dam. In all

cases, the results of the field density tests indicated the specified compaction

was achieved on the initial compactive effort.

FIy Ash Pond

Two density tests (#1117 and #1118) were taken in the prepared subgrade for the

fly ash pond, and both tests had satisfactory results. However, a density test

(#1179) taken of the impervious clay liner indicated high moisture content and

low density. This area is presently being recompacted, and supplemental tests

will be taken in the near future.

REMARKS

Our inspection and testing indicates the earthwork is being performed in accord-

ance with the project plans and specifications in all areas. Further supervision

TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY,
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REMARKS

is being performed, and additional reports will

progresses.

be forwarded as the work

TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC,
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NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY
SHERBURNE COUNTY GENERATING PLANT

UNIT NOo 1
NEAR BECKER, MINNESOTA

#9-5625

INTRODUCTION

This report concerns our continuing full-time inspection and testing of the earth-

work operations in the coal and ash storage a~e~~ at the above referenced project.

The purpose of this report is to present our inspection findings and testing

results for the period of August 19 through August 30, 1974o This work is being

conducted in accordance with your purchase order number C88754 dated August 23, 1973.

FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

Coal RetainiR__~_ Berms

On August 20, the south berm was finished to elevation I000’, and the entire soil

cement operations were completed. The work in this area presently consists of

patching with grout and refinishing with cutback asphalt on several small

areas along the faces of the south bermo A tetal of 865 cubic yards of soil

cement was placed during this report period, bringing the total soil cement

placed this year on the coal retaining berms to 17,415 cubic yards.

Two compaction test~ were taken during the final two lifts placed on the south

berm. The tests are #1244 and #1261, and the results are attached° The test

results indicated the specified compaction was attained at the proper moisture

content.

--TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY,
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FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS
(cont’.)

Reserved Coal Storage. Area

The granular materials used to build a hauling ramp for the south berm are being

replaced in an area just north of the north berm. Seven density tests were

taken during the fill placement ~o verify that the material was compacted to an

adequate density~

Ash Pond Dams

As of August 30, the impervious earth blanket was completed to east dam station

25+00. Thirty-eight density tests were perfomed on the clay core and dam im-

pervious earth blanket° Three of these tests had moisture contents above the

required moisture content (maximum 6.5% over optimum). By discing and blending

with a drier material, two of the recompacted areas were retested with satis-

factory results. The remaining failing test area will be retest~d, and the

results will be included in our next report.

By examining the moisture content of the density tests, 40% of the passing tests

had moisture contents falling in the established warning zone of 6% to 6.5% over

optimum. As discussed in a meeting that was described in report #13, only a

few tests of this type were expected. It is quite apparent that the moisture

content, not the density, is the critical factor as to the amount of material

which can be placed this Fall.

Ninety-five field density tests w~re taken in the granular embankment fill,

and six density tests were taken in the subgrade soils for the dams. All of

the tests taken in the subgrade indicated a sufficient density; however, five

of the tests taken in the embankment fill revealed either a low moisture content

or low density. After water and additional compactive effort was applied,

TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC, ’
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FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS
(coTt. 

designated retests were performed on the recompacted areas, and the results of

the retests indicated the areas were satisfactorily compacted.

In addition to the above field tests, three gradation tests were performed on

samples of riprap used on the dams° An average of the tests indicated the.

processed rock meets the revised project specifications.

.Fly Ash Pond

Test #1277 was taken in the prepared subgrade fre~,the southeast corner of the

fly ash pond, and the results are attached. Since a wet clayey soil was placed

upon the fly ash pond, difficulties were encountered in attaining the specified

density and moisture contento Five separate areas were tested to determine the

effectivenss of the compact~ve operations.~Qnly one area (designated by test #1336)

was approved after initial compactive effort. After aeration and recompaction

operations, three of the remaining four areas showed passing density and moisture

contents as indicated by tests #1315, #1334, and #1335. As discussed with the

contractor, the clayey soils in the failing test area (indicated by test #1337)

will be removed and replaced with a drier material. This area will be retested

at that time.

REMARKS

One .hundred and sixty field density tests were taken in accordance with

ASTM:DI556-64 (Sand-Cone Method) during this period. A tabulation of the in-place

density tests and a summary of the test results are attached. Our inspection and

testing indicates the earthwork is being performed in accordance with the project

plans and specifications° Further supervision is being performed and additional

reports will be forwarded as the work progresses.

’TWIN CITY TESTING ANO ENGINEERING LABORATORY,
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NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY
SHERBURNE COUNTY GENERATING PLANT

UNIT NOo l
NEAR BECKER, MINNESOTA

#9-5696

INTRODUCTION

This report concerns our continuing full-time inspection and testing of the earth-

work operations in the coal and ash storage areas at the above referenced project°

The purpose of this report is to present our inspection findings and testing results

for the period of August 31 through September I~1974o This work is being con-

ducted in accordance with your purchase order #C88754 dated August 23, 1973o

FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

Reserve Coal Stora~ Area

Granular fill continued to be placed in the southeast corner of the reserve coal

storage area during the first day of this report period° After compaction was

applied and the subgrade elevation was reached, a compaction test (#1410) was

taken at a random location° The attached test results revealed the specification

compaction was obtained°

Holdin.~Basin

Work in this area consisted of compacting subgrade soils° A total of six field

density tests were performed on the subgrade material, and five of these tests

revealed adequate density° The one failing test area in the south end of the holding

basin (indicated by test #1475) will receive additional compaction and will be

retested at that time.

Holdin~ Basin PumE H~use

Project representatives from Black & Veatch and Northern States Power Co jointly
TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC,
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FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS
Tcon  

decided to add a small amount of impervious material on top of the prepared subgrade

soils between the inside sheet piling for the holding pond pump house° One densi~

~st (#1448) taken in the subgrade showed adequate compaction; while another density

test (#1458) taken in the impervious material indicated additional compaction was

necessary° After the area was recompacted, a designated retest (#1464) was performed

to verify the specified density was attained.

Cool~ Tower #2

Filling and compacting operations took place on the northern, southern and eastern

sides of cooling tower #2° However, these operations were concentrated primarily

in an area east of the cooling tower and north of the substation, where an average

of 2’ of fill was placed and compacted. Fourteen field density tests were taken

during this report period, and in all cases, the test results indicated the specified

density was attained°

~l_y__Ash Pond

Two density tests (#1420 and #1431) were performed on the impervious mater’ial placed

in the southeast corner of the fly ash pond° As discussed in our previous report,

portions of this area were essentially replaced with a drier clay soil. The two

density test results verify the compacted material meets the specified density and

moisture content requirements.

Bottom Ash Pond

The bottom ash pond was completed during this report period° The granular subgrade

was proofrolled and checked for density by performing four field density tests

(#1402, #1403, #1404 and #1405)o Seven of the eight in-place density tests taken in

the 18" impervious earth blanket (#1440, #1442, #1457, #1461, #1468, #1472 and #1474)

indicated the specified density and moisture conent was obtained during the initial

TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC,
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compactive efforts° The failing test area (indicated by test #1429) received

additional compaction and was’retested by test #1438, which verified the soil Was

satisfactorily compact°

Ash Pond Dams

Due to continuous rainy weather during the week of September 7 through September 13,

the aeration, filling and compacting operations of clay soils ceased during this

time, and these operations were limited to the first week of the report period° As

of September 13, with the exception of the east side of the east dam between

station 25+00 to station 27+00, the impervious:ea~th blanket was completed for the dams,

One density test (#1471) was performed on the subgrade soils near the east dam

station 28+00° The test results indicated the specified compaction was attained, and

approval for the continued placement of the impervious earth blanket was granted°

A total of twelve density tests were performed on th~ clay core and impervious earth

blanket for the dams° The impervious material was found to be excessively wet on

the clay core near west dam station 24+00, where three failing tests (#1409, #1417

and #1432) were recorded~ After aeration and blending operations failed to lower

the moisture content to an acceptable level, the comtractor replaced the failing area

with drier, compacted clay soils° Test #1459 was then performed, and the results

verify the drier material was compacted to the specified density°

Sixty-eight density tests were taken in the granular embankment fillo As indicated

on the attached test results, three of these tests (#1407,,#1411, and #1455) failed

to meet the minimum moisture requirement, and one test, #1467, had substandard

density° The failing test areas were sprayed with water, recompacted, and retested

to verify the ~oils comply with the project specifications~

" TWiN CiTY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY~ INC.
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The permeability of the cohesive soils used to construct the impervious earth

blanket is randomly checked by performing a falling head permeability test on

in-place material, that was sampled with thin-wall tubes (Shelby tubes)° The

most recent test results show a coefficient of ~e~eability value of 6o51 x 10-8

centimeters per second° This type of testing will continue during ’the construction,

and test results wi]] be included in our forthcoming reports°

REd’ARKS

A tabulation of the in-place density tests and a summary of the test results are

attached. Our inspection and testing indicates the earthwork !~ being performed

in accordance with the project plans and specifications° Further supervision is

being performed and additional reports will be forwarded as the work progresses.

TWiN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC.
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Northern States Power Co
414 Nicollet Mall
Minneapolis, MN 55401
Attn: Mr J V Sullivan
Dear Mr Sullivan

Subj: Inspection and Testing
Coal and Ash Storage Areas
Sherburne County Generating Plant
Near Becker, Minnesota
Laboratory #9-5696

This is our 16th progress report presenting our inspection findings
and test results for the referenced project° We are sending you three
copies° Additional copies are being sent as noted below° This work
is being done in accordance with your Purchase Order No. C88754,
dated August 23, 1973o

Additional repOrtslwill be submitted as the project progresses.’ If
you have an~ questions or desire further information, please contact
US,

Yew, ~ru~ you~    ~

Michael O’Donnell
Civil Engineer

MO/DKS/rs
Copies to
I) Northern States Power - QA

Attn: Mr David V Collins:
2) Northern States Power (Becker)

Attn: Mr Curt Sillman
I) Black & Veatch

Attn: Mr John Vines
2) J A Danens & Son Inc



NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY
SHERBURNE COUNTY GENERATING PLANT

UNIT NOo 1
NEAR BECKER, MINNESOTA

#9-5696

INTRODUCTION

This report concerns our continuing full-time inspection and testing of the earth-

work operations in the coal and ash storage areas at the above referenced project°

The purpose of this report is to present our inspection findings and testing

results for the period of September 14 through September 27, 1974o This work is

being conducted in accordance with your Purchase Order No. C88754 dated August 23,

1973.

Coolin~ Tower #2

Eight density tests

FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

(1528, 1529, 1536, 1537, 1543, 1544~ 1556 and 1557) were taken

in the granular embankment fill placed east of Cooling Tower #2. In all cases,

the test results indicated the specified compaction was attained by the initial

compactive efforts°

~olding Basin

Work in this area consisted of placing an 18" impervious liner on the northern

half of the holding basin. After spraying water on the southwest slope of the

holding basin, a retest of test #1475 was.performed on the granular subgrade

soils with satisfactory results° The liner material, which is a clayey sand, was

placed on a 2:1 slope in thin lifts with a D-8 dozer° The slopes were then compacted

TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC,
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by a vibratory sheepsfoot roller, which waspushed up the slopes by a D-5 dozer°

Two of the six field density tests taken ofthe clay liner showed failing density

results° After recompacting the slopes of the holding basin, test #1662 and #1685

verified adequate density was attained°

Fl_~ash Pond

In order to prevent freezing of the clay liner this winter and to check the

circuitry of the plant, Northern States Power Co is s~heduling to fill the pond

with 4’ of water on October 15, 1974o

The pond subgrade soils are prepared for liner placement by compacting a thin

lift of silty sand to elevation 944.5’° The silty sand retains a higher moisture

content and compacts to a highe~ density than the natural, granular subgrade soils°

The purpose in using this material is to establish a solid base which would not

bulk or loosen under construction traffic. Sixteen field density tests were per-

formed on the subgrade soil, and in all cases, the test results indicated the

specified compaction was attained°

Twenty-one density tests were performed in the impervious liner. Four test results

revealed either the specified density was not attained or the specified moisture

content was not maintained° After additional compactive effort was applied, two

areas (indicated by tests #1580 and #1602) were retested with satisfactory results°

The clay material in the remaining failing test area (indicated by tests #1619 and

#1624) was removed, replaced with dry material, and recompacted to the specified

density.

Ash Pond Dams

The impervious earth blanket for the ash pond dams and dikes was completed° One

........... TWfN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY~ INC,
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density test (#1524) was performed on the subgrade soils during this report

period, and the test results indicated the specified density was attained° A total

of twenty-three density tests were performed on the clay core and impervious earth

blanket° As shown on the attached results, three of the areas (indicated by tests

#1593, #1605 and #1626) had a high moisture content which caused a low density°

By blending the existing substandard areas with a drier material and then recom-

pacting, the contractor was able to lower the moisture content enough to attain

specified density as verified by tests #1603, #1613 and #1632o

Granular embankment fill was placed primarily above elevation 975’ on the west

dam, south dam, east dam and center dike° One hundred one density tests were taken

in the granular embankment fill,and only three tests (#1591, #1620, and #1643)

revealed the specified density was not attained° Additional compactive effort

was applied to these areas with satisfactory results°

LABORATORY TESTING

In addition to the above field tests, a 3" thin-wall tube sample and a bag sample

of clay soils were brought into the laboratory for permeability tests° Falling

head permeability tests conducted on both samples indicated K-values (coefficient

of permeability) of lO-8 centimeters,per second°

Since the ballast material, which recently arrived on the job, appeared to have

changed from the material tested in June, 1974, we were requested by your field

representative for the railroad construction to perform a series of tests, including

mechanical analysis, soundness, abrasion, specific gravity and absorption° The

test results show a slight variation in material; yet the tests indicated the

ballast material me~ts the project specifications and AREA specifications for

prepared stone ballast° The actual test results are attached with this report°
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REMARKS

A tabulation of the in-place density tests and a summary of the test results are

attached° Our inspectiQn and testing indicates the earthwork is being performed in

accordance with the project plans and specifications° Further supervision is being

performed and additional reports will be forwarded as the work progresses°

TV/IN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY~ INC.
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Presitlent
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Dear Mr Sullivan
Subj : Inspection and Testing

Coal and Ash Storage Areas
Sherburne County Generating Plant
Becket, Minnesota - Laboratory #9-5786

This is our 17th progress report presenting our inspection findings
and test results for the referenced project. We are sending you
three copies° Additional cdpies are being sent as noted below.
This work is being done in accordance with your purchase order
#C88754, dated August 23, 1973.
Additional reports will be submitted as the project progresses.
If you have any questions or desire further information, please
contact US o A
Vel2y ,truly you.rgl

Michael O’ Donnel 1
Civil Engineer

MO/DKS/rs
Copies to
l) Northern States Power - QA

Attn: Mr David V Collins
2) Northern States Power - Becket

Attn: Mr Curt Sillman
I) Black & Veatch

Attn: Mr John Vines
2) J A Danens & Son Inc



NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY
SHERBURNE COUNTY GENERATING PLANT

UNIT NOo 1
NEAR BECKER, MINNESOTA

#9-5786

INTRODUCTION

This report concerns our continuing full-time i~sPection and testing of the earth-

work operations in the coal and ash storage areas at the above referenced project.

The purpose of this report is to present our inspection findings and testing results

for the period of September 28 through October II, 1974o This work is being con-

ducted in accordance with your purchase order #C88754 dated August 23, 1973o

FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

Coal Storag,e Area

Filling operations resumed in the coal storage area during the last day of this

report period. Two density tests (#1854 and #1855) were performed on the sub-

grade soil east of the coal retaining bermso Both test results showed the spec--

~fied density was attained°

Holding_Basin

The holding basin was essentially completed during this report period° The densi-

~ication obtained by the compaction operations was determined by performing two

density tests on the ~mpervious l~ner and five tests on the overlying embankment

fillo The results of these tests verified the material was satisfactorily compacted°

TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LAEIORATORY, INC. .,
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~ecycling Basin

Work in this area consisted of placing an 18" clay liner on the slopes of the

recycling basin and then covering this material with a I’ of granular fill, 5" of

riprap bedding, and I’ of Class A riprapo

The natural sands on the slopes were shaped to grade and tested for density prior

to placement of the impervious linero Eight density tests were performed on the

subgrade soils and the results verified adequate density was attained°

Three of the seven density tests taken in the clay liner showed insufficient

density. Additional compaction effort was applied, and tests #1735, #1753 and #1776

were performed in the recompacted areas to verify the soils were satisfactorily

compacted°

The protective cover of granular fill, which was placed on the clay liner, was

compacted to the specified density as verified by tests #1781, #1787, #1806,

#1818, #1844 and #1853o

~Pond

The 18" impervious clay liner for the bottom of the flyash pond was completed.

Eight field density tests were performed on the subgrade soils, and the test

results indicated the relative compaction meets project specifications° Six

density tests (#1733, #1746, #1757, #1763, #1803 and #1842) out of twenty-nine

tests taken in the clay liner had either low density or high moisture content°

When the clay material had insufficient density, additional compactive effort was

applied° However, when the material was too wet, as in most cases, a combination

of spreading the wet material over a large area of prepared subgrade, blending it

with drier material, and discing the two together provided a lower overall moisture

content. The areas were then recompacted and retested with favorable results°

--~ TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC,
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Ash Pond Dam

The filling and compaction operations were concentrated primarily on the south dam,

east dam and center dike° All of the 92 field density tests taken in the embankment

fill revealed the specified density was attained with an adequate moisture content.

Thirteen field density tests were taken in the clay core° Only one test, #1817,

sh~wed a failing density° Upon recompaction of this area, the specified density

was attained°

REMARKS        ,~

A tabulation of the in-place density tests and a summary of the test results are

attached° Our inspection and testing indicates the earthwerk is being performed

in accordance with the project pla~s-and specifications° Further supervision

is being performed and additional reports will be forwarded as the ~:’ork progresses~

-TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC.
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Northern States Power Co
414 Nicollet Mall
Minneapolis, MN 55401

Attn: Mr J V Sullivan
Dear Mr Sullivan
Subj : Inspection and Testing

Coal and Ash Storage Areas
Sherburne County Generating Plant
Near Becker, Minnesota - Laboratory #9-5786

This is our 18th progress report presenting our inspection findings
and test results for the referenced project. We are sending you
three copies° Additional copies are being sent as noted below.
This work is being done in accordance with your purchase order
#C88754, dated August 23, 1973.

Addition reports will be submitted as the project progresses° If
you have any questions or desire further information, please contact USo

Ver3~ truly/ you)~s
v"/ ’! ~/ /~,t’/t

Michael O’ bonnel l
Civil Engineer

’9onovan K Stormoe, PoE.

MO/DKS/rs
Copies to
I) Northern States Power - QA

Attn: Mr David V Collins
2) Northern States Power - Becker

Attn: Mr Curt Sillman
I) Black & Veatch

Attn: Mr John Vines
2) J A Danens & Son Inc



NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY
SHERBURNE COUNTY GENERATING PLANT

UNIT NOol
NEAR BECKER, MINNESOTA

#9-5786

INTRODUCTION

This report concerns our continuing full-time inspection and testing of the earth-

work operations in the coal and ash storage area~at the above referenced project°

The purpose of this report is to present our inspection f£ndings and testing

results for the period of October 12 through October 31, 1974o This work is being

conducted in accordance with your purchase order #C88754 dated August 23, 1973 and

revised on June 18, 1974o

FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

Coal Storage Area

The filling and compaction operations were completed in the northern area of the

reserve coal storage areas. The north ditch in this area was repaired, and a berm

was constructed to allow drainage and prevent erosion of the north ditch° After

smooth rolling the granular subgrade in the coal storage area, 14 density tests

were performed (#1874, #1875, #1891, #1892, #1893, #1894, #1910, #1911, #!930,

#1931, #1945, #1946, #1953 and #1954). As indicated on the attached test results,

the relative compaction meets project specifications.

Two of the 14 density tests taken in the impervious liner had low density (86%

compaction compared to the specified 90%). By discing and recompacting the

existing material in the failing test areas, the dry density of the fill soils

TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY~ INC,
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was raised to comply with the specifications as verified by tests #1928 and #1976o

The sand cover was placed in various areas of the active coal storage area° In

the completed areas, the results of our field density tests (#1936~ #1957, #1981

and #1982) indicated the specified compaction was attained by the initial com-

pactive efforts. One density test (#2035) was taken in the Type III material used

for the top erosion resistance cover in the north ditch, and six density tests

(#2011, #2018, #2025, #2047, #2049 and #2050) were performed in the protective

berm. All of the tests revealed the specified density was attained with an ade-

quate moisture content°

Coal Yard Road

Subgrade preparation began in the coal yard road in the northeast portion of the

coal storage area during the last week of this report periodo Three density tests

(#2055, #2056 and #2060) were taken of the subgrade soils, and two of these

tests had insufficient compaction° The grading contractor assured us the failing

test areas will be recompacted for [etesting before the placement of aggregate

road base.

Recycle Basin

The bottom of the recycle basin is presently being constructed° Four field density

tests~ #1956, #1986, #1993 and #20469 were performed on the impervious earth

blankets; and as indicated on the attached test results, only one area (#1956) had

a low relative compaction° The cohesive material in the area was recompacted and

retested with satisfactory results.

Ash Pond Dam

As of October 31, the clay core south of west dam station 19+00 to south dam

TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, iNC.
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station 0+00 was completed. The clay cores along the east dam and center dike

are presently being constructed in relatively horizontal lifts and are at approxi-

mate elevation 987’ and 992’, respectively. Twenty-six compaction tests were

taken along the various clay cores. Three separate areas had tests that showed

the specified compaction was not attained (indicated by tests #1879, #1918, #1920

and #1927)o After recompacting the failing test areas, two of these areas were

retested with satisfactory results as verified by tests #1884 and #1926o The

impervious material in the remaining area was spread over a larger portion of the

core, recompacted, and retested by test #1933 to"verify adequate density was

attained.

Only three tests out of the 115 density tests taken of the embankment fill revealed

unsatisfactory compaction° These areas were immediately recompacted and retested

by tests #1907, #1969 and #1997. The test results indicated the material in

these areas was compacted to the project specifications°

Toe Drain Ditches

Four gradations were perfoYmed on the Type II filter rock before the material was

brought on the job site. As indicated on the attached test results, the first

two gradation tests failed to meet the project specifications, while the last t,~o

gradations passed. The first two passing gradations, FR2-G-.3 and FR2-G-4, were

performed on a gray granite, and the two failing gradations, FR2-G-I and FR2-G-2,

were performed on a pink granite and a mixture of pink and gray granite, respectively°

The crusher is often proven to be the key unit as to whether the rock meets

specifications. This does not appear to be the case, since tests FR2-G-I and

FR2-G-4 were sampled from the riprap scalping pile, and tests FR2-G-2 and FR2-G-3

were sampled from a separate crusher° The margin of difference between the passing

TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, iNC.
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and failing is best explained by the variation in the texture and mineral

hardness of the rocks tested° All of the rocks tested were granite; however,

granites often possess variable crushing qualities. The gray granite is finer and

more uniformly grained than the pink granite. Rock specimens of both types of

granite were brought into the laboratory for further examination° The most

significant difference between the two is grain size° The pink granite is coarse

grained and thus has different breakage characteristics than the corresponding

fine grained rocks° The more secondary breakage of the pink granite can also

be related to the better developed cleavage planes found throughout the pink

granite°

REMARKS

A tabulation of the in-place density tests and a summary of the test results are

attached. Our inspection and testing indicates the earthwork is being performed

in accordance with the project plans and specifications. Further supervision

is being performed and additional reports will be forwarded as the work progresses°

I-WIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC.
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Northern States Power Co
414 Nicollet Mall
Minneapolis, MN 55401

Attn: Mr J V Sullivan
Dear Mr Sullivan
Subj: Inspection and Testing.

Coal and Ash Storage Areas
Sherburne Co Generating Plant
Becker, Minnesota ~ Laboratory #9-5828

Th~s is our 19th progress report presenting our inspection findings
and test results for the referenced project° We are sending you three
copies° Additional copies are being sent as noted below, This work
is being done in accordance with your purchase order #C88754, dated
August 23, 1973o
Additional reports will be submitted as the project progresSe~o If
you have any questions or desire further information, please contact

Very ~r~ly yours    ~

Micheal O’Donnell
~ Engineer~

Donovan K Stormoe, PoEo

MO/DKS/rs
Copies to
I) Northern States Power Co - QA

Attn: Mr David V Collins
2) Northern States Power Co - Becker

Attn: Mr Curt Sillman
I) Black & Veatch

Attn: Mr John Vines
2) J A Danens & Son Inc



NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY
SHERBURNE COUNTY GENERATING PLANT

UNIT NO. 1
NEAR BECKER, MINNESOTA

#9-5828

INTRODUCTION

This report concerns our continuing full-time inspection~ and testing of the earth-

work operations in the coal and ash storage areas at the above referenced project°

The purpose of this report ~s to present our inspection findings and testing

results for the period of November 1 through November 15, 1974o This work is being

Conducted in accordance with your purchase order #C88754, dated August 23, 1973,

and revised on June 18, 1974o

FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

~~ Area

The filling and compaction operations were concentrated primarily in the southeast

area of the coal yard° The sand protective cover for the impervious liner was

completed, and ten density tests were taken to veHfy the comp~ctive effo~-o In

all cases, the test results indicated the specified compaction and moisture content

were maintained.

Eight density tests were taken randomly on the backfill used to upgrade the area

south of the coal retaining berms~ and two density tests (#2111 and #2112) were

taken in the exterior backfill used for the Car Dumper Building. The results of

these tests verified adequate densification was obtained by the compaction operations°

’TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC,
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Coal Yard Road

The subgrade for the coal yard road was redensifiedand teSted (#2065, #2066 and

#2082) for compaction prior to the placement of the stabilized road base. The

two failing tests (#2055 and #2056) taken during the last report period were retested

with satisfactory results. The project plans show either Class 1 or Class 2 sur-

face aggregate as acceptable for the roadway construction° However, the contractor

received special permission to substitute Class 5 aggregate road base for Class 1

surfacing aggregate. A gradation test was performed on the material presently

being placed on the roadway, and the results indicate the material meets Minnesota

Highway Department requirements for Class 5 aggregate° By comparing the fraction

limitations of the different classes of aggregate on the attached gradation results,

the Class 5 material ~s coarser ~han Class I by allowing material greate~~ than 3/4"

and restricting the percentage passing the #200 sieve to 10%. Various systems are

available which assign factors to relate the strength and wearing qualitites of

the different classes of aggregate and bituminous mixes° One such system is the

"granular equivalent" which values each material or combinations of materials in

terms of the thickness of gravel base (Class 5) necessary to supply equal support°

Since these factors for Class 1 or Class 2 varied between Io0 and Io2, no very

specific statements can be made with regard to the overall performance of the Class

5. The roads constructed with Class 5 will be observed next spr~ng for any

unusual wearing.

A total of five density tests (#2129, #2130, #2131, #2132 and #2133) were performed

on the aggregate base duHng this report period. The test results indicated the

relative compaction meets the project specifications°

Railroad Access Road

Construction of the railroad access road for track 1 resumed during the report
TWIN C~TY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC.
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period. Two density tests (#2183 and #2184) were performed on the subgrade, and

six density tests (#2126, #2127, #2128, #2190, #2191 and #2197) were performed on

the aggregate base. As indicated on the attached testing results, the relative

compaction meets the project specifications.

~ Basin

The recycle basin was completed during this report period° Three field density

tests (#2071, #2077 and #2086) were performed on the impervious earth blanket, and

6 tests (#2089, #2097, #2098, #2099, #2101 and #2117) were performed on the overlying

protective sand cover° In all cases, the specified compaction and moisture content

were attained.

Fuel Oil S~ora__~_~ Area

The earthwork operations in the fuel oil storage area were completed, and the slopes

of the berms were prepared for seeding. Three density tests (#2167, #2169 and

#2170) were performed in this area with satisfactory results.

Toe Drain Ditches

As of November 15, the toe drain ditches were completed on the west dam° Construc-

tion of the toe drain ditches is presently in progress along the north dam and east

dam° Fourteen density tests (#2093~ #2094, #2095, #2096, #2102, #2103, #2113, #2125,

#2137, #2161, #2162, #2196 and #2198) were performed in either the subgrade or the

impervious liner. Three of the in~T&l tests taken in the subgrade showed the

specified compaction was not attained. The ditch areas were densified with a small,

vibratory roller, and two of these areas were retested with satisfactory results

as verified by tests #2102 and #2103o The remaining area is still under construction

and will be retested when completed°

TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY
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Ash Pond Dam

As of November 15, the clay cores were completed for the flyash pond and bottom

ash pond. Eight density tests (#2100, #2109, #2110, ~2115, #2123, #2174, #2177

and #2179) out of the 22 tests taken in the clay cores revealed unsatisfactory

results. Upon recompaction of the failing test areas, retests indicated specified

compaction was attained°

The placement of granular embankment fill is nearly complete on the dams with the

east dam at elevation I000’o Fifty-two density tests were performed on the east

dam and center dike. Only two of these tests h~&d low compaction results° One of

the failing test areas (indicated by #2116) was recompacted and retested with sat-

isfactory results° The other fai.ling test area, indicated by number 2201, is under

construction and will be retested, and the results included in our next report°

Construction of the road located on top of the dams began on the south dam and

continued in a clockwise direction. Four density tests were performed on the

aggregate base, and the test results indicated the specified compaction was attained°

Laboratory_Tests

Periodic permeability tests were performed on the clayey sand (SC) used to con-

struct the impervious earth blanket and liner. These tests were taken to assure

a continuous impermeable clay liner is maintained. Three permeability tests results

are attached with this report. Two of the tests, 17-P-4 and 17-P-5, were performed

on clayey sand, which was sampled with a thin-wall tube, and test number 28-P-6 was

performed on a sample which was remolded in the laboratory° As shown, the k-values

(coefficient of permeability) varied between 10-7 and 10-9 centimeters per second~

These variations are.caused by the slightly different soil texture, density and

moisture content of the materials tested. A more complete summary and discussion

TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC,
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on the permeability tests performed during the entire construction period will be

described in a later report°

REMARKS

A tabulation of the in-place density tests and a summary of the test results are

attached. Our inspection and testing indicates the earthwork is being performed

in accordance w~th the project plans and specifications° Further supervision is

being performed and additional reports will be forwarded as the work progresses°

i .... TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC,
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Attn: Mr J V Sullivan
Gentlemen

Subj : Inspection and Testing
Coa! and Ash Storage Areas
Sherburne County Generating Plant
Near Becker, Minnesota ~ Laboratory #9-5899

Th~s is our twentieth progress report presenting our inspection findings
and test results for the referenced project° We are sending you three
copies. Additional copies are being sent as noted below. This work is
being done in accordance with your Purchase Order No. C88754, dated
August 23, 1973o

Additional reports will be submitted as the project progresses. If
you have any questions or desire further information, please contact us.

Very truly yours\    /~/~

Michael O’Donnell
Civil Engineer

Donovan K Stormoe, PoE.
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Copies to:
l) Northern States Power

Quality Assurance
Attn: Mr David V Collins

2) Northern States Power (Becker)
Attn: Mr Curt Sillman

I) Black & Veatch
Attn: Mr John Vines

2) J A Danens & S~n Inc



NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY
SHERBURNE COUNTY GENERATING PLANT

UNIT NO, l
NEAR BECKER, MINNESOTA

#9-5899

INTRODUCTION

This report concerns the full-time inspection and testing we performed for the

earthwork operations in the coal and ash storage areas at the above referenced

project during the period from November 18 through December 6, 1974. The

purpose of this report is to present our inspection findings and testing

results for this period. This work was conducted in accordance with your

Purchase Order Number C88754 dated August 23, 1973 and revised on June 18, 1974.

FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

County Road #67

County Road #67 was refinished with Class 5 aggregate base. Fill placement began

in the northern edge of the borrow pit and extended to the intersection with

County Road #4. The thickness of the road base varied, being substantially thicker

in the northern portion of the road. Four density tests (#2202, 2205, 2209 and

2210) were performed on the Class 5 aggregate base° The test results indicated

the relative compaction meets project specifications for roadways.

Coa! Yard Road

The construction of the coal yard road continued into the first week of this

TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC,
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report period. One density test (#2217) was performed, and the results verified

the material placed was satisfactorily compacted

Class 5 gravel base was placed and compacted on the parking lot east of the Car

Dumper Building. The densification’obtained by the compaction operations was

determined by performing two in-place density tests. The results of these tests

(#2218 and 2219) indicated the material was satisfactorily compact.

Rec cle and Holdin Basin Road

During this report period, the subgrade for the Recycle and Holding Basin Road

was proofro!led, and a 6" lift of road base was placed and compacted. Twenty-two

density tests were taken in the subgrade and the road base. In most cases, the

test results indicated the specified compaction was obtained by initial compactive

efforts. However, four of the tests taken in the road base (#2228, 2229, 2269 and

~ i had !ow compaction results. Recompaction of the failing test areas raised

the drydensity to comply with the specifications in the area of test #2269.

Continuous freezing weather made redensification of the remaining failing test areas

impossible for the rest of this year° The contractor has been informed of the

failing test areas, and he will recompact these areas next spring when the construc-

tion resumes. The compaction at the location of the failures will then be retested.

Toe Drain Ditches

The Toe Drain Ditches were completed during this report period. Six density tests

(#2204, 2207, 2211, 2227, 2230 and 2237) taken in the compacted subgrade had

satisfactory results° The freezing weather and wet clay caused difficulties in

attaining the specified compaction for the impervious clay liner. Five of the

TWIN CiTY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC,                                               , ....... i
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eleven density tests taken in the impervious clay liner had failing results. Upon

recompaction and retesting of the failing test areas, only one area (indicated by

test #2216) remained with a substandard density. The contractor assured us that

these areas will be recompacted next spring, when the construction resumes.

Ash Pond Dams

As of December 3, the ash pond dams were completed. Granular embankment fill was

placed during the first two days of this report period. Four density tests (#2203,

2206, 2212 and 2213) performed in the embankment fill verified adequate compaction

was attained.

Class 5 aggregate base was placed on the Ash Pond Access Road and the Ash Pond

Road. Thirteen density tests were taken in the road base. Except for test number

2252, the test results revealed the material was satisfactorily compact. The road

base in the failing test areas froze before redensification was applied. This area,

along with the previous mentioned areas, will be recompacted and retested next

spring.

Miscellaneous Areas

Granular fill was placed in the vicinity of the Recycle Basin, Holding Basin and

Cooling Tower #1. These areas were upgraded to the designated elevation shown on

the project plans. The densification attained by the compaction operations was

determined by performing 20 density tests, Five test areas (indicated by test

#2250, 2251, 2255, 2260 and 2262) were recorded with unsatisfactory results. All

redensification procedures were ineffective ~n each of these areas. The main

reason for the failing tests was the cold weather, which caused the fill to freeze

"’TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY~ INC.
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during the compaction operations° Another contributing factor was the contractor

concentrated his fill placement in a small area in order to minimize the frost

)enetration. Consequently, some failing test areas were covered with several

feet of fill before the areas were recompacted. The overlying fill thus reduced

the effectiveness of the compacting equipment. Rather than continue, the contractor

agreed to correct the fa~ling test areas next spring when the ground thaws.

REMARKS

d
The earthwork operations for the coal and ash storage areas were terminate due

to freezing weather. Eighty-three field density tests were taken in accordance

with ASTM:DI556-64 (Sand-Cone Me~hod) during this period. As d~scusse with the

contracto.r, J A Danens and Son Inc. test areas will receive additional compaction

effort next spring when the construction resumes. A tabulation of the in-place

density tests and a summary of the test results are attached. Our inspection and

testing indicates the earthwork operations have been performed in accordance with

the project plans and specifications.

...... TWiN CiTY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, iNC.
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NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY
SHERBURNE COUNTY GENERATING PLANT

BECKER, MINNESOTA

#9-6252

INTRODUCTION

This report concerns our continuing full-time inspection and testing of the earth-

work operations in the coal and ash storage areas at the above referenced project.

The purpose of this report is to present our inspection findings and testing results

for th~_~eriod of July 15 through July 31, 1975. This work is being conducted in

accordance with your purchase order #CI030o

FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

Cooling Tower #I

During the above mentioned time period, the earthwork operations were on a much

smaller scale in comparison with last year. Due to scheduling difficulties, the

earthwork operations were limited to an area outside the company fence as defined

by Cooling Tower #2 to the west~ Cooling Tower #I to the east and the Holding Basin

to the south. This area was being upgraded in order to allow for proper drainage.

Two scrapers were hauling the granular material primarily to the area immediately

surrounding Cooling Tower #Io

Fourteen density tests were performed in the area defined above. Due to the dry

weather this month, water was continuously being added to the fill before applying

compaction. However, much of the water migrated through the fill, and as verified
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by tests #2304 and #2305, where Io8% moisture content was recorded, the contractor

was having difficulty maintaining water in the fill during compaction° Three of

the density tests (#2298, #2305 and #2306) revealed a substandard density was

attained by the initial compaction efforts. Subsequently, the area was recompacted

and two of the three failing test areas were retested with satisfactorW results°

The one remaining failing test area, as designated by test #2305, is an area of

low moisture content which will be recompacted after a period of precipitation.

Holding Basin

On July 22: Solidification Inc began injecting d~emical grout into the soil outside

the sheet piling which surrounds the Discharge Outlet Foundation and Discharge

Water Monitoring Building. Daily inspections of this operation were made to assure

the grout was placed near each pile seam, and daily quantities of chemicals used

were recorded. The PWG chemical grout, which is chemically equivalent to AM-9 ’

but a different trademark, was the principle agent in producing the stiff gel. Our

records to date indicate approximately three gallons of the gel is being pumped for

every linear foot of pile seam. Assuming proper displacement of the grout~ this

rate should adequately fill the air voids in the soils outside the sheet piling.

REMARKS

A tabulation of the in-place density tests and a summary of the test results are

attached° Our inspection and testing indicates the earthwork is being performed in

accordance with the project plans and specifications° Further supervision is being

performed and additional reports will be forwarded as the work progresses°
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NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY
SHERBURNE COUNTY GENERATING PLANT

BECKER~ MINNESOTA

#9-6359

INTRODUCTION

This report concerns our continuing full-time inspection and testing of the earth-

work operations in the coal and ash storage are~s~at the above referenced project°

The purpose of this report is to present our inspection findings and testing results

for the period of August 1 through August 21, at which time the earthwork opera-

tions were postponed to September, 1975o Our work is being conducted in accord-

ance with your purchase order number CI030o

FIELD PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

Coal Yard

The earthwork in this area consisted of upgrading the area south of the South Coal

Retaining Berm and north of Railroad Track #1 and preparing the subgrade for the

Coal Yard Access Road° The central and eastern portions of these areas were brought

up to or very near finished grade° Six density tests (#2317, #2318, #2319~ #2320,

#2325 and #2326) were taken to verify the densification attained by the compaction

operations° As indicated by the results of these tests, the fill mater~al placed

was satisfactorily compacted°

Miscellaneous Road~

Much of the earthwork during this report period consisted of placing and compacting

granular fill in various areas of the proposed roadways, which lie within the plant°
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All of the fill placed was granular material used to upgrade the roadway to top of

subgrade elevation, All of our 15 in:-place density tests, which were performed in

this subgrade, have passing results°

The portion of the Coal Yard Access Road directly south of the South Coal Retaining

Berm was filled to top of subgradeo Test numbers 2321, 2322, 2327, 2331 and

2332 indicate the specified compaction was attained° A small area of the Railroad

Track #1 Access Road, east of the Car Dumper Building and as located by test

numbers 2323, 2324, 2336 and 2337, was also filled to subgrade elevation° The

subgrade for the Fuel Oil Access Road was finished, and two tests (#2330 and

#2333) performed along this short roadway indicate adequate compaction° The

northern portion of the Ash Trench Access Road~ located by test numbers 2328, 2329

and 2334, was raised to subgrade elevation° The above mentioned completed areas were

pY~perly prepared for the placement of Class 5 road base°

Gatehouse Parking Lot

The Gatehouse Parking Lot and access driveway were stripped of organic soil and

subsequently filled and co~pacted in relatively thin lifts to bottom of base eleva-

tion. Of the two density tests initially taken, one indicated passing results,

while the other revealed substandard density° The failing test area (indicated by

test #2313) was recompacted, and as verified by test #2314, the fill in this area was

successfully recompacted to the specified compaction° ~o additional density tests

were performed as the filling and compaction operations resumed° The results of both

of these tests showed the specified compaction was attained.

Cooling Tower #1

The failing test area, which was listed in report #22 and as !oCated by test #2305,

was recompacted and retested with satisfactory results°
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REIVARKS

A tabulation of the in-place density tests and a summary of the test results are

attached° Our inspection and testing indicates the earthwork is being performed in

accordance with the project plans and specifications° Further supervision will be

performed when the work progresses°
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NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY
SHERBURNE COUNTY GENERATING PLANT

BECKER: MINNESOTA

Laboratory No. 9-6410

INTRODUCTION

This report concludes our full-time inspection" and testing of the earthwork

operations in the coal and ash storage areas at the above referenced project.

The purpose of this report is to present our inspection findings and testing

results for the period of September 1 through October 8, 1975. Our work was

being conducted in accordance with your Purchase Order #�I030.

TEST RESULTS

The earthwork during this report period consisted of placing and compacting

granular fill in various uncompleted areas. Theseareasincluded the remaining

portions of the original contract and several additional fill areas at the

request of Northern States Power. The location and number of the density

tests define the approximate location and extent of the contractor’s work,

Three parking lots were completed to the grades specified in the plans o# the

contract. These areas included the Gatehouse parking lot and two separate

parking lots for the Maintenance Garage and Car Dumper Building. Thirteen

density tests (8 in the Gatehouse parking lot, two in the Car Cumper Building

par~ing lot and three in the Maintenance Garage parking lot) were performed in

either the subgrade or Class 5 roadbase. Only test #2355, which was performed

in the Maintenance Building parking lot, revealed failing density. This

area of subgrade was recompacted and retested with successful results,
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A small area between the sheet piling for the Discharge Outlet Foundation

was brought up to design grade. Test #2363 revealed the specified density

was attained by using a small vibratory compactor.

Two retaining berms and drainage ditches were specified for construction by

Northern States Power to allow for proper drainage in the Coal Yard. A total

of eight tests were taken for these projects. Except for Test #2364, the test

results revealed a suitable density was attained. Supplementary compaction

was applied to the failing test area, and as indicated by Test #2367, the fill

soils were satisfactorily compacted,

The surrounding area of Cooling Tower #2 was upgraded to or very near finished

grade. Tests #2397, 2398, 2400, 2404 and 2405, were performed on the fill

material employed in this area. In all cases, the specified compaction was

attained during the ~nitial compactive efforts.

Subgrade preparation and Class 5 placement also took place along the access

roads for Cooling Tower #I and the eastern third of the road for Cooling

Tower #2. Five density tests were taken in the access road encircling Cooling

Tower #I, and two tests were taken in the completed section of roadway near

Cooling Tower #2° The tests results indicated the material was placed and

compacted in accordance with the project specifications.

The Fuel 0ii Access Road was completed with the placement of Class 5 road

base to the designated grade° Of the two density tests initially taken; one

indicated passing results, while the other revealed substandard density.

Subsequently, the entire roadway was recompacted and retested by Test #2394,

which indicated the specified degree of compaction was attained.
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The Coal Yard Access Road was completed from its origin in the western side

of the Coal Yard and near the Transfer House to the Gatehouse parking lot.

With the exception of a small area near the eastern edge of the Stacker-Reclaimer

Berm, the subgrade and Class 5 material were properly compacted as verified by

the results of eight density tests. In this area, approximately 70’ of roadway

was not compacted due to electrical cable storage.

The western connection between the Coal Yard Access Road and the Ash Trench

Access Road was relocated to the east side of the Car Dumper Building parking

lot, having a centerline grid location of 2028417Eo Seven density tests were

performed along the Ash Trench Access Road, which was completed from the

Gatehouse parking lot to the Plant Access Road. All of these tests have

passing results°

Since the placement of the Railroad Track #I Access Road, several small areas

have badly eroded, making the roadway nearly unusable. At the request of

Northern States Power, the problem was rectified by sloping the roadway toward

the railroad track and installing catchbasins and culverts at regular interval

spacings. To assure the proper degree of compaction in the granular fill

and Class 5 materials was attained, fourteen density tests were performed

along the corrected roadway. In all cases~ the test results revealed the

specified compaction was attained.

REMARK____~S

A total of 67 field density tests were taken in accordance with ASTM: D 1556-64

during this report period, and a tabulation of these tests and a summary of

the test results are attached. It is our opinion the earthwork operations

performed under our technical supervision and reported herein were accomplished
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in accordance with the provisions of the project earthwork specification, with

the exception of the above mentioned portion of the Coal Yard Access Road.

This report was prepared by:

Michael O’Donnell, C E

I hereby certify that this plan,
specification, or report was
prepared by me or under my direct
supervision and that I am a duly
Registered Professional Engineer
under the laws of the State of
Minnesota.

Donovan K Stormoe, P E

Date ~eg.No. 10493
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BLACK & VEATCH

CONSULTING ENGINEERS TEL 36 "~ -7OOO

Northern States Power Company March 31, 1973
Sherburne County Generating Plant Project 5377/5619

Units No. i & 2 (E-6881 & E-7108~ File B-4J.2
Review of Ash Pond Dike Design

1550 Northwest Highway
Park Ridge, Illinois 66068

Attention: Mr. William Bo Parato]

Gentlemen :

We are transmitting under separate cover in two packages ofie copy of the
following information for your use in reviewing the design of earth containment
structures for coal, water and ash storage:

¯ i. Plans for Coal and Ash Storage Area Construction - Specification 5377 D-4Co

2. Coal and Ash Storage Area Construction - Specifications 5377 D-4C.

3. Final Report of Soil and Bedrock Investigation by Soil Exploration Company
dated September 15, 1971.

4. Geological. Investigation of Clay Deposits                                                                        ~y %%~in City Testing and ~.ngm,,
Laboratory, Inc. dated February 22, 1972o

5. Clay Sources Investigation - Phase II by Twin City Testing and Engineering
Laboratory, Inc. dated June 26, 1972.

Interim Report dated M~rch 23, 1972 by ]k,;in City Testing and Engineering
Laboratory, Inc.

Soil Investigation - Proposed Clay Borrow Report by Soil Exploration Company
dated February 26, 1973.

8. Black & Veatch Supporting Analysis II-K - Seepage Control dated November iO,
1972. (Three Volumes)



Mr. William G. Paratore -2- .~rch 31, 1973

This data should allow you to °proceed with your review of the design for the
ash pond dikes ~s requested by Northern States Power Company. We are presently

¯ preparing a su~nary report covering design of coal, water and ash storage area
facilities. A copy will be provided to you when it is completed.

Please contact us if you have any questions.

Very truly yours,

JRB:IIb
CO: llr. J. R. Zylkowski (3)



County !?ian~; sc~tf~b~rs ~J’iil be a?pro-:<i~:~,:,~:~[y the sa~:~, if



COPY

--1



March I, 1973

I,~. R.M. Butcher
Black and Veatoh Consulting Engineers
P.O. Box 8405
Kansas Oity~ Missouri 64114

Dear Mr. Butcher:

llavia~,; of Ash Pond
DIN 99A500

A~h!le ago, we talked to you about our possibly hiring an outside consultant
to revie’~ the design of the ash pond dikes, i~: was our feellmg theft the
was very concerned with leakage and dike failure, and that we should respond
~.~ith an indepe~dent design reviews;. To this end, we h~.ve hired D~,~nes and
to revi~i~ the desig>a drawings and spaeiflea~io~s, evaluate the foundation
sign, evaluate the s~.ability~ aettle~.~ent and seepage and to submit a
~:~zport of -their fi.qdi~gs,

We have ~ked Dsmes and },~:oore to stsrt ’~ork on ~t, out March i, 1973 end to
eomplete their repo$’t by April 8~ 1973, To do this, they will need a prel.i~inary
set of drs,~,,~ing8 and speeifica~!on:~ snd a st~’-~ of desig~ data and design
~e’sia as soon as possible. We ask .you to please fo~:¢ard the above to:

We are pla9~ning on a ~aeting with Black and Veatoh snd Dsmes and Moore prior
to April 8, !973, in o~dar to dlszuss results and i~on out any differeneos~
Please let ~:,e ~ if 7eu have er~y problems or reservations reg~rdlng the
above schedule.

Yours very t~mly,



Northern States Power Company
414 Nicol!et Avenue
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401

Attention: Mr. Pete A. Johnson
Senior Civil Engineerg~

Gentlemen :

Proposal-Review of Design Criteria
and Project Specifications

Proposed Ash Pond
Sherburne County Generating Plant
Sherburne County, ~.~innesota
For Northern States Power Company._

In accordance with our recent discussions with
Messrs. Jerry ZT~,Ikowski, Roger: Hertzberg, Pete Johnson~
and Richard :+:cGinnis with .’4orthern States Power Company
we are pleased, r.o submit this proposal for engineerinq
studies to be performed by Dames & Moore for the
Proposed Ash 2ond to be constructed at the location of
your proposed fossil fuel plant to be constructed in
Sherburne County, .~[innesota.

We understand that the proposed plant has been
designed by the firm of Black & Veatch, located in
Kansas City. We have been provided with certain informa-
tion regarding the Proposed Ash Pond. We understand that
additional information regarding the Ash Pond will be
provided to us in the near future. The require~ additional
information will include the design report prepared by
Black & Veatch which will be submitted to you on or about
March 15, i973. Project specifications and contract
ings will also be provided in the near future to us.



Northern States Power Company
February 22, 1973
Page - 2

We understand that you would like to receive our
report by April 8, 1973.

The purposes of our engineering studies will be
as follows:

1 - To review, in detail, the foundation
design of the presently proposed
Ash Pond as designed by Black & Veatch.

2 - To review the project specifications
for the Proposed Ash Pond.

3 - To review the construction drawings
for the Proposed Ash Pond.

4 - To evaluate the stability, settlement,
and seepage losses of the Proposed Ash
Pond.         "

To submit a written reportpresenting our
comments and reconumendations for the
presently Proposed Ash Pond.

We are in a position to co~nence our engineering
review within approximately one week after authorization.
Because of the time limitation for this project, we would
like to commence our engineering services as soon as ~ossible.
We will contact you during the cou ..... our engl~ee .... g
studies to inform you of our progress, it is anticipated
that a meeting will be held in the offices of Northern States
Power Company sometime in early April to present our cor~ents
and recommendations. We understand that at this meeting
representatives of Northern States Power Company, Black & Veatch
and Dames & Moore will be present.

We propose that our fee for the performance of our
engineering studies be determined on a time-and-expense basis
in accordance with the attached "Schedule of Charges." On
this basis, we estimate that our fee will be on the order of
$8,500.



Northern States Power Company
February 22~ 1973
Page - 3

During the course of our work we will provide
Workmen’s Compensation Insurance as required by law and
Public Liability and Property Damage Insurance in excess
of $i,000,000.

Should you have any questions regarding the
contents of this proposal, please contact us. We look
forward to again assisting Northern States Power Company
on this very interesting project.

Yours very truly,

William G0 Paratore
Associate

WGP :mf
Five Copies Submitted
Attachment    Schedule of Charges



SCHEDULE OF CIIARGES AND GENERAL CONDI lIONS

UNITED STATES & CANADA

"The compensation to Dames & Moore for our professional services is based neon and measured by tile following elements.
which are computed as set forth below.

PERSONNEL CHARGES
Charges for employees are computed by multiplying the total direct salary cost of our personnel by two and one-half. The
total direct salary cost shall be a sum equal to the direct payrolt cost Icomputed on a typical annual basis and expressed as an
average hourly rate~ plus 25 percent ot same to cover payroll taxes Insurance incident to employment, holidays, sick leave
vacations, etc. The time of a partner or retained consultant devoted to the project is charged at an assigned billing rate.

The 25 percent employee benefit factor is used fo~ work performed by ~ersonnel assigned to o[Tices in tim United States and Canada. For work

Time spent in either local or inter-city travel, when travel is in the interest of the work. ,~till be charged for in accordance with the foregoing
schedule; when trave!ing by pub!ic carrier, a ma×imum charge of eight honrs t .’r day will be made.

EQUIPMENT CHARGES
Compute~ ~nntrot of p~j~c~ costs ~viiI be billed at ~ ~ate of $t.25 per each ~50 el job charges Other Dames & Moore

OTHER SERVICES AND SUPPLIES
Charges for services eo.nipraent and faci!itSes ~ot fur~ished dh~:c1Iv by Dames a Moore. a~d any unusnal items of expense

Rental aad opmation of driging equipment

BILLING

Rates are subject ocl a~ geuF )n notification.

WARRANTY AND LIABILITY
Dames & Moore warrants that our services are performed, within the limits prescribed by our Clients with the usual
thoronghness and competence of the engineering profession. No other warranty or representation, either expressed or
implied, is included or intended in our proposals, contracts or reports.

Our liability to the Cnent for injury or damage to persons or property arising out of work performed Ior the Client and for
which legal liabihty may be found to rest upon us, other than ~or professional errors and omissions, witt be limited to our
generm liability insurance coverage, which we maintain in limits m excess of $3.000.000. For any damage on account of any
error, omissmn or other professional negligence, our liability will be limited to a sum not to exceed ~50.000 or our fee.
whichever is greater In the event that the Client does not wish to limit our professional liability to this sum we wilt waive
this limitation upon the Client’s written request provided that the Client agrees to pay for this waiver an additional
consideration of 4% of our total fee or $200. whichever is greater.



SHERBURNE COUNTY GENER,~G PLANT UNIT NO. 1 & 2
E 6881 -

TRANSMITTAL MANI FEST

Date July 27, 1973

D.Eo Gilberts
J.R. Zylkowski
JoV. Sullivan

Description:

Dames & Moore Report on Review of
Design Criteria and Project Specification
for Sherco Ash Pond Dikes

For your information.

P.A, Johnson/gg
FROM

HORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY
PLANT ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION DEPARTMENT



REPORT
REVIEW OF DESIGN CRITERIA AND PROJECT
SPECIFICATIONS

PROPOSED COAL AND ASH STORAGE AREA
SHERBURNE COUNTY GENERATING PI~ANT -

UNIT 1
SHERBURNE COUNTY, MINNESOTA
FOR
NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY



July 17, 1973

Northern States Power Company
414 Nicollet Mall
Minneapoiisl Minnesota 55401

Attention: Mr. Pete A. Johnson
Senior Civil Engineer

Gentlemen:

Eight copies of our "Repor~ of Review of Design
Criteria and Project Specifications, Proposed Coal and Ash
Storage Area, Sherburne County Generating Plant - Unit i,
Sherburne County, Minnesota for Northern States Power Company"
are herewith submitted.

The scope of our services were planned in
collaboration with Messrs. Jerry Zylkowski, Roger Hertzberg,
Pete Johnson, and Richard McGinnis of Northern States Power
Company and were outlined in our proposal dated February 22,
1973. This work was authorized by your purchase order
No. C-86459.

Preliminary copies of the project specifications,
construction drawings, supporting analyses, boring logs, and
laboratory test data were submitted for review by Black &
Veatch, Consulting Engineers. Following our review of the
preliminary project plans and documents, a joint meeting
attended by representatives of Northern States Power Company,
Black & Veatch, and Dames & Moore was held in Minneapolis
on May i, 1973. During the meeting, agreement was reached
regarding certain modifications of the project documents
and the need for additional laboratory tests to substantiate
assumptions used in the supporting analyses.



Northern States
July 17, 1973
Page    2

Power Company

Subsequent to the May 1 meeting, additional laboratory
tests were performed and Black & Veatch prepared final versions
of the project documents. We have completed our review of
these documents and are in agreement with the final version.
However, we have noted that the revised gradation requirements
and lift thickness for filter blankets and proof-rolling of the
clay blankets prior to filling had not been incorporated in
the project specifications at the time of our review. Al!
modifications noted in Memorandum 519 by Black & Veatch, dated
June 18~ 1973 should be incorporated in the specifications before
issuing the project documents in final form.

O]ease do not hesitate to contact us if you have any
questions pertaining to the contents of this report. It has
been a pleasure to be of service to you on this project~

Yours

DAMES

William
Partner

very truly

& MOORE

Paratore

WGP:RWC:sb



REPORT

REVIEW OF DESIGN CRITERIA AND PROJECT SPECIFICATIONS

PROPOSED COAL AND ASH STORAGE AREA

SHERBURNE COUNTY GENERATING PLANT - UNIT 1

SHERBURNE COUNTY, MINNESOTA

FOR

NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY

INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of our review of

design criteria and project specifications performed for the

proposed coal and ash storage area for the Sherburne County

Generating Plant - Unit 1 in Sherburne County, Minnesota.

The purposes of our engineering studies were as follows:

i. To review the design and supporting analysis,

including stability, settlement, and seepage, for

the Proposed Coal and Ash Storage Area submitted

by Black & Veatch, Consulting Engineers°

2. To review the project specifications and construction

drawings for the proposed construction.

3. To provide an evaluation of the design, supporting

analysis, project specifications, and construction

drawings for the proposed construction.



DESIGN CRITERIA

SOIL PAR/~4ETERS

The relevant soil parameters for design of the earth

retaining structures for the coal and ash storage facilities

include:

1 - In-Situ Natural Soils and On-Site Cohesionless

Embankment Fill Material

Density

¯ Angle of Internal Friction

Permeability

2 - Impervious Core and Impervious Blanket

¯ Density

¯ Shear Strength

Permeability

3 - Filter Blankets

Density

Gradation

Angle of Internal Friction

Permeability

Soil parameters used in the analyses are based on

the results of field and laboratory tests performed on the

in-situ natural soils and borrow materials by Dames & Moore

and by Soil Exploration Company, Inc. as documented in the

report of "Supporting Analysis II-M" by Black & Veatch dated



June 27, 1973. The borrow materials selected for construction

of the dikes, impervious core and blankets, filter blankets,

and slope protection are suitable for the proposed construction.

The soil parameters used for the analyses are, in each case,

reasonable and consistent with conservative practice.

SETTLEMENT

The natural granular soils underlying the embankments

are relatively incompressible and free-draining. Settlements

may be expected to be relatively minor and will occur simultan-

eously with the application of the loads. A maximum settlement

of approximately two inches under the dikes was computed. The

compression parameters used in the calculations and the magnitude

of settlement have been verified by independent calculations

performed by Dames & Moore.

SEEPAGE

The coefficients of permeability of the embankment

and foundation soils used in the seepage analyses appear to be

conservative but reasonable in view of possible unforeseen

variations in the natural soiis and compacted fill. The

seepage calculations have been verified by Dames & Moore. The

computed seepage losses are well within tolerable limits. Filter

blankets have been provided to control seepage piths and to

carry seepage water to collection ditches. The gradation char-

acteristics, permeability, and thickness requirements of the

filter blankets have been checked.and found to be adequate.



SLOPE STABILITY

Stability analyses of the slopes have been performed

for all conditions which could be reasonably anticipated during

the service life Of the structures. The soil parameters and

!oading conditions used in these analyses have been conserva-

tively chosen. Selected critical cases, including full

reservoir with earthquake loading, have been verified by Dames

& Moore. Those cases which were not specifically verified are

i~ ~iLi~i ~d ~h~ ~umpu~ed factors of safety appear to be

reasonable and consistent~

The factors of safety for the slopes used in the

design are adequate to ensure the

~ac~orsMoreover, the computed ~ ’ of

lower bound values in view of the

safety of the structures°

safety probably represent

conservative assumptions of

soil parameters and loading conditions used in the analyses.

CONSTRUCTION

COMPACTION CRITERIA

Granular Soils. It is specified that granular soils

will be compacted to at least 95 percent of the maximum dry

density as determined by the ASTM 1557 Method of Compaction.

This compaction requirement is considered satisfactory for

the proposed construction and is consistent with the density,

permeability, and shear strength parameters used in the supporting

analyses.



Impervious Soils. The clay core and impervious

earth blankets wil! be compacted to at least 93 percent of

the maximum dry density as determined by the ASTM 1557 Method

of Compaction at a moisture content between optimum and three

percent wet of optim~mao This degree of compaction should be

obtainable under field conditions and is consistent with the

permeability and shear strength parameters used in the analyses

of seepag~ losses and slope stability~

PROOF-ROLLING

Proof-rolling of the exposed natural soils to a dry

density of at least 95 percent of the maximum prior to construc-

tion of the dikes and impervious earth blankets is required.

This compaction criterion is sufficient to restore the exposed

natural soils to a condition equal or superior to the in-situ

condition and should be readily obtainable in the field.

Proof-rolling of the clay blankets within the ash

ponds immediately prior to filling is also required to knead

the surface and close any shrinkage cracks that may develop.

This requirement is essential for the prevention of excessive

seepage losses and piping°

PLACEMENT OF FILTER BLANKETS

The required thickness of filter blankets is 18 inches.

This thickness is adequate to carry the anticipated seepage

quantities, if it is properly constructed. Placement of the



filter blankets should be closely supervised to ensure that

particle size segregation and contamination of the filter~

materia! by the adjacent embankment fill material is prevented

and that proper compaction is achieved. The filter material

should be placed in lifts no greater than 12 inches in

thickness.

--oOo--

contained

If you have any

in this report,

questlons concerning the information

please do not hesitate to contact us~

Respectfully Submittedt

DAMES & MOORE

¯ WGP:RWC:sb

Eight Copies Submitted

William G. Paratore
Partner

Richard W. Christiansen
Project Engineer
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,91ERBURNE COUNTY GENER~ , ¯ PLAN- UNiT NO. " & 2
E688" . E 7108

TRANSMI TTA,_ t~ANI FEST

To: G.V. Weik
P.Ao Johnson
File

"SPECIFICATIONS" FOR COAL, ASH AA’D WATER STO~%GE
AR~\ SEALING

ATTACHED AR£ T~,~ "SL~,D.~Xy SPECIfiCATIONS" 2"OR ~
CONSTRUCTION OF SEALED AREAS AT SHERco FOR YOUR
USE WITH PCA.

PAJ/kmg

FROM

NORTHERN STATES PO’,VER COMPANY
PLANT ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION DEPARTMENT



BLACK & VEATCH
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

AREA CODE 816
TEL. 361-7000

Northern States Power Company
Sherburne County Generating Plant

Units No. i & 2 (E-6881 & E-7108)
SIPH97F240

June 21, 1973
B&V Project 5377/5619
B&V File A-10

Northern States Power Company
414 Nicollet Mall
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401

Attention: ~+’~. J. R. Zylkowski

Gent lemen:

Enclosed are six (6) copies of the SLRiMARY SPECIFICATION FOR COAL, ASH AND
WATER STORAGE AREA SEALING including Drawing NF-53266-B.

This report has been prepared in accordance with Mr. P. A. Johnson’s com-
ments regarding data contained in the report titled SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF
GROUND SEALING THE COAL, ASH, AND WATER STORAGE AREAS dated January 3, 1973
and supercedes that report°

It is our understanding you will~sue this data to advise regulatory agencies
of the design features for sealing of the coal, ash and water storage areas.

JRB:jat
Enclosure

Very truly yours,

&

R. Belden



July 19, 1973

Mr C A Johannes, Director
Division of ~^[e.ter Quality
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
717 Dela?~are Street Southeast
~nneapolls, ~inncsot~ 55440

Attn: George R Koonce

In accordance with Condition No. 8 of F~dlibit A (~,~ater)
dzted July ll0 I~72, ~.~e have enclosed t~-:o (2) copie~ of the finnl
design features n~d construction plans for the coal
recycle bssin, holdln.g bnsin0 bottom ash ~ond an~ fly esh pond nt
our Sherburne County Generating Plant, The attachments are Iden-
t!lled a~ folio’~u~

"Summ~ry Specification for Co~I. Ash and
Water S~o~o~e Area Sealing" dated June ~0~
1973.

Drawing ~oo NF-53266-B
-ot~nd Sealing the Coal, ASh end Water

Storage Areas - ~eneral Plan for Xnfoz~zution"

Construction ~¢IIIp[ou~u .......... ~Ith this phase of the project ~pon
receipt of your approval o£ the attached plans and specifications.

Your cooperation in expediting this matter wil! be greatly appre-

Ira

At t.

Bcc: J V Sullivan
i~J"R Zylkowski



March i, 1973

I~. E.M. Butcher
Black and Veatch Consulting Engineers
P.O. Box 8405
Kansas City, Missouri 641!4

Dear Mr. Butcher:

Sealing of Coal Yard and Various Ponds - Info~tlon ~o
DIN ~7~240

We have reviewed dra~ing NF-53266-A, Proposed Solid Waste Disposal Plan and
the document titled Su=~na~y Description of Ground Sealing the Coal, Ash and
Water Storage Areas sent under your letter dated December 29, 1972.

We think that the drawing meets our requirea~ents, but it should ba revised to
reflect our latest concept on the lignite of clay sealing for the coal yard. We
also think we should remain vague wherever possible~ such as speclf~ing topsoil
on the dike slopes ~ithout a thickness. We also think that the ~itle should be
revised to "Ground Sealing ~’~e ~ai, Ash and I,~ater Storage ~eas - General Plan
for !nf~qt!on". lJe are enclosir~g a ~rked~up print with our co~nts.’

We feel the document "Sun~ery Description of Ground Sealing the Coal, Ash
~ater Storege Area~~’ ~ ~.~I~ ...ns too much inform~tion on operation of the~e pon~s
and e~’?hs:~zes the ’f~ot~:n’~i~l pollu~:~ontoo heevily~ ~,~e would p~efer that you

physlca~, info~f~g!on about
~ha~ areas ~,~e in~end $o s~al, ~he clay thickness selected and clay quality used.

Yours very t~ly,

P±%J/gg

Enclosure

e¢: J.R. Zylkowsk!
O.V. Welk

PoA. Johnson, P.E.
Senior Civil Engineer



BLACK & VEATC~~

Northern States Power Company
Sherburne County Generating Plant

Units Nos. 1 and 2 (E-6881 and E-7108)
SIPH97F240

June 20, 1973
B&V Project 5377/5619
B&V File A-10

SUMMARY SPECIFICATION FOR

COAL, ASH AND WATER STOI~GE AREA SEALING

A. A!~EAS TO BE SEALED.

Seals are to be placed in all coal, water and ash storage areas w]~ere

the quality of natural ground water could be affected by seepage. The areas

to be sealed ~ith ~ompacted earth blankets are sho~ on attached Drawing

NFI53266-B and as follows:

Coal Storage Area

Recycle Basin

Holding Basin

Bottom Ash Pond

Fly Ash Pond

SPECIFICATION REQUIREmeNTS FOR EARTH BLANKETS.

I. Earth Blanket Material. The earth blanket material shall be Obtained

from a borrow area located about 6 miles northeast of the Sherburne County

Generating Plant. The material shall have a permeability of ixl0-7 cm/sec

Or less when compacted. The clas’sification, thickness, and placement location

of materials shall be as follows:



Northern States Power Company
Summary Specification for Coal, Ash and
Water Storage Area Sealing

2 B&V Project 5377/5619
June 13, 1973

Material
Description

*Unified Soil
Classi~ication

[C0mpacted~

Thickness
Designated Use

At Plant Site

Clay Core

Earth Blanket

Typ~ 1

Type 2

Type 2

Type 3

Varies 20’-0" at Base
to i0’-0" at Top

CL’

CL, SC

SC

SC, SC-SM
CL-SC

1’-6"

1 ’ -6"

1 ’ -0"

Type 4 i’-0"

Embanhnent at
Ash Ponds

Within Embankment
at Ash Ponds

Holding &Recycle Basins

Bottom of Ash Ponds

Bottom 12" in Ditches in
C~al Storage Area

Top 6" in Ditches in
Coal Storage Area

Coal Storage Area

*See attached Table i, Unified Soil Classification

2. Sub~_rade Preparation. Prior to placement of the clay core and earth

blankets, the subgrade shall be cleared and grubbed, organic material removed,

thoroughly compacted to 95 per cent of maximum density, at optimum moisture

content and proof rolled.

3. Embankment and Earth Blanket Construction. The cla~ ~ore for the

embankments and earth blankets shall be compacted to 93 per cent of maximum

density at optimummoisture coDtent. During compaction the moisture content

shall be within a range of 0 to 3 per.cent above optimum.

~4. Recompaction of Earth Blankets. All compacted earth blankets within

the bottom ash pond, fly ash pond, holding basin and recycle basin shall b~

recompacted and sealed just prior to being filled.





~’~INNESOTA PoLLUT~ON :C(.~N, TF~OL AGENCY
717 Delaware Street S,E./            Minnesota 55440

Noven~ber 8, 1973

Mr. G. Vo Welk, Director Regulatory Activities
Northern States Power Company
Minneapolis, Minnesota    55401

Northern States Power
Company

Sherburne County Generat-
inq Plant

Dear Mro Welk:

Confirming my discussion with Mr. Schenzel, the sealant
specified for the fly ash and bottom ash basins at the
Sherburne County Generating Plant is not adequate to pre-
vent contamination of the ground water. The Agency requires
that such basins be sufficiently sealed so that the maxi-
mum amount of water lost by percolation does not exceed 50
gallons per acre per day° We expect that the plans and
specifications of the basins will be modified so that the
water !ost by percolation does not exceed this value°

We also require plans and specifications of the cooling
towers that include a detailed typica! tower cross section
and the tower performance characteristic.

If you have any questions, please contact us.

Yours very truly,

Robert Ao Kaiser
Staff Engineer
Section of Industrial & Other

Wastes
Division of Water Quality

,, ’: ~o ,,6 -~’-~ " .....

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER



Mr. Jo A. Noer

Mr. G. V. Welk, Directo~ - Regulatory Acitivties

Attention: Mro E. Ho Schentzel

SHERBURN~ COUNTY GE~RATING PLANT
Units I and 2 E-6881/E-7108
Ash Pond Design

January 31, 1974

LOCATION

LOCATION

Twin City Testing & Engineering Laboratory, Inco has reviewed the perm~e, ability
of ~ly~ash~ sludge and the clay soils~use~[ to line the fly ash pOn@o
¯ s a copy of their report, da~ed Jannary 23, 197~+-~ As you-k~ow~ the fly ash

~7’.pond ~s under construction and ~s scheduled for completion ~n 1974~
~lnc~.u~es earthen d~kes ~th a clay core and an 18 ~nch clay l~.ner for seal~.ng
the 68 acre pendo it is anticipated that the pond would be filled to a level
of 4 feet as soon as the clay liner has been~placed to maintain the integrity
of the clay~ Anticipated operation of the pond is to maintain an average of
6 to I0 feet of water above the sludge° As sludge is deposited, the water
elevation will increase° After the ultimate elevation of i-he pond is reached
(996’msI)~ the amount of water will be gradually decreased unti! only fly ash
slndge remains. A new pond would then be placed in service. The expected
life of the first pond is I0 to 12 years.

Twin City Testing used Darcy~s relationship for seepage calculations. Ignoring
any effect of fly ash sludge, the 18 inch clay liner has a predicted seepage
rate of 20 gallons per acre per day at a minimum water elevation and a seepage
rate of 340 to 680 gallons per acre per day at the ultimate water elevation.
This is based on a permeability of 0~5 X 10-8 centimeters per second and 2.2
~centimeters per second respe~                                  ~

~ch calculated seepage rates by a finite elemen~ method analysis°

ations resnlt in a seepsge rate of 5~lloes ~r acre per day at
elevation 950~,~allons per acre per day at 970’ (tb.~ ~verage elevation)~ and
108 gal!ons per acre per day at 996’ (the ultimate elevation). These calculations
were based on a permeability of 1X 10-8 centimeters pe~ second. The average per-
meability of clay tested to date is Ioi X 10-8 centimeters per second.

Black & Veatch also investigated seepage rates for various thicknesses of clay.

e    lit     "      e~ t is redicted for a ~hicker c! v ~ °ning. For example,
a 36 clay liner could reduce the seepage 7% at the average ~levation of 970
and 17% at the ultirmqte elevation of 996’. The approximate cost of doubling
the thickness approaches $400,000. Also, it would be difficult to obtain a
large increase in the reqnired quantity of clayo

Please contact us if we can be of further assistance.

JAN/jr
Attachment
cc: P A Johnson

J A Smith
J R Zylkowski

~. A. N er, P. E.
Supervising Engineer - Mechanical



PERMEABILITY TESTS OF SOIL

PROJECT: PROPOSED CLAY BORROW AREA
NEAR BECKER, MINIIESOTA

REPORTED TO: Black and Veatch

LABORATORY NUMBER: ~8579

SAMPLE DESIGHATIOH:

U,,I, I~D SO~L CLASSIFICATION:

Composlte samole from borings 88, 91,
92, 93 and %1

Sandy Clay, Brown (CL)

ATTERBERG LIMITS:

Liquid Limit (%)
Plastic Limit.(%)

26
12

MOISTURE- DE~.ISITY RELATION (ASTM: D 1557-70)

~.laximum Dry Density (pcf)
Optimum Moisture Content (%)

PERMEABILITY TEST:

Trial
Type Test Falling Nead
Type Speciman Remolded
Sample Diameter (in.) 2.81
Sai~ple Length (in.) 3.00
Molded Dry Density (pcf) 124.8
Molded Moisture Content (%) 7.0
Effective Sample 4

Confining Pressure (psi)
Head Differential (cm) 71
Coefficien~ of Pen~eability 1.2 x lO-7

(cm/sec at 200 C)

128.7
10.7

2 3
Falling Head Falling Head
Remolded Remolded

2.81 2.93
2.95 3.11

124.8 124.8
lO.O 15.0
4 4

78 184
7.8 x 10-8 5.0 x 10-9



~ERMEABILITY TE~ S OF SOIL~T

i~LPOi~TEa TO: :~ortilern" States Power Company

,,,~U~TORY I~UMUER: 9-4919

~i.~P LE NUMBER

U~IIFIED SOIL CLASSIFICATIOI~

.... i~A[IO~

£LEVATIOI~

.blSTURE-DENS ITY RELATION
iAST~,I: D1557-70)

-i,]aximum Dry Density
Optimu~ii l,ioisture Conte~

13-P-I

SC

50’S of nor~r
dam, Sta. 3{-00

944’

124.5
12.0

PER;,IEABI L li-Y -IEST

Type Test Falling Head

Type Specimen Undi

Sa,,Iple Oia~.!eter (in.)

Sample Height (in,) 2.95

Dry Density of Test Specimen (pcf) Ill.5

Molded ~,1oisture Conten,~ (~) 15,3

Confining Pressure (psi) 4

Water, Head (in.) 38

Water ]emperature 22

Coefficient of Perme~d~ilit.7 - k
[cmlsec ~! 20Oc) 2°27 X lO-8

October lO, 1973

13-P-2

SC

50’S of north
~am, Sta. 3+00

944’

124,5
12.0

Falling Head

Remolded

2,86

2.95

I09.6

14.6

4

38

22

5.5 X 10-9



PERHEABILITY TESTS OF FI,YASIt

PROJECT: SIIERBIJRNE COUNTY GENERATING PLANT, NEAR BECKER, i~IINNESOTA

REPORTED TO: Northern States Power Company,

LABOIL*’,TORY NU,MBER: 9-5107                             DATE: January 1S,1974

SAMPLE CLASSII ICAI ON: Flyash, gray

PERbIEABILITY TES’F :

Trial l
Type Test

Type Specimen

Sample ffiameter (in.)

Sample Length (in.) 4.5

Effective Sample
Confining Pressure (psi) None

~iead Differential (cm) 55

Coefficient of Permeability 1.2 x 10-4
(cm/sec at 20° C)

Falling Ilead

Hydraulica!ly Placed

2

Faltir~g Eead

Hydrauiically Placed

2.8

3.25

2.5

1.8 x 10-4



REPORT OF:

ENGINEERS AND CHEMISTS

662 Cromwell Avenue. St.’Paul, Minn. 55114
PERbIEABILITY TESTS ON FLY ASH ~IA~.F,R~AL

DAT~: January 23~ 1974

LABORATORY No. 9-$I07 PAGE: 2

TEST PROCEDURES AN[) RESUI,TS

The recent testing program consisted o£ conducting two permeability tests on
hydraulically-placed specimens o~ fly ash. Samples of the fly ash were obtained
from your Black Dog Plant ca November 9, 197~. We understand the fly ash
obtained from that plant is similar to the material expected to be produced at
the Becket site.

The falling head permeability test results indicate k-values (coe£ficient of
permeability) of 1.2 x 10-4 cm per second and 1.8 x 10-4 cm per second. The
test results, along with other pertinent test information are shown on the
attached permeability test daZa sheet.

ANALYSIS AND.CONCLUSIONS

The permeability tests performed to date indicate the fly ash has a permeability
rate about i000 to I0,000 times larger than the permeability rate for the clayey
soils being used to line the ash pond. Oa this basis, it is our judgement tbat
the fly ash will not impede the flow of water from the ponds. Rather, the clay
liner itself will have to be relied upon for reducing seepage losses to acceptable
amounts.

The seepage loss rate from the pennis wi]l vary, depending on the level of water
in the ponds. For a i~’ thick clay linin,% we estimaCe seepage losses will range
fr6m about 20 gallons per acre per day ~{7 ~’he ~,’g~.ter ]evei is at pond bottom eleva-
tion to in the range of $40 to 680 gallons per acre pe~" day if the liquid level is
50’ above pond bottom elevation. These seepage losses are based on Darcy’s
relati6nship for seepage assuming the clay ~,&ll beceme saturated and all head
losses will occur in the clay lining mat.erJal. The permeability test results
available to date I:or the clay lining material, it" placed above optimum moisture
content, indicate an average k-va]ue of i.i x 10.8 cm per second, with the test
re, sults ranging from 0oS x 10-8 cm per second to 2.27 x 10-8 cm per second. In
ge.neral, all clay lining material placed to date has been placed at a moisture
content above optimum moisture content. Additional checks of the estimated
seepage can be made when the results of additional permeability tests become
available.

DKS:ps
Eric s.

Very truly yours,

TWIN CITY TESTING AN[)
ENGINEERING I,ABOIL\TOi{Y, INC.

Donovan K. Stormoe,



SIIERBuRNE COUNTY ~NERAT~NG PLA~T
NEAI~ /ECKER, MINNESOTA

REPORTED TO:

41,1 Nicollet Mall
Minneapolis, Hannesota 55401
Attention: Hr. Pete Johnson

66"2 Cromwell Avenue. St. Pau!, Minn. 55114
REPORT OF: PIiR~qEABILI’fy TESTS ON FLY ASti HATERIAL

LABORATORY No, 9-5107

DATE: January 23, 1974

FURNISHED By:

COPIES TO:

Ire have conducted laboratory tests to evaluate what effect~ if an>,, hydraulically
placed fly ash would have on the seepage losses from the fly ash ponds at this
site. Our test results indicate the permeability of the fly ash is much greater
than that of the clayey pond linin, m .-~     ,,

could vary between a low of ~ gallons per acre per day to a high of as much as
~gat!ons’per acre per day, depending on the actual Water level in the
ponds,

I NTROD UC!’I ON
Th±s report pertains to an investigation we have conducted to evaluate seepage
losses from the proposed fly ash ponds and to deternline the effect of waste fly
ash on the seepage from the ponds. The purpose of this report is to present
our findings and conclusious,

We have previously conducted permeability tests on undisturbed and remolded samples
of the clayey lining soil being used in ~he pond area. The results of these tests
were included in our progress report ~4 to you dated December 3, 1973 (Laboratory
No, 9-4919), Also, permeabiIity tests were conducted by Soil Exploration Compauy

ipcluded in report IS579 to llack and Veatch e      h~ ~esults of those tests were

during ’an investigation of the clay borrow ar ~. ~    ,          -

those orevio ............. ,,, ,ateu ~’ebruary 9, !973 Co~i..... ~,~r~ ~.ere avazlable to us for this recent work, and thetp2~_°f
meability test data Sheets from those reports are appended.

We, a~so previously forwarded to you a report concerning this recent seepage inves-
tigation. ~r report ~,~as dated ,January’iS, 1974, In that report, we estimated
seepage losses from a pond wfth a ,1’ thick clay lining. The clay blanket in the
ponds wi!1 actually be 1%’ thick, with the 4, thickness being used only under the
dike embankements. Therefore, this report contains estimated seepage iosses
which have been revised, from our January 15 report.



STA’T~s PO W£R COMPANy

February 8, 1974

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55401

,/

Mr George Koonce, Section Chief
Industrial and Other Wastes
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
1935 West County Road B2
Roseville, Minnesota 55113

SHERBURNE COUh~Y GENEP~ATING PLANT E-6881/E-7108
Ash Pond Storage Area
Supplemental In fori~ation

As a result of recent discussions i~ your office concerning the
design data of the fly ash storage ponds at the Sherburne plant,
we are submitting the following information to supplement plans
and specifications filed with your office on July 19, 1973:

Twin city Testing & Engineering Laboratory, Inc. has reviewed
the permeability of fly ash sludge and the clay soils used to
line the fly ash pond. Attached is a copy of their report,
dated January 23, 1974. As you know, the fly ash pond is under
construction and is scheduled for completion in 1974. The design
includes earthen dikes with a clay core and an 18 inch clay liner
for sealing the 68-acre pond. It is anticipated that the pond
will be filled to a level of 4 feet as soon as the clay liner has
been placed to maintain the integrity of the clay. Anticipated
operation of the pond is to maintain an average of 6 to I0 feet
of water above the sludge. As sludge is deposited, the water
elevation wil! increase. After the ultimate elevation of the
pond is reached (996’msi), the amount of water will be gradually
decreased until only fly ash sludge remains. A new pond would
then be placed in service. The expected life of the first pond
is" i0 to 12 years..

Twin City Testing used Darcy’s relationship for seepage calculations.
Ignoring any effect of fly ash sludge, the 18 inch clay liner has
a predicted seepage rate of 20 gallons per acre per day at a
minimum water elevation and a seepage rate of ~ gallons
per acre per day at~the ultim£~e water elevation. This is based
on a permeability or 0.5 X i~    centimeters per second and
2.2 X i0-- centimeters per second respectively.



George K once                 -2-               February
1974

Black & Veatchs our consulting engineering firm, calculated
seepage rates by a finite element method analysis. These
calculations result in a seepage rate of 5 gallons per acre
per day at elevation 950’, 46 gallons per acre per day at
970’ (the average elevation), and 108 gallons per acre per
day at 996’ (the ultimate elevation). ~hes~ ~

. ~ ....~sed on a permeability of 1 X I0-~ centime~ ..... ulatl.on~ we~
The average p~rmeabilit~ ~= ~    -            eers per second°
c ’ent~meters per second.~ ~ C~ay tested to date is i.i X 10-8

Black & Veatch also investigated seepage rates for various
thicknesses of clay. Very little improvement is predicted for
a thicker clay lining. For example, ~ 36" clay liner could
reduce the seepage 7% at the average elevation of 970~ and
17% at the ultimate elevation of 996’. The approximate cost
of doubling the thickness approaches $400,000. Also, it would
be difficult to obtain a large increase in the required quantity
of clay.

Hopefully this will provide the information you requested
concerning design of this ash storage basin. Feel free to
contact us if there are any additional questions on this

r ’P O]ect.

G V WELK,’Director
Regulatory Activities

By E H SbHENTZEL, Administrator
Regulatory Liaison

ig

Attachment



1(
OCT 8 1974

Mr. Go V. Welk~ Director
Regn]atory Activities
Northern States Power Company
Minneapo~ds, Minneso~,a 55hO]

Disposal System Permit dated July iI~ 1972
Sherbnrne 9ouuty ~emcrating P~ant
Booker~’’.~o~l’n~ h:~.p~ s " Sherb~rne County

Dear Mro We]k:

We have re,dewed the final plans for coal ash and water storage area~ and
for cooling Dower submitted on July 19~ 1973 and October ].I~ 1973, re-
spective]y~ in accordance with :;on&lt:ion Nee 8 of Exhibit A (Water) of
Permi.h lated ~]n!y ll, 1972,

’flue plans are satisfactory and are hereby approved subject, to conditions
given be low~

The facilities consist ~f a bot~)om ash pond~ a fly ash pond, a recycle basin,
a boldin~ basin, Eour we’l) n~chanical draft coo3ing ~owers of fi~ cells each~
a hen ~ a]azatJ.on basin~ pumps ~ p:Lping and appur~onan zes~

The bottom ash pond-~£Lth earthen dike has a total area of approximately 25.5
acres and receives bottom ash all,ice wa ere The fly ash pond VELth earthen
dike has a total area of ap[roximately 60 acres and receives fly ash and
scrnbbeP slndge water°

The recycle basin and the holding basin are cons~ructed below normal grade
by excavation and have areas of appro~d.m~tely seven acres and four acres~
res~×ectively~ The recycle basin receJves cooling r, ower blowdown~ bottom
ash pond effl.nenr,~ coal storage pile irainage, boiler, blowdown~ neutralized
deninera]izer regoncran%~ and other misc~llane, o~s plant effluents° ~he
hol<th~g basin recei.veo fly ash pond efflt~en~ and overflow from the recycle
basin o

Al! basins~ ponds and coal storage area have an impervions ~inin~ and ponds
shall he o~rated co mad~Ttain at least three fee[ of .free board°

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNIT~r EMPLOYER



October ~., 197A

The neutra]_ization basin receives the demineralization system waste water
and spent chemicals to corn tel pH prmor Ix release the waste water to the
recycle basin ~

The facilities are further described in plans and specifications designated
"Summary S~ecifications ~or Coal, Ash and Water Storage Area Sea~ng,,~ da~ed
June 20~ 1973~ drawing No~ ~F-5~266-].3~ drawing No.. NQ-~gA~-B~ dra~.ng
No~ ~-i1500-]~ ~nd owe 3et[ers dated A~K~us~ 30, 197h from Mr~ G~ V. We]k~

The company shall submdt to ~he Agency within 90 days of the initial opera-
tion of ~he disposal system and annually thereafter~ the results of a study
on the effec[r~veness of the impervious linings° The study shall include a
water balance o~;r a period ~ time and the rate of water lost by percolation,

Tibia approval does not complete the requirement of the condilion No. 8 of
Exhibit A @,$ater~ of Permit dated Ju]N ll~ 1.972 and plans and s~cifications
not included herein are sm~ject to the Agency approval in accordance ~K±th
the said condition,                          "

The Agency, its officers~ employees and agents shal! review and comment upon
en~.[neering reports~ and construction plans,~nd s~ecifications which pro~ide
the basis for this approgal"so]mly for the "l~mit, ed purpose of determining
whether such repor~ plans and specificabions will enable the facilities
snbj~c~ there~o ~o reasonably comply ~mith the re~fLations and criteria of
the AKency~

The plans for the projec~ have been approved~ with the reservations stated
on Dbe aDtsched shee~ ~ntitlod "]~nforma~i~n Relative ~o ~viev o~ Plans and
Pe rm-] I App].ications- ~

The pRans and sp~cm.L~ca~,m<ns has not been reviewed by the Uo ’      " S. En~u.ronmentalProtocb;ion Agency and is no~ ~ppro’ved pursuanr to Section &02 of the Federal
Water Pollution Con.~ol Act Ame.nd~snts of 1972o

Approval by the Agency ~iSl be ~ecommended a~ its regular] scheduled      " ~
meetmng

on OcDober 15~ 197Ao You s¢lll be advised of the Agency,s £ina! decision re-gard-ing [,his matter~                                         "

Please remkew the approval ,:arefullv and ]e~ us know if you have any questions
concernJ nS ito

Enclosure

co:" Chairman, c/o AutO[for or Administrator~ Sherburne Connty Board of
Comm] ss~ oners. Fdk Rivor



! -]NI~BON~ }OLIDTION CONTROL AGEN(
Divisfon of Water Quality

October 1972

The re@i~; of p].ans and specifications for sewage, industrial waste or
other waste disposal systems and applications for per~lts for the same is
~%de in accordance with the authority conferred by ].aw (see }iS 1971, Section
115.07). Approval of plans and permits is based upon the asstnnption thai,
the information provided by the applicant is correct and that al! necessary
lega! requiremenl;s have been or will be satisfied.

Plans for se~¢age~ industrial w,%Bte or other waste disposal, syste~ms are
exsndncd with regard to the design features which app].y to operation and
maintenance of th.e trea~,me~, works or se~er system~ the degree of treatment
to be provided~ the effectiveness and reliability of the system or methods
employed, and compliance with applicable standards of quality and purity for
waters of the si,~i~e or effluents of disposal systems. The bulletins enti-

t 7}cd ~e~p!~!~<[t~{~D~h;~d.~[9P Se~,m.g~9 Wo’r]m ~ 197!~’ revised e{.iition Tents-

/].nen i’(m )esi n    -.,, .~.= ............ ~V~"Z’-" 2 ........ ;;--      ’      . .     : ............. K;":--
...... , .~ clt)<,z .L~/O, ,:a~d ,~upplemeni,s ~,ne.Peuo~ as we]l as or, nor memoranda~
are USed as a gaide in ex~minak, ion of the design, operation and raJntenance
aspects of the proposed syetem,

S~.zer plans are recommended for approva! on the b~sis thai, the system
is to collect only domestic sm,zags and such .industrSal or other waste as
m~y have been provided for in ths design. Foundation or footing drains to
collect gr’ouo, d wa!,er and roof d7oains o~’, other surface wa;ber conduits should
not be connected to the sanitarl7 set,zer system. Adeq~ate field sn)ervision
and inspection by a qnalified .~eprese~l%8,tive of the owner should i~e provide~
at all times during constrnctionto ass!u~e thnt the projecL is constructed
in compliance with the ~gpproved plans and specifications.

The Agency assnmes no responsibility for the integrity of structures or
physical feabures, or for the reliability, durability or efficiency of spe-
cific items of propriety eqnipment or ma[~erin]. All applicnble federal,
state and local laws~ regnlations or ordinances must bs followed in the
design~ ]station and co~]sbt’t~ctJon of proposed sewer sivs’bems or treatmen% works.

The Agency reserves the right to withdraw its approval of plans if con-
.structien is not undertaken w~t[rin a reasonable period ’hi;get issumlce o£
the permit.

MPCA 595



~’~ INI[RNAL CORRESPONDENCE

,,~, E H Schentzel Administrator~ Regulatory
/~ ~           Lla i so1~

’~ G V WELK .!~.~] Director, Regulatory ~oc^r,oN Minne~pol is

SHERCO SLUDGE STORAGE BASIN MONITORING

On November 27, 1974. the following met at the MPCA office to
discuss the abov~ subject°

Mike Za~ar Facilities Section MPCA
Joel schilling MPCA
Marvin Horn MPCA

Moon KO MPCA
~" rec] Arnold ~ MPCA
E II Schontzel "~ NSP
R S McGinnis NSP
John Noer NSP

The meeting was no hopefully resolve a request by the agency to
evaluate the =~ffectiveness of the impervious liner of the sludge
storage basin including a water balance study over a period of
time. We had responded negatively zo a waner balance study by
letter dated November 1] ~ 1974. To resolve the problem, Zagar
asked for QA studies done during construction of the ].iner to
substantiate original percolation test results provided :o the
agency. Hopefully these 0A .results would be indicated on a plot.
plan of the basin as to where the test results were taken.

Zagar also asked for a plan to be snbmitted in 2 weeks as to how
we might evalunte basin leakage now° before plant operation~ with
river water in the basin. An early start of pro-operational
testing of groundwater, in the vicinity of th=~ sludge pond was
also suggested.

The need for a
was d:Lscussed.
are identical.
to determine if the plans for unit
would meet the need for Unit 2 and
effect,Mo\~Id suffice o~

E H Schentzel,;~TId’n~inist/ato/
Regulatory Liaison

kd

sen of plans for the cooling towers for Unit #2
It was pointed out that plans for unit #l and 2
Zagar was to check with their legal dep[)rtment

i, already in their possession,
if a letter from NSP to this



!}’ac i]. i tie ~’~ S <:’~c L ion
])ivisi.m of hater Ouality
N!innesoha Pollution COntro!
1935 Nest Co~nhy
Rosew~Lla~ k[innes~>t~ 55113

Agene~

E ":NGINEERING VICE PRESIDENTIAL
STAFF btP ITbE~:T,r’I~0,,~9-7

.... {%7- ..........

Disposal. Sys*ce~: err�it Dated Ouly i].~ 1972

_Phank you for yot~r ].e{ter dated Och6’be}2 4, ].974 approvJn[;
the final, plans,            i.o~.’: " the coal~ ash and water st;orag~ areas

are ca!leN to your ~H:te:o.tkon,

1) Paragraph 3 page I, describes the cooling towers
for i unit on]yo ’l~he. plant will :[nclude 2
with 4--L-’:l.ve ceil cooling bot£~r@ fo:~ each
(a total of S-[ive ceil coolinq towers)o

2) paragr~.-,ph 5 ]])age .i~ last sentence, should also

the

s) Paz’agraph 3 paqe 2~ st~ggest:s a study of
eff,act~v+::~ne,~s8 of the in~]::3rvt.ot~ !:I~’N{ng. ~Zot~ hav~

s~Tgested that the istudy should inc].ude
over a porlod of tim(~ and tlm rate of

c/)qcluded a m~m:ber of unpxadlcta]}l~:~ va~la~..

i~le.~ water will he hold W:l L:hin th~
(cGn};rising f!.y cu:d~ ca].ci~i stZ].fc~to

p~:odi.cted rat~ of



...... ,_ .~ .......~.farm ~re<b.ct<ole so~l



a;~{; pe:’med0ili~: o:[ t?e clay az a high mo~sbt~e con%ants a~d s’[,ecif!~d
T],i~ progr~,m was ini’tiu%ed "~,o ev~uate the ~ffects of placing "[.he fill e,’~ .?0

of this ~<,"    ’
%hess conditions and thzt ~attlements wo~_Id be about 2-4 inches. Bath of these

~nese tests showed that ~rmeabi~ties of sO a to 10"9 emlsec

l’,o~sZ’~e contents of 0.-~ VarcenZ ~d)ove o~%:].~a~, This ]~al)i~ty is betzer th~u~
the pro.~ect design basis,



for ~-cview. This rel~r~ should be av~lable by ~’ebru~my i~

.. e’ ~,~ B’z cop~ of this le’bter ~.re aye

Vet7 t~uly y’ou~s ~,



January 7, 19~5

Mr. J. A[ Smith, Project Mans

As discussed with you recently, a commitment was made         MI°CA to measure
the seepage fro~r~ the ash ponds prior to operating the ple~nt. This agreement
was ~ade as a compromise to a MPCA request that we perform a mass balance on
these ~onds during plant operation.

To measure the seep~Te from the ~nds, the terms of the storage equation must
be evaluated.. The equation is:

where P = precipitation, I ~ surface inflow, U = underground inflow or outflow,
E =. evaporation from the Surface, 0 = surface outflow, andes =~ change in
storage. Transposing the equation, we can write

U ,.~S - P - I + E * 0

(o - Sl) - P - I ÷ E ÷ 0

In the equation a negative U would indicate seepage from the pond.

To measure the seepage, we could begin with a field program this winter on the
ice. This would be advantageous because with ice on the ponds the eval~atlon of
the above equation is somewhat simpler, since evaporation and surface outflow are
minimized or non-existaut. Accurate stage and snow measurements however are still
required.

Two questions which we should answer prior to starting field work are (i) how
accurately should the measurements be made, and (2) how can the messurements be
made.

A.~cc~u~,a~y ~eq~i.remeNts.

To evaluate the stage measurement accuracy requirement, an estimate of the change
in stage should be made. For reference, a 10G gpm seepage loss from the fly ash
pond would result in a change in stage of about 2.4 inches per month. We have i~
past engineering studies estimated the seepage from this pond to be about I gpm
for lO-~-G clay with 12 ft of head. Using the latter permeability we would get the
least a~o~ut of seepage and the smallest change in stage which would be about .~4
inches/month. This value is very small aud thus difficult to measure. One way
to meassre stage with this precision is to use a laboratory hook gage or l~oint gage.



Mr. J. A. Smith -2- January 7, 1975

A second ~approach would be to relax the precision of the stage measurement
and meast~re the best we c~u with an ordlnar~ steel ruler. The precision
of this tec}u~ique ~ould be about 1.1. which corresponds to lO gpm of seepage.
We would then argue that we have made our measurements consistaut with normal
field practice. One other factor which affects the results is the amount of
head due to the snow load. Assuming 40 inches of snowfall during the test
duration we could end up w~th about four inches of pressure head due to snow.
Tills certainl~f is a large number compared to the projected stage changes due
to seepage which further augments measuring the stages to .~. l". The accuracy

~..f the snow cover measurement is at best questionable. Perhaps it cou~ be5" ~.Jater. In any event, an accurate measurement of the snow cover is also
verj¢ important to evaluate the seepage. Hopefully we will not hav~ any gross
leaks.

To measure the stage, a stilling well protected from the wind should be set up.
T~Is could be done adjacent to the sheet pile wall at each pond’s discharge
structure. Then a datum should be established from which the stage measurements
can be taken. To make t~e measurements a thin steel tape or ruler should be used
to minimize the effect of surface tension. The measurements should be taken
every other week.

~ the same day the stage measurements are made~ the moisture content of the
Snow on the ~ce must also be measured. The snow measurement should determine
the average sno~ cover on the ice in inches of water. To physically make the
measurement, a sampler must be made from which we can remove all of the
%~e can then melt the snow~ and measure the volume and compute the water head.
The number of samples and their location will ha~ to be made in the field using
judgment.

To get the best data picture we should make our first measurements as soon as
possible, since a longer period should give larger changes.

If you have any ~uestions, please contact me.

Yours very truly~

P. A. Johnson~ P.E.
Supervising Engineer - Civil

P.~Jirmd



.,JAN 1 ? 1975
:/

(612) 296- 7579

January 15, 1975

Mr. Gary V. We~k, Director
Regulatory Activdties
Northera States Power Company
~i nneapolis ~ Minnesota

Re: Sherburne C~unty C~nerat~ng Plant

Dear Mr. We]k:

This wil! respond to your letter dated November 11, 1974 and will
con[irm our meeting oi" November 27, 197L regarding the approval of
the plans and specifications of the above referenced project. The
follo~ng refers ~o i~.sms ]iste~ in your letter..

i) Plans and specifications for Unit No. 2 cooling tower should be
submitted but if they are ~dentical ~o those of Unit No. i, a
con[~]rmation letter may be submit[~d instead.

2) The last sen%ence of the paragraph should read as "The holding
~basmn receives flyash pond effluent~ cooling ~ower blowdown,
and overflow from the recycle basin,,.

At the time of the meeting, technical 4ifficulties of the wazer
balance study were d~scussedo As an alternative developmen~
effor~,~ the company agreed ~o:

a)

b)

Submit to the Agency the test results of the pond seal by an ..-:’
independent soil engineering firm along with the layout of
samples~ the method of sampling, and n~ber of samples°

Check the possibility of performing an actnal plant-scale
seepage s~uav of the ponds over a period of time before the
commencemen~ of plant operation.

c) }{ave a follow-up meeting with the Agency to discuss and
fi.nalize items a] and b) above.

~) Upon submission of plans and specifications for Unit No. 2 cooling
tower~ the company wi.ll be considered to be in compliance with

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYEB



Mr. Gary V. Welk -2- ~ January 16, 1975

condition No. 8 of the p~rmit dated July ll, 1972. However, any
additional or future construction within the scope of testimony
presented a~, the public hearing which was l~eld commencing on .~:
April 251 1972 and ~-onclnding on May I~ 1992~ will require sub~"

mission of plans and specifications for Agency approval, pursuant ~
~o condition Nee 8o

We recognize that you have taken steps toward obtaining a NPDES
permil for this facility. However, the approval granted by~ our ~.~:
letter of October 4, 1971~ was under the provisions of Minnesota
Statutes~ Chapters 115 and 116~ and is not to be construed as
approval nnder the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
pernit program, which is separate and distinct. We understand
application for the NPDES permit Js under processing and questions
on the s%a~,us of the permit application should be directed so
Mr. Robert A. ]~aiser of the Permit Section.

Your cooperation on th-is matter is appreciated and should yo~ have any
questions please contact Mr. So Moon Ko at 296-738~.

Very truly yours,

Michae! A. Zagar, PoE.
~ ac~l~.t~es Section
Dim~sion of Water Quality



~ro G. V. Veik, Director -
¯ Ac ~ ~zitiesRegulatory - ’ -

SHEKBURiqE COI~N~Y GENEI~TING PL%NT E-6881
Pemnits - }~PCA - Solid [,~aste Disposal
Seepage }~easurt~enta - Ash Ponds
97F240

During the pas£ ~inter~ field measnrements ~,~ere made to detezmaine ther<~:~,e~ of
seepage from the ash ponds at the Sherco 7?L~t. UsinZ these field measurelnent~,
the in si~u pe~eab!!it], ef tile clay materla], in the ponds ~as caicu],ated~

A water budget approach was used to detem~ine the seepage from the ponds. To use
the water budget~ the s~age of the ponds and snow cover on the ponds were me~sured
on a weekly basis~ and the seepage was then computed. The surface inf]~,,~ and
evaporation from the ponds was assumed to be ne~<ligible~ since the measuring period
~.:as during the winter. The surface outflc+~ was zero. The rests.Sting average see-
page ratas were~

Botto~:a ash pond
Fly esh pond

°049
~015 "!da

Using the measured seepage rates, the in-place permeability of the clay was "cal-,
culated using Darey~s Law° The resulting pez~eability coefficients were:

Fly ash pond
2.5 x ]0"_7 cm/~:ec
0.Y x I0"~ era/see

In July~ 1973, we ~ubuitted plans and specifications to the MPCA for ap~;rova[ in
accordance with conditions of our disehar>%e ~ermit. The speeificatious subr~,itted
£o the MPGA described the "earth blanket m~terial’~ to have a permeability of 10..7

=m/see. Laboratory tests made during the construction gave pez~?eabi!ities in the
I0"8 to !0-9 era/see r~rlge~ Thus the field measured permeability is highe~" th’~,n the

laboratory n<easured pen~eability~ and the field measured permeability meets the }IPCA
specifications,

Th~ difference bet~:een the laboratory and the field measured permeability could be
~.~ factors:

I. %nherent errors in the f~]d .....measurement of seep,.oe¯
2. Design, oversights. ~hich c:~use ~’~{<,.,
3. ~onstruction fla~-;s ~,:hleh cause leaks.



~ze are confident that the constr~ction ~as in complionce with the arawinos,
speclfice, tio~ls~ and desig~n criteria. Therefore ~;e can rule out construction
flaws as a difference cause. ~,~e are i~westigating for design oversight,’~ [~ivi~g
emphasis to design details at places ~hera ~e have earth blanket penetrations,
~.[e are also invcstiga~i~’~g the i[~erent errors in the fie~d measurements made to
deter~’~ine seepage° ~e feel that this ~my explain the difference in the laboratoz7
and field measured permeability.

in st’,~ram~D~, based on our testing program~ we have verified that (!)
have substantial leaks, and (2) the ~ork meets the ~PCA specification. Ue are
in the process of teegir~z ~he pe~n~eabillty of the scrubber sludge and should be
ab!e to shax’e the ~,e~.:u!t~, of Lhat work in the nea~ future. It is our jud[g~ent
that the fines in t~he ,<7_udze differ from the fines in fly ash and that they ~;il],
decrease the permeability the earth blankete.

If yon have, any’ questions, please do not hesitate to call.

Very truly yours,

PAJ/mmd

co; J. A. Smith
J. R. Zyiko~;ski



July 18, 1975

Mr. LOuis J. Breimhurst, Director
Division of Water Quality
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
1935 West County Road B2
Ros~iville, Minnesota 55113

SHERBURNE COUN%~Y GENERATING Pi~NT E-688i
Seepage Measurem~ents - Ash Ponds -o7/4/ 4

In our letter of April 14, 1975 to Mr. Barry Schade we provided
supplemental information concerning construction of the ash
ponds at our Sherburne County Generating Plant. This letter
also advised thah we were conducting seepage studies and would
share the results with your office when available. Field measure-
ments taken dur~g the past winter to determine the rate of
seepage from the ash ponds were used to calculate the in-situ
permeability of the clay material.

A water budget approach was used to determine the seepage from
the ponds. To use the water budget, the stage of the ponds and
snow cover on the ponds were measured on a weekly basis and the
seepage was then co~uted. The surface inflow and evaporation
from the ponds was assumed to be negligible, since the measuring
period was during the winter. The surface outflow was zero.

Resulting Average Seepage Ra_te_~s

Bottom Ash Pond
Fly Ash Pond

.049"/da

.015"/da

using the measured seepage rates, the in-place permeability of
the clay was calculated using Darcy’s Law.

Resulting Permeability Coefficients

-7
Bottom Ash Pond 2..~xl0_7cm/sec
Fly Ash Pond 0.7x10 cm/sec



@
NOR~ERN ~TATI~9 POWER COMPANY

M~r. Louis J. Breimhurst
July 18, 1975
Page 2

Plans ~nd specifications for the ash ponds (submitted to the
Agency in JulyD 1973, in accordance with permit conditions)
described the earth blanket material to have a permeability
of 10-7cm/seco Laboratory tests made during construction
gave permeabilities in the 10-8 to 10-9cm/sec range. Thus,
the field-measured permeability is higher than the laboratory-
meast~ed permeability @nd the field-measured permeability meets
MPCA specifications.

The difference between the laboratory and the field-measured
permeability could be the result of one, or a combination, of
the following factors:

1. Inherent errors in the field-measurement of seepage°

2. Design oversights which cause leaks.

3. Construction flaws which cause leaks.

A rigid quality assurance program has been in effect since the
early beginning of construction activity; thus, we are confident
that the construction was in compliance with the drawings,
specifications and design criteria. Therefore, we can rule
out construction flaws as a difference cause. We are investi-
gating for design oversights giving emphasis to design details
at places where we have earth blanket penetrations. We are also
investigating the inherent errors in the field measurements made
to determine seepage. We feel that this may explain the difference
in the laboratory and field-measured permeability.

In summary, based on our testing program, we have verified that
i) we do not have substantial leaks, and 2) the work meets the
MPCA specification. We are in the process of testing the per-
meability of the scrubber sludge and should be able to share the
results of that work in the near future. It is our judgment that
the fines in the sludge differ from the fines in fly ash and that
they will decrease the permeability of the earth blankets.

If you have any quest-ions, please contact this office.

~. We]_k, Assistant Mar~ager
ulatory Activities



INT~ORIRESPONDENCE

,oM E H Schentzel

P A JOHNSON

Assistant Administrator
Regulatory Liaison
Supervising civil
Engineer

DATE

LOCATION

LOCATION

October 16,

Minneapolis

Minneapolis

1975

susJ~c~ SHERBURNE COUNTY GENERATING PLANT E-6881
MPCA Seepage Measurements - Ash Ponds

Attached is a copy of the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
letter dated October 2, 1975, acknowledging acceptance of the
results of water balance tests of the seepage rates from the
bottom ash and fly ash ponds, for the subject generating plant,
submitted to the Agency July 18, 1975o

Please note in the last paragraph of the refgrenced J9ly 18
letter we advised the Agency that we were testing the permeability
of the sludge.. These test results will need to be provided to
the Agency when they are available.’

Lurene Jackson
Staff Assistant

kd

Attachment



RECEIVED

OCT O i975

Minnesota Pollution Control AcJency

October 2, 1975

Mr. G. V. Welk
Assistant Manager
Regulatory Activities
Northern States Power Company
~L4. Nico]let Mal~
~[inneapolisi Minnesota 55~01

Sherburne County Generating Plant
Seepage Measurements - Ash Ponds

Dear Mr. We~:

This will acknowledge receipt of your letter o£ July 18~ 1975 which
included the results o£ water balance tests of the seepage rates from
the bottom ash and fly ash ponds. The letter is accepted in £ulfill-
ment of the request of the Agency in its letter o£ October ~ 197~.

We look forward to receiving the results of the permeability tests on
the scrubber sludge when these are available. If you have any ques-
tionsi please contact us.

i ~.s very, trul~    -

Di~sion o~ Water Quality

1935 West County Road B2, RoseviNe, Minnesota 55113
Regional Offices ¯ Duluth / Brainerd / Fergus Fails / Marshall / Rochester / Roseville

Equal Opportunity Employer



~r. P. A. Johnson

Mr. E. ~. Schentzel, Assistant Administration
Regulatory Liaison

Nove~aer 4, 1975

SHERBURNE COUNTY GENERATING PLANT E-6881
Permeability Tests on Scrubber Sludge
DIN SIPH97F240

In their letter of October 2~ 1975, the I~A requested test data on scrubber
sludge permeability, This was the result of NSP informing the PCA that such
tests were in progress when we were asked to estimate pond seepage rates.

The permeability tests using Black Dog scrubbe~ sludge have been completed.
Using the constant head test procedure, the =6~ficient of permeability was
3.1 x 10-5 centimeters per second for sample# I and 4.8 x 10-5 oentlmeters
per second for sample ~ 2. The samples Were taken at zero to 6" depth and
6" to i’ depth respectively° The particle size was about 15% sand, 75% silt,
and 10% clay.

Attached is a copy of the test result.

Supervising Civil Engineer

PAJ/rmd
Enclosure

cc: J. R. zylkowski
J. Ao Smith



PERMEABILITY TEST-ING

PROJECT: NORTHERN STATES-POWER CO BLACK DOG PLANT
FLY ASH LAGOON

REPORTED TO: Northern States Power Co

SAMPLE NO:

UNIFIED SOIL CLASSIFICATION:

MOISTURE-DENSITY RELATION:
(ASTM:D698-70)

Maximum Dry Density (pcf)

Optimum Moisture Content (%)

PERMEABILITY TEST -

TYPE TEST:

TYPE SPECIMEN:

SAMPLE HEIGHT: (ino)

SAMPLE DIAMETER: (in.)

CONFINING PRESSURE:

HEAD DIFFERENTIAL:
-(~, in ft)

COEFFICIENT OF PERMEABILITY:

1

Fly Ash Sludge

70°9

46~8

Constant Head

Undisturbed

4

2 °85

2

5

3,1 x I0-5

2

Fly Ash Sludge

70 o9

46.8

Constant Head

Undisturbed

4

2o 85

2

5

4.8 x 10-5



INTERNAL CORRESPONDENCE

April 5, 1974

SUBJECT

Mr M L Anderson

MR C J TICE

Attn: J A Smith

SHERBURNE COUNTY CLAY MINING
Conditional Use Permit
Sherburne County, Minnesota

Manager, Real Estate LOCAl,ON     Minneapolis
Activities

Manager Plant Eng in~er i n~=~o~-~ ~ ~l~ne~uncil3~____
and Construction     ~ cJ~ _~

~0~t~e~n States ~owe~ Co~a~’s a~oat~e~ .... . ....
permit to excavate clay from a tract of land in Becket ~ownship
was approved by the Sherburne County Board of Commissioners on
April 4, 1974.

The permit application had previously been recommended for approval
by the Becket Township Board on March 19, 1974, and the Sherbu[ne
County Planning Commission on March 28, 1974.

This completes
County.

C GARY ANDERSON
Staff Assistant

the permit activities on this project in Sherburne

ifa

Cc: R F Statz
J R Zylkowski



N~RTHERN STATES POWER C

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA ~5401

March 7~ 1974

Mr Harvey A Alfords
~Sherburne County Zoning Administrator
Sherburne County Courthouse

Elk River, Minnesota    55330

Northern States Power Company herein makes application for
a Conditional Use Permit to excavate on a tract of land
legally described as:

East ½ of the Southeast h of Section 20, Range 28
West, Township 34 North, excepting therefrom the
Southeast ~ of the Southeast ~ of the Southeast h,
of Sherburne County, State of Minnesota.

The purpose of the excavation is to remove the clay and use
it for sealing the coal, ash and water storage basins at ~e
new Sherburne Co~%ty Generating Plant. On January 26, 1973,
we had received a Conditional Use Permit from Sherburne
County for excavation of clay on the 80 acres immediately
west of the above described property~ however, that clay
source has proved to be insufficient in quantity. We intend
to complete the clay excavation from that area within a
couple of months and will then regrade and seed to prevent
erosion of the land.

Our present schedule calls for excavation to begin in April
of 1974, and that hauling and restoration of the land will
be completed by October of 1975. The amount of clay expected
to be/~xcavated from this property is 600,000 cubic yards.

The present contour of the land indicates the lowest point
is in the North-Northwest area. Upon completion of the
excavation, the finished area will driin in the same direction
as it does at the present time.



@
NORTHERN STATES POWER GOMPANY

Mr Harvey A Alfords -2- March 7, 1974

Access to the property will be across the 80-acre site that
we are now excavating. The route to the Sherburne County
Generating Plant will be the same as is presently being
used by the clay hauling contractor.

We request a Conditional Use Permit be issued to Northern
States Power Company for the above described excavation.

Merle L Anderson, Manager
Real Estate Activities



J. V. Suilivsn~ Construction Superintendent

CA J ~’~ce Gener~l Man~er

June 22~ 1973

Plant Engineering &
Construction

During discussions with the Backer TO~T~ ~oard and property o~ners prior
to receivimg the Conditional Use Permit to excavate elay~ }~$P
~ives agre~d t~,z~ th~’y~ ~:~ ~ ]i!’:~ly ~ust pz’o~:~lam in haulir~g ~lay
I~ mi!~=s of cou~y ro~d 67. NS~ a~reed that the road ~ouid be
to p~:event uhe d~st~ i~ ~:esolvi~g the prob].em~ ~SP and the [~he~burne

would be restaged lind ~iacktop paved by the county and that NSP
would then reimburse the county for paving i~ miles of county road 67
at an est!~~ted cost of $20,000.

The paving agree~eent was verbal but is ~)~.s_~:~d_ere__~d. a condition forre~=.,.’~*’~ing
the Conditio~al Use Permit to excavate clay0

Mr. Ma~:chinsky, the Sherburne County Highway l~ng~nee~:., then i~_fo~d
that he could not be rai~:,burs~d the esti~ated $20;000 by NSP for
the !½ miles of county road 67. He stated that the Country Attozney
would not pe~,,-it ,~uch procedure.

In s meetinZ at ~ecker~ ~t!.nnesota on l~[ay 16, 1973 d~t~m~,~_d

Area eeificatior:~:~7~-:’,-~:’, .~ .., ~hat the c ......... c£~.,~,,~o~ ........ .,~.~
~,Tide sur face    "% "wi~.~, blacktop and build it to the sa~szact~on of the county
au no~.~a~ ~is h~s been done in Addendum #i ~o the~v~-~-~.¢,::~’"~~"

It is estL~ated that -~’~ ...... ~- ,P~;-~o 1½ miles of 24’x3~’ thick b~,.~n~nous surface
will cost approximately $f~5~000. (The eonnty .... ~es~.~e was about $24,000.)

Copies of pertinent correspondence are attached.

JVS/L~

Attachments





TO

Mr M L knderson

Fiq C J TICE

Ahtn: P A Johnson

M~nager,

Manager,

Real Estate
Activities
Plant Engineering

and Construction

February 5,

Minne apoli s

Minne apoli s

1973

susJEc~SHERBURNE COU~FY CLAY MINING
Conditional Use Permit
Sherburne County, Minnesota

No~thern States Power Company’s application for a Conditional~ Use
Permit to excavate clay from a tract of land in }seckeE l’ownship was
approved by the Sherburne County Board of Co~m~isszoners on January 26,
1973o h copy of the permit is attached for your file.

approval by the Sherbur~e County Planning Co~lhn~iss±on and the Becket
Township Board in prior meetings.

This completes the necessary permit activities on this projecc in
Sherburne County.

C G ANDERSON
Staff Assistant

ifa

Attac~nent

Cc: L J Crain
G V Welk



To

!Your application for a permit to

Erect ( ), Repair (__), Extend i
), Remove (__), Move in Demolish

State Surcharge ~,.~ Total Fee

Hlease make check or money order oavable to Sherburne County Treasurer and mall to

~HERBURN~ CO. ZONING
~UIIT~ ADMI~ISTRA’fION flLDG,



PERMIT FOR USE

Sherburne Co.u_p_t_~__ Pl.ann.!n_~g_ Advi~p_ry Commission
Auditor’s Office, Elk River, ~linn.

FOR OCCUPANCY (__); TEMPORARy PERMIT ( ).

Applioation No.                              Date     OCt. ?_-              "
APPLICATION is hereb}>¢ mado to: Use (    ) ; Erect (    ) ; Repair ~    ) ; l,love ~n ( __) ;     .

~xten~q~7~Pmove ( ~; Demolish ( ]~Occupy ( -~ a structure l~cated a~

at a cost of $. for the following use: ~t6sm~ence (
); Co~e~cialother use (    ) -~ .- ~_     - with accessory buila~L-~"Th~ description of the use ~or this property, for w iich this

a~lica[4~

A plot plan is attached (    ) ; is sketched on the back of this application (    ) ; and
floor plans are (    ); are notT ) ; included.

The ~ein structuro will be as follows:
Construction

-- Front yard depth (in feet)Height (storios & feet) -- c~d ......Nu~er of family units ~ Rear yard depth (in feet)
Dimensions of lot ~ ~nr~x DeY~th means distance of structure from
Corner (~) or interior (    ) lot~ " ......

The accessory buildin    rill be as foilows~                                                         "
Description

Distance from rear lot line ....Height                      Size                      Dk~uance from slde yard line
I hereby cert£fy that I am the owner or authorized agent of th~ owner of the above ~r~perty
an{ hat al! construction will conform to existing stare laws and local ordinances,

Phose ~Pumber
PE~’~IT FO}~ USE: Atg~n:’oved (/.’-~]"~ Denied (    }" ~ot ~n conformlty with the following pro-

v~s~ons of the Zonin<~ Ordin~nce:
Because

> < ’ ...... ----’],~ -- -- /=-~Ld-<,..!.L,:." ; ., i ~$-"<i’d<,’’,--Enforcmn~ Officer

INSPECTION: Approved ( ); Disapproved ( )1 Not in<Y[l[l{l]J[([~["f!0/~Ol!li4(~}%[)~g’

BECAUSE. £J. It. R ~Ifi~,..~ ~1N._Z~=z] 3 Q
DATED

Enforcing Officer

PERMIT FOR OCCUPANCY: Approved [    ) ;Denied (    ) ; Not in confogmity with the following
[)rovision(s) of the Zolqi-]~ Ordinance:             --

)ATED
........ " rclnq Offi e

TEMPOI~ARY PE]~dIT: Approved (___) ; Denied (    ) ; Not in conformity with the following
~rovision(s) of the Zoning O~dinqnce:              --



NORTHERN STATES

Mr John Nord, Chairman
Sherburne CounSy I~ard of
Elk River, Minnesota

Dear Sir:

May 15, 19’73

,~o~mis sioner s

This will confirm the ~understai~din[~ that [~orthern States Power Company
will honor a billing £rom Sherbur~!e Co~u~ty for the costs of blacktopping
i-~- miles of County Road No. 6,7 ~(hiqh is located ~.~ithin Becket To~,mship~
Sherburne County~ as indicated on ~]~e attached map.

In a previous conversation with ~m h~uss ~45tchinsky, County ~ngzneer, and
Mr Lyle Smith, member of the Sherburne County Board of Co
NSP had a~]reed to the blackto~)oin~ costs~ and....... Snerourne County would
absorb tbe grading~ fill~ ’a[id other work necess~ to prepare the above
described road for ,]~l~cktopping.

We now understand tha}] bids will soon be let by the Cow~ty for the black-
toppin{ of certain cou~aty roads~ and the above described road is included
in t.he bid I~ ~i

Upon completion of the blacktop]qui~ of this road~ please submit a state-
ment to this office which describes the bid price and the total cost of

Bcc: L J Crain
C J Tics



8h~T, BOR~_~E COUh~l~f CIAY SOURCE
Route for Hauling

A meeting ~ held in Becke~,~ ?<[~m~mo~ on
cues the route for haulln~ c~W ~ t~.~ ~c~ce to the Sherburne Cowry
~i~n’~ site~ aud the malntonance of ~L~. ro:~,d~ over which the hauling
wi~ t~e place~ Atten~ ~ thi~ z~ting

~s~ Matchlns~ . Sherburne Co~mty Hig~¢~y E~gln~er
Don Overland . D~gineer Firm of

Carli~ and Assoc.~ro14 ~ordgarben -
D Ward King - NSP

Cotuuty Road I,,~oo 67, which is adjacent to the clay area, h~.s at the pre~
sent time i~- miles th9.t Is gravel. In previous conversations ~th the
Cowry and th~ To~nship, we indicated that "[tp would rei~bnrse the Comity
for bla~ktopp:[ng this portion of the read if the Couaty ~ould ~bsorb the}
costs of Prel~:’ing and gradi~’~g, The reason for the b~ackto- in

- PP g v’ou3.db~ for dust cont~-ol pr~poses~ ~,[r Matchlnsky info~ed us t~%t the g~.~<~nS
WO’~d co.hence in approx~atc~ one week.

Another situation that has arisen along the route is an area located in
the Village of B~c~er. The Villo, ge is inst~lling sanitary and storm
sewer, therefore, sections of County Road 4 and 23 are now torn up.
Their plans c~ll for the installation of the s~u.;er to be completed by
August i, this does not include the blacktopping, however.

R ~,£~tehinsky and D Overland indicated a concern that if the blacktol~oIng
of these sections of the roads w~s done now, Just before hauling of c!ay
eommences~ they didn’t feel the bl~cktopping would hold up under the
heavy loads, ~n other words~ the base ;;oul~Lu’t have had a chance to
really get comp,~cted. Therefore~ they would like some heavy travel ever
these areas prior to bl~cktoppingo



Di~cu~’~slen tk-~u eeutered on an ~Iter~ate route for huu!Ing t~nt
b~e~ Booker entlre]~T~ ~i~tch~.~I~ ~ndicated th~ ~ the on~F
~t~ t~ th~ ~nt s!t~. He d~t fool a~ of the other ~c~d~
be able to han~lo thi~; type of trafflc~ be~i~ th~j ~e most~
too, therefore~ a dust probl~z wc~d ~tu~l~V eccl. f~ ................................

~Ro~4 67"hu4 th~ E~Ineer for ~l~r ~rll~ !n~!~:~te4 ~y ~o~4 ~0
S~ for tho~o scc~ion~ of 4 ~nd 23 tb~t a~ within the Vi!~gO of
come.to ~Izlts. ~is wot~d ~ these a~as feasible for t~l=

~n~ ~x on the yoads !n question for d~t control proposes and to
~nta~n the ~ ~ th~ sahls~ctlon of the gover~mental ~nits involved
for the ion&~h of time that D~%~Ing is re~alrod, ~,ud that upon
of h~’~ullng~ a bit~-ainous st~fuce be insto~llcd on th~ portion of
~eh the Co~J wi~ so instate in a lettey to the Centre.troy~.

leave the Co~uut~ ~ith control of their re~ds and vehicular traffle ov~¯
these roads.







~oM Mr M L Anderson Manager,

~.o MR C J TICE Manager,

Attn: P A Johnson

Real Estate
Activities
Plant Engineering

and Construction

O~TE     February 5,

LOCAT,O~ Minneapoli s

UOCA’r,ON Minne apol i s ¯

1973

susJEcTSHERBURNE COUNTY CLAY M~NING
Conditional Use Permit
Sherburne Countyi Minnesota

Northern States Power Company’s application for a Conditional Use
Permit to excavate clay from a tract of land in Becket Township was
approved by the Sherburne County Board of Commissioners on January 26,
1973o A copy of the permit is attached for your file.

The Conditional Use Permit application had been recommended for
approval by the Sherburne County Planning Commission and the Becket
Township Board in prior meetings.

This completes the necessary permit activities on this project in
Sherburne County.

C G ANDERSON
Staff Assistant

ifa

Attachment

Cc: L J Crain
G V Welk



To

Your application for a permit to

Erect (~), Repair (~), Extend i ), Remove (__), Move in (___),

State Surcharge .--~,..~-,.~.c Total Fee

Please make check or money order payable to Sherburne CouDty Treasurer a.nd mail to

~HERBURNE CO. ZONING
~UN~ hDMI~ISTRATION



PERMIT FOR USE (.___~-;--

Application No.

APPLICATION FOR BUILDING PEP!~IT ~N SHERBURNE COUNTY

Sherburne County Pla~ Advisory Commission

9ounty Auditor’s Office~ Elk River, Minn..

FOR OCCUPANCY (~); TEMPORARY PERMIT (_~).

Date

DATED
Enforcing Officer

RE,~RKS:

APPLICATION is hereb~ made to: Use (    ); Erect (    ); RePair (    ); Move In (    );
Extend (__); Remove (~-’); Demolish ( )7-Occupy ( -~;a st~uctur~-~ocated at E~.~-ffe:’~o,~,

at a cost of $. for the following use: Residence (__); Co~ercial (~ or
other use (__) with accessory building (     ).

The description of the use for this property, for which this application is submitted is

A plot plan is attached (    ) ; is sketched on the back of this applicatkon (    ) ; and
floor plans are (~)1 are not~ ); included.                                         ~

The main structure will be ~follows:
Construction -- Front .... ; -~-~ ’~- - .... ’
Height (stories & feet) -- Side yard depth (in feet)
Nu~er of f~ily units ....... ~ Rear yard depth (in feet)
Dimensions of lot ~ B~re~ Depth means distance of structure from
Corner (__) or interior (__) lot. .....

The accessory buildings will be as follows:
Description Distance from rear lot line
He~qht Size Distance from side yard lin~
I ~reby certify that I am the owner or authorized a~ent of ~h~ owner of the above ...... ~-
and that all construction will conform to exlsting sta~e laws and local ordinances~

AddEe~s Phone Nun~er

PERMIT FOR USE: Approved (/.~’)’; Denied (    ); Not in confozmity with the following pro-
visions of ~Zoning Ordinance:                 B~use                 -       ,,-    ~

/~H~RBURN~CO: ZONINGADM.INSPECTION: Approved (__); Disapproved ( ); Not in provisions
of the Zoning Ordinance --
BECAUSE

~_ 55~0

DATED Enforcing Officer

PERMIT FOR OCCUPANCY: Approved (__);Denied (__); Not in conformity with the following
provision,(s) of the Zoning Ordinance:
Because

D~TED                                                                                       .Enforcing Officer

TE~O~RY PE~IT: Approved (    ); Denied (__); Not in conf~ity with the following
pro-lsion(s) of the Zoning Ordinan~

Be ~se



Conditional Use ~e.~ql%
She~h~u~ae County, Minnesot~

%~on conc!u~!on of owv presentation ~ud an~,~ers to various questions from
the B~:~-d and p~o~y ~ers~ the T~shlp ~a~se~ a re~olution favor~g
o~a~licahlon~ This resolutlo~ ~be fo~rded to the Sher~e Co~ty
~of C~sslonezs.

all ~e~it aetiwity am thle proJ~c%, thezefore, tl~ option

Jant~j 23, 1973

G V



BLACK & VEATCH

CONSULTING ~NGHN EERS

AIR MAlL

A~EA CODE 816
TEL: 361-7OOO

7500 MEADOW LAKE PARKWAY

Northern States Power Company
Sherburne County Generating Plant

Unit No. i (E-6881)
Coal and Ash Storage Area C~

Northern States Power Company
414 Nicollet Mall
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401

Attention: Mr. J. Ro Zylkowski

B&V Project 5377
B&V File D-4Co2
July 31, 1974

Gentlemen:

During a recent meeting at the site, P. A. Johnson and G. Y. Gunn reviewed
the various field test data regarding density and moisture content of the
fly and bottom ash pond embankments. It was apparent that the field densi-
ties were within the specified requirements; however, they were lower than
the densities used in our previous analysis of the embankments.

We have re-analyzed the most critical embankment which is the east embank-
mento The most critical design conditions for this embankment occur when
the fly ash pond is full of water and when construction of Phase II Ash
Ponds is in progress. This condition may never occur.

The results of the recent analysis~ using an in-place density of 120 pounds
per cubic feet instead of 136 pounds per cubic feet, result in a reduction
in safety factor of the embankment for the condition described above, We
consider the safety factor adequate and see no need to re-analyze the re-
mainder of the embankments,

Very truly yours,

JRB : nmq

cc: (2) Mr. J. R. Zylkowski



NT.ERNAL CORRESPONDENCE

July’3, 1975

P. A~ Johnson

J. Ao Smith, Project Manager - Sherburne

LOCATION

LOCA"r ION

SHEKBURNE COL~TY GENERATING PLANT E-6881
Review of Moisture Requirements in Specification 5377-D-4C
98A820, IZK720, 12M300

At your request I have reviewed the moisture requirements for compaction of
clay materials in Specification 5377 D-4C Coal and Ash Storage Area Construction.
This review was generated by W. F. Mahoney’s letter of June 16, 1975 where he
requested an engineering review and approval of the 162 moisture-density tests
which have reported moistures in excess of the specified maximum but have met
specified density requirements.

TO evaluate the acceptability of the above described tests the design reduirements
for stability, as documented in B&V Supporting Analysis II M, and the design
requirements for seepage, as documented in the same supporting analysis and
modified in our ~CA permit commitments on solid waste, were reviewed and compared
with the laboratory test results presented in the ~¢in City Testing reports.

Based on the above analysis add on judgment, the soil strength wil! be well above
the desi#~ requirements at any moisture content which allows compaction to the
specified density of 90%, and the permeability i~. less than the design and permit
requirements and is at a relative minimum at a moisture content from six to eight
percent above optimum moisture.

It is my conclusion that the work covered by the 162 moisture-density tests
described above meets all of the design and permit requirements and is acceptable.

PAJ/rmd

Yours very truly,

.Peter A. JolCnson, P. E.
S~*pervising Civil Engine

[N[RATING PLANT



CHANGE ORDER

JOB Sherburne County Gen~r~.t~

ORDER REF, C-87~16

W.O. NO. SIPHI)fM000 ACCT.

._ DATE ,.]Yuly 8, !977

CHANGE ORDERNO. ~0

LOCATION NO.

TO J.A. Danens & Son~ lnc+

7175 Cahill Road

Minneapolis, M~ 55435

In accordance with the terms and conditions of our contract doted         July 26~
1973

we hereb~ authccize you to make the chang~ in the work described beJo,,v:

~ This change shall be made f~ the sum of $-~~Q

datedper you~

the contrac~~ This change shall be billed at cost plus the ~rce~tage named in

~escriptio~ of Change:

er~ and equipment to perfo~n che~iical injection
grouting to seal the sheet pz±zno interlocks in the recycle s~d holding pond
areas as per your attached proposal dated June 16~ 1975.

Please invoice as a separate item from the contract.

ACCJ~YED FOR~T-kJE CONTRACTOR

1

co: P E& C Fil~
Plant Accounting
Co st / Sched. Section
~,rchasing

NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY

!:>"



@
ExcavatingmRoad BuildingaContractors

Draglines--Clam shellsmBackhoes
Fronf End Loaders--Dump Trucks

7175 CAHILL ROAD ¯ MINNEAPOLIS (EDINA}, MINN, 55435
Telephone: (612) 941-1553

Mr. James Sullivan
Northern States Power Company
414 Nicollet Mall
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401

Re: Coal & Ash Storage Area Constructio~ I I ’ :~]’’~’[~ ....... ~

Dear Jim: ~#~/~

We have now been placing Type 1 clay in the core of the Bottom Ash
Pond for approximately two weeks. We have placed approximately 50,000 C.Y.

We are very much concerned about the quality and quantity of Type 1
clay available from your Clay Borrow Pit. Twin City Testing has drilled
numerous test holes; and we have dug test holes with our backhoe, from which
samples have been obtained for the purpose of checking the type of clay and
the moisture content. We are unable to find any Type l clay that actually
falls within the moisture content specified, which is a maximum of 3% over
optimum. The Type l clay" in this borrow pit runs from 5% to 12% over optimum,
with a very limited amount at 5% over optimum. Our estimate today indicates
that we have a possible supply for another ten days of Type l clay at 5% over
optimum moisture, which is approximately another 50,000 C.Y. As soon as we
have exhausted this minimum quantity of clay, we are at a loss as to what we
should do. Our estimates indicate we need approximately 800,000 C.Y. of
Type l clay for the core of the Ash Ponds.

The Type 1 clay that is just 5% over optimum in the borrow pit is in a
very thin layer that runs from nothing to 6 feet deep. Immediately under
the Type 1 clay is red silty sandy clay that would barely make Type IV clay,
and immediately under this clay we find sand. In many areas the red silty
sandy clay breaks ,right to the surface under the topsoil.

We have discussed this problem of the clay briefly with Norm Henning of
Twin City Testing, asking for his opinion with regard to the effects of using
a poorer quality clay, clay with a h.i~er moisture content and also not having
to obtain as high a compacted density.



J. A. DANENS & SON, Inc.

September 29, 1973

Page 2

Mr. James Sullivan

Norm Henning did not wish to make any comment until he has made an
inspection of the borrow pit and observed the actual placing of the clay.

He will be at the job site I0:00 A.M. Wednesday, October 3, 1973
to study the problems with the clay. We would appreciate very much if you
could also arrange to be on the job at this time so we could discuss this
matter and hopefully come up with a solution.

Yours very truly,

J. A. DANENS & SON, INC.

CJD:m

C. J. Danens



.~. v’b~ ’ ~ ..... .......~.~..’. ,-~ l..~,:-a~e ’~..~ full-sized ash

c¢~ P A Joh~son



BLACK & VEATCH

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
AREA CODE 816
TEL. 361-7000

Northern States Power Company        ..~ ~ ~
Sherburne County Generating Plant

Units No. 1 & 2 (E-6881 & E-7108)
Sealing of Coal, Ash and Water Storage Areas
PHIIA600, PHI2K700, PHI2M300, PHI4M000

Mr. C. J. Tice~ Manager
Plant Engineering and Construction
Northeru St~g~ Powe~

414 Nicollet Mall
~nneapolis, ~Ennesota 55401

Attention: Mr. J. Eo Kettner, Project Sponsor

Gentlemen :

1500 MEADOW LAKE PARKWAY

August 18, 1972
B&V Project 5377/5619
B&V File D-4C.2

A decision was made to use clay for sealing coal, ash, and water storage
areas in the meeting held in Minneapolis on August i0, 1972. This decision
was based on satisfactory findings of ~:he ~o]]ow~ng r~ports and memorandums:

Supporting Lnalysis II-K,. Seepage Contro! For Ground Water
Pollution Abatement

Clay Source Investigations, Phases I and II

B&V Intraoffice :.[emorandum dated Ju!y 20, 1972

A summary of recommendations regarding the use of clay follows:

Quantity of Clay Required

Recommended Clay Source

Schedule

Phase III - Soil Investigations for Design

Topographic Mapping

QUANTITY OF CLAY REQUIRED. The estimated amount of clay required for
sealing purposes for Units No. 1 and No. 2 ~erformed under Project
Numbers 5377 and 5619 is 560,000 cubic .yards. An additional 440,000
cubic yards of clay will be required at a later date to extend the
bottom ash and fly ash and scrubber sludge storage areas for their
service life. l~e selected clay source area would be required to
provide at least 1,000,000 cubic yards of high quality clay.



B~-AC K & V EATC~’

Mr. C. ’J. ~ ce,
Northern States Power Company

August 18, 1972
Project 5377/5619

RECOI~NDED CLAY SOURCE. It is recommended that the 80 acre tract of
land owned by Mrs. ~na B. llansen be purchased. The Hansen tract is
located about 2 miles northeast of Becker and about 5.3 miles from the
SHERCO site. The Hansen tract is legally described as the west. 1/2 of
.the southeast 1/4 of Section ~0, Range 28W, Township 3qN of Sherburne
County, state of Minnesota.

The 80 acre tract of land owned by Mrs. Anna B. Hansen offers the following
advantages for use as the clay source:

a. Eighty acres is a reasonable size tract to obtain the quantity of
clay required.

b. The tract contains sufficient clay for Units No. 1 and No. 2 sealing

purposes.

c. Thec~;~" ic of sufficient quality for the Jnten4e4 use°

d. The site affords d~7 excavating and good drainage conditions.

e. The borrow area has a very small amount of woods to be cleared and
grubbed.

The tract is located on top of a hill offering reasonable grading
potential.

g. This plot offers the shortest haul distance to the site of about
5.3 miles.

h. Only hbout 1 foot of topsoil overburden will have to be stockpiled
to reach good quality clay.

A field reconnaissance inspection of the Hansen property verified the
physical acceptability of the site. A bridge located about 3/4 miles
east of Becker which would be used for clay haulage to the site was
inspected and determined to be adequate for truck traffic hauling clay.

SCHEDULE. The first need for any appreciable quantity of clay would be
for the 5377 D-4C C_oal and Ash Stora~_~ Area Construction contract. The i
small amount of clay required in other contracts such as for sealing the
fuel oil storage areas may be obtained by each involved contractor.

It has been determined that the initial development, excavating and
hauling of clay from the Hansen tract should be included in Contract
5377 D-4C.

The bid date for Contract 5377 D-4C should be moved up to June 30, 1973
to allow adequate overlap with substructure contracts. The following
schedule interfaces are proposed to aliow effective prosecution of the
work:

Acquisition of the 80 acre Hansen tract

Begin topographic mapping of Hansen ~ract

November 14, 1972

November 14, 1972



BLACK e "V EATC~

¯ ’Mr.. C. J. Tice, l~nager
Northern States Power Company

August 18, 1972
Project 5377/5619

Begin soil investigations for design purposes

Begin preparation of construction drawings for
Hansen tract

January 3, 1973

March i, 1973

NSP review issue of C6ntract 5377 D-4C Package May 24, 1973

Bid issue of Contract 5377 D-4C Package June 29; 1973

TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPING. The required topographic mapping for the Hansen
tract may be performed using either aerial or ground survey methods.

One NF size drawing delineated at a scale: i" = i00’ with a contour
interval of one foot would he suitable. The drawings should be prepared
with vertical control based on mean sea level, 1929 adjustment and
horizontal control based on the Minnesota State Grid, south zone.
Property corners should be located and referenced tq appropriate section
corners.

Upon receipt of this drawing, B&V will indicate the location of proposed
soil borings.

PHASE III - SOIL INVESTIGATIONS FOR DESIGN. The additiona! soil borings
and laboratory testing required for design would be performed by Twin
City Testing and Engineering Laboratory, Inc. as an extension to the
present Purchase Order SHERCO-1558. The scope of this work will be
defined in accordance with the above proposed schedule.

"Very truly yours,

cc: Mr. C. J. Tice ~
Att: Mr. J. E. Kettner

BLACK

/ ¢.
Ro M. But~ner~ Prnjeet Manager



BLACK & V EATCH
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

AR~A CODE 816
TEL, 361-7000

AIR ~IL

Northern States Power Company
Sherburne County Generating Plant

Unit No. i (E-6881)
Coal and Ash Storage Area Constructi~

Northern States Power Company"
414 Nicollet Mall
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401

B&V Project 5377
B&V File D-4C.2
July 31, 1974

Attention: Mr. J. R. Zylkowski

Gent±emen:

During a recent meeting at the site, P. Ao Johnson and G. Y. Gunn reviewed
the various field test data regarding density and moisture content of the
fly and bottom ash po~d en~ankments, i~ was apparent that the field densi-
ties were within the specified requirements; however, they were lower than
the densities used in our previous analysis of the embanknnents.

We have re-analyzed the most critical e~i~an~ment which is the east embank-
ment. The most critical design conditions for this embankment occur when
the fly ash pond is full of water and when construction of Phase II Ash
Ponds is in progress. This condition may never occur.

The results of the recent analysis, using an in-place density of 120 pounds
per cubic feet instead of 136 pounds per cubic feet~ result in a reduction
in safety factor of the embankment for the condition described above° We
consider the safety factor adequate and see no need to re-analyze the re-
mainder of the en~ankments.

JRB : nmq

ee: (2) Mr. J. R. Zylkowski

Very truly yours,

& VEATCH

AU G 1974
R. Belden

Project Mane



BLACK & VEATC H

CONSU LT{NG ENG{NEERS TEt. 361.7000
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TTAIR

Northern States Power Company
Sherburne County Generating Plant

Unit No. i (E-6881)
Coal and Ash Sto~~tion

Northern States Power Company
Sherburne County Generating Plant
P. O, Box 68
Becker, Minnesota 55308

Attentio[~: Mr. J. A. Smith

Gentlemen:

~500 MEADOW    LAKE    PARKWAY

We were requested to again [ev~ew the moisture-denslty criterion set forth
in the Specification 5377 D-4C for construction of the ash pond embankmcnt
fill by your personnel during a conference o# July 9, 1974. The specifica-
tions require the en~ankment fill to be constructed of SM, SP, or SW material
compacted to 95 percent of n~ximum density at optimu~ moisture content and at
a moisture content within plus or minus 2 percent of optimum.

Our telephone memorandum of October 13, 1973 modified the moisture require-
ments of the granular embankment msterial. The required moisture content was
established as a range from 5 percent below optJmnm moisture to 2 perce~t
above optimum.

A review of all field control test data indicates that tbe specified compaction
of the granular embankment h~s been achieved. However, in many instances the
moisture content was less than specified in the original specification, and
also less than the moisture content given in our telephone memorandum of
October 13, 1973.

In general, the field moisture density tests indicate field moisture content
of 3.1 percent or greater. A smsll number of tests indicate a field moisture

content of 2 to 3 percent. In all cases the specified , "compaction was obtained.

The optimt~ moisture content of the granular material used in the embankments
generally ranges from 9.6 percent to 13.0 percent. One type of granular
material encountered which has gravel in it has an optimtm~ moisture content of
6.7 perceet.



Northern States Power Company
Att’n: Mr. J. A. Smith

B&V Project 5377
July 30, 1974

Therefore, the required minimum moisture content as set forth in our tele-
phone memorandum would be 4.6 percent to 8.0 percent for the majority of the
granular materials found on-site.

The specified compaction is being achieved st moisture content less than
specified. Thus we believe that field moisture requirements can be modified
as follows for the granular embankment fills.

Minimum moisture content of 3 percent with a preferred moisture
content of 4 percent.

Density requirements are to remain at 95 percent of optimum density
as a minimum.

3. compactive effort to remain essentially unchanged.

O 4. The material which was placed at moisture content of 2 to 3 percent
does not need to be removed since it would be in,practical at this time.
Also the amount of material placed with the low moisture content is
apparently small as indicated by field test data. l~oisture content for
all future work should be as given in Paragraph i ahove.

We have received the "Report on A@ditional Strength Tests of Impervious Clay
Sand~ Coal an@ Ash Storage Areas" prepared by Twin City Testing and Engineering
Laboratory, Inc. at your request. The report concludes that comoaction of the
in~ervious clayey material to a minimum density of 90 percent of~optimum
density at moisture content ranging from 0 to 6 percent above optimum will pro-
duce a material having a minimum cohesive strength of i000 pounds per square
foot, which will meet the design requirements. Therefore, the moisture density
requirements for the impervious clay cores an@ embankments may be modified as
given in the above paragraph.

It should be recognized tbat modification of the ,~o~at~re-density relationships
as outlined in this letter results in a benefit to the Contractor since less
equipment and effort are required for the criteria set forth in’the bid
documents.

This letter establishes the moisture-density relationships which we recommended
be followe@ for the remainder of the projeqt. If you have any questions in this
regard please let us know.

JRB:mpb
3cc: Mr. J. R. Zylkowski

Very truly yours~

&

Belden
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BLACK & VEATCH

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
ARIA COOE 816
TEL 361-7000

AIR MAIL

Northern States Power Company
Sherburne County Generating Plant

Unit No. i (E-6881)
Coal and Ash Storage Area Constructio
PHI2MI00

Northern States Power Company
P. O. Box 68
Becket, Minnesota 55308

Attention: Mr. J. A. Smith

MAY 1 5 1974
377
,2

We have reviewed the moisture-density requirements for the clay material
(type CL) used in the core and impervious blanket for the fly ash and bottom
ash ponds, as you requested during our meeting of 5~y 2, 1974 at the plant site.

Specification 5377 D-4C, as modified by Addendum No. i, requires the clay
core and impervious earth blanket to be compacted to 93 percent of maximum
density at optimum moisture content. The specification further states that
during compaction of the clay core and the impervious earth blanket, the
moisture content shall be within a range of 0 to 3 percent above optimum.

Y
During the month of October 1973, NSP advised that the material for the clay
core had a very high moisture content as had been indicated by the previous
tests and requested a review of the criteria for compacting this material
in order that construction might continue into the fall. At that time B&V
advised that there were two alternative solutions.

The type CL material for the clay core could be compacted to 88 percent
of maximum density with a moisture content of 0 to 6 percent above
optimum. Compaction at 88 percent of maximum density would have the
following undesirable characteristics:

a. Increased long-term settlement of the ash pond dikes of 3 to 6 inches.
b. Compaction at 88 pergent of maximum density at the location of the

36-inch discharge pipes beneath the dikes would be unacceptable.
c. The elevation of the fly ash pond and bottom ash pond dikes and all

interior portions including the clay core should be raised 6 inches
above the elevation shown on the drawings, and the top width of the
dikes and the slopes of the dikes retained as sho~ on the drawings.



Northern States Power Company
Mr. J. A. Smith

-2- B&V Project 5377
May 14, 1974

Construction of the clay core for the ash pond dikes could be stopped
for the construction season, then begun in late sprin~ of 1974 when the
weather would allow the type CL material to be dried by discing and
working such that the materia! could be placed at the specified 93 per-
cent of maximum density and within 0 to 3 percent of optimum moisture.

The contractor continued construction as outlined under Item

The selection of the compaction values of 88 percent of maximum density and
moisture contents of 0 to 6 percent above optimum were based upon estimates
that the cohesive strength of type CL material compacted at 88 percent of
maximum density and 0 to 6 percent above optimum moisture content was 2,000
psf. The required design cohesive strength is 1,000 ibs. per square foot.

Report Noo 4, entitled "INSPECTION #i~D TESTING DURING EARTH WOP~ OPERATIONS
COAL AND ASH STORAGE" dated December 3, 1973 indicates cohesive strengths of
approximately 760 ibs. per square foot. Test results for the coefficient
of permeability indicate values ranging from 2.27 x i0-° to 5.5 x 10-9

centimeters per second at 20° centigrade~

In view of the low cohesive strengths obtained at 88 percent of maximum
density, we believe it advisable to’compact the clay core and impervious earth
blanket material as originally specified. The specified requirements are
93 percent of maximum density with a moisture content of 0 to 3 percent
above optimum.

It will not be necesary ~o re-compact any material already in place. The
permeability tests given in Report No. 4 indicate permeabilities greater
than 1 x 10-8 centimeters per second, which will be satisfactory.

If you have any further questions regarding the compaction criteria, please
advise.

Very truly yours,

&

JRB:nmq

(3) R. Zylkowskif

L R. Belden
,ject Manager



DATE September 25,

Mro J. A. Smith, Project Manager

1975

SHER3URNE COUNTY GENERATING PLAN1’ E-6881
NCN- I0-C87516 DIN 984820, 12K720, 12M300

This memorand~n is to respond to NCN I0-C87516, which reported a discrepancy
in the construction of work under Specification 5377 D-~C Coal and Ash Sto~age
Area Construction as follows:

Of the 2201 soils tests reported as of November 15, 1974, ]62 have
reported moisture contents not as required by s~)ecification

The NCN lists in a 12 page tahulation the tests having the discrepancies. The
objectives of this memorandum are:

I. To review the contract specifications
2. To review the design criteria
3. To summarize the constrnction problems and specification changes
4. To evaluate the acceptability of the tests.

Contract Soecifications

The contract specifications call for classification of clay material for va¢ious
lining purposes. The classifihations were:

Clay Core CL
~npervious~Earth Blanket

Type 1 CL
Type 2 CL,SC
Type 3 SC
Type 4 SC,SC-SM,CL-SC

The designated use of the classified materials is described i~l ti~e specifications
and drawings.

Once classified~ the materials were to be cmnpacted to 93 percent of maximum density
with a moisture content at 0-3 percen[~ above optimum.

The embankment and finer design was made using assumed soil properties that were¯

estimated by Twin City ~estingo The design method, loading conditions, and assumed



Mr. J. A. ~mitb
September 25, 1975
Page 2

soil properties are documented in B&V Supporting Analysis I!-Mo This analysis
was reviewed by NSP Engineering. It was also given a second level review by
Dames and Moore. The above reviews approved the design~ and suggested some
cbanges~ and additional laboratory testing.

The clay soil properties used in the design were:

Cohesive Strength
Density
Friction Angle
permeability

500 psf
124 pcf

0 degrees
I0-7 cm/sec

Prior to construction, laboratory tests were run on the borr(~ pit materials and
the above properties were judged as conservative. Construction specification D-4C

was written based on the above engineering.

Constr~ction Problemsand ~ecification Cban~%£

Construction under the D-4C package’began in July 1973. The specificstion called
for completion by November ]974. Du.ring the fall of 1973, the contractor began
to have trouble meeting the clay c~npaction specifications° The materials in the
pit were wet and his drying methods wereinadequate. The pit materials also were
not as homogeneous as expected° We also realized at this time that we probably
would not have enough materials for the job and tbat we would have similar wet
conditions and compaction problems in the spring of ]974.

To keep the job going, we decided to relax the compaction reqnirements for work
done during the fall. This wa% done on the basis of strength and consolidation
tests reported fn a B&V telephone memo dated October I0, 1973. Later the tests
were documented in Twin City Testing Report No. 4. The relaxed specification
of October 4~ 1974, called for clay compaction to 88 percent density at 0-6 per-
cent moisture above optimum. To compensate for the ~projected increased eonsolida~

tion (due to less compaction), the contractor agreed to raise all embankments by
six inches. The work continued on this basis until, freeze up.

¯ Work started in the spring of 1974 in late April with the first clay coming to the
job in mid-May. The job specification for clay compaction was 88 percent density
at 0~6 percent over optimum. Since some question existed about the extension of
the relaxed specification into 1974, we asked B&V to review and clarify the matter.
In their letter of May 14, 197~, they advised us to return to the contract specifica-
tion. We did this and it proved unworkable by the end of May. Because of the probl.em,
we held a meeting to discuss alternative actions. At the meeting we concluded:

I. The contractor should increase his drying efforts
2o We should do additional testing to evaluate..the compaction requirements.

As a result of our testing, B&V modified the specification on July 30, 1974 to 90
percent density at 0-6 percent moisture above optimum. The job was completed on



~Mr. J. A. Smith
September 25, 1975
Page 3

this basis. R~e six percent moisture requirement proved to be a field attain-
able moisture.

As the work proceeded, some samples were accepted where the density was met at
moisture in the six to seven percent range~ These were accepted on the basis of
field jud~nent. Another meeting was held to review the above decisions. It was
concluded that testing could provide differences up to o5 percent in moisture~
so we would accept 6.5 percent moisture provided the density was met and most
importantly provided the layer was stable so the next layer could be compacted.
At 6.5-7 percent we decided to reject the matcrisls, except we would accept an
occasional 6.5-7 percent test. The NCN concerns the above approvals.

Evaluation

To evaluate the ~ngineering acceptability of the approvals, I have compared the
design basis soil properties with the field obtained soil properties. I also have
made some stability calculations to verify the safety factors.

The results of the parameter comparisons are as follows:

Soil Proe~p_~ Desi~ Basis Imborator_y_Test

Density 124 pcf II0 pcf
Cohesion 500 psf 1,000 psf
Friction 0 degrees 0 degrees
Permeability 10-7 cm/sec 10-7 cm!sec

For information a graph showing s~il strength as a function of density is attached.
The molding moisture is also noted for individual test~.

Reviewing the above comparison, the reduced density of the clay will produce an increase
in the factor of safety (stability)~ so reduced density is acceptable. (B&V con~
sidered the reduction of density in the embankment from 136 pcf to 120 pcf and
approved the factor of safety in their letter of July 31, 1974. My consideration
concerns only the core soil.) The cohesive strength is higher than the design
ba~is~ so it would al~o incre~se the factor of safety° Finally, the pe~l~eability
is equal to the desig~ requirement, so it too is okay. Th~,s on the basis of this
comparison, the field construction is compatible with the design.

To verify the safety of the embankments, stability calculations were made using
the soil properties obtained in our laboratory testing program. Based on the
"sliding wedge" method of anslysis, the minimum factor of safety is about 1.6.
This would be considered marginal, so the emban~nent was analyzed using a modified
"Swedish Circle Method." Based on this analysis, the m~nimum factor of safety is
2.3 which is conservative. Thus~ the construction is compatible with the design.



Mr. Jo Ao ~ith
September 25, 1975
Page 4

It is my opinion that the constructed dams have adequate safety factors, and
that the field construction is ~n compliance with the design criteria. I there-
fore recon~nend that the 162 tests identified in the NCN be accepted.

Po      Johnson, P. E.
Supervising Civil Engineer

PAJ/r~d
cc: J. Ro Zylkowski

Jo C, Meier





NO~,~COHFO R~ITY NOTICE

No. 6-C87516 Revised        .

Pa~e i of 5

proiect __Sherburne Cotmt~ Generating_ Plant

System __QDa_], and Ash Storage Areas

B de;_ N/A

~ntractor ~_~amens and Sons ~ Inc.

E - 6881 DIN. No. SlPH9~)040

Port      ’ N/A --

Dwg, No. 49~o4-to 49107

Elev. See attached su~mnar~sheets

P. O.__.~_-87516

Or;gh, ato~_~_W.F.M~hone.y_Date. 6/2/7>,

Discrepancy

The 2201 soils tests reported as of
November 15, 1974~ were reviewed; ~nd
14 densities were found to be less than
the s~ecif~ed value, The 14 tests are
~ab~lated on the attached 2 su~mz~z~y sheets
and 2 ~ketohes.

Di spo sitlon

Recommend acceptance of tested areas
"as reported" based on the following:

Io Failing ~ests are mostly in single
lifts and are not cum~ative~ there-
fore~ it is felt there are only small
iHterro.pted lenses of !ow density
embankments.                              ’’

2. Few compaction values va~j as much ~s
3.8~ below required ~minim~ density.

3..Because of elevation~ it is not
feasible to rework those areas with
lowtest values.

Corrective Action .

Concurrence Co ~ s, tSu~ i~=o ~,~ Co n cu r r en c e

"I’RB Instructions

The TRB accepts this nonconfo~moce b~sed on red,Jew of reported d~ta~ and ~grees
~ith tl~e ""     "~"    stated ~ove.~IsposlolOn

Finol Buy Off (Site)

QA Acceptance st. Acceptonce
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__Twin City Testing,

I



~I}1"E RNAL CORRESPONDENCE

P. A~ Johnson

J. Ao Smith, Project Manager - Sherburne

LOCATION

LOCATION

3uly "3, 1975

SHERBUP~NE COUNTY GENERATING PLANT E-6881
Re, mew of Moisture Requirements in Specification 5377
98A820~ I~K720, 12M300

At your requestl have reviewed t~e moisture requirements for compaction of
=lay materials in Specification 5377 D-4C Coal and Ash Storage Area Construction.
.This review was generated by W. F. Mahoney’s letter of June 16, 1975 where he
requested an engineering review and approva! of the 162 moisture-density tests
which have reported moistures in excess of the specified maximt~n but have met
specified density requirements.

To evaluate the acceptability of the above described tests the desig~ requirements
for stability, as documented in B&V Supporting Analysis II M~ and the design
requirements for seepage, as documented in the same supporting analysis and
modified in our MPCA permit commitments on solid waste, were reviewed and compared
with the laboratory test results presented in the ~in City Testing reports°

Based on the above analysis and on judgment, the soil strength will be well above
the design requirements at any moisture content which allows compaction to the
specified density of 90%, and the permeability i~. less than the design and permit
requirements and is at a relative minimum at a moisture content from six to eight
percent @hove opti~um moisture.

It is my conclusion that the work covered by the 162 moisture-density tests
described above meets all of the design and permit requirements and is acceptable.

PAJ/rmd

Yours very truly,

.Peter A. Johnson, P. E.
SSpervising Civil



BLACK & VEATCH
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

Northen~ States Power Company
Sherhurne County Generating Plant

Units No. i & 2 (E-6881 & E-7108)
GrouNd Water Seepage Control
PHIIA600 vPHi2K700 PHI2M300 PHI4MO00

AREA CODE 816
TEL 361-7000

December 29, 197i,
B&V Project 5377/5619
B&V File S-34:Z

~r. C. J. Tice, Manager
Plant Engineering and Construction

414 Nicollet ~,[all
~nnea~o~is, Minnesota 55401

Attention: Mr. J. E. Kettner, Project Sponsor

Gentlemen:

W~ are procgeding with an investigat~ to "determine the availability an~cost
6f clay within a feasible hauling distance of the site in acco~d~n’�~ With
Memorandum No, 205 dated December 22, ~1971.

Phase I of the investigation is essentially complete. A literatur~ se~}eh of
the following sources of information is essentially complete:

USDA Soil Surveys for Wright and Sherburne Counties
Geological Survey (Federal and State)
State Highway Department
Water Well Reports

Phase II of the investigation, which includes contact with the following local
sources, has been initiated:

USDA local offices
State Highway Department
Sherburne County Highway Department~
Wright County Highway Department
University of Minnesota
Local well drilling firms
Local soil consulting firms
Heavy construction contractors
Clay product manufacturing firms



Mr. C. J. Tice
Attention: -~. J. E. Kettner

December 29, 1971

Please advise if you have any suggestions~or comments. As a part of this
Phase II we plan to have personnel in the area in the wery near future.

We expect to submit a preliminary report covering Phase I and II of the
subject investigation in early February 1972.

Very truly yours,

BLACK & VEATCH

MWK:lkj

cc: Mr. Co J. Tice ~
Attention: Mr. J. E. Kettne~

M. W. Kaufman
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